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Conventional Deterrence:  
An Interview with John J. Mearsheimer

Conducted 15 July 2018

SSQ: Your book Conventional Deterrence was published in 1984. 
What is your definition of conventional deterrence?

JJM: Conventional deterrence is all about persuading an adversary 
not to initiate a war because the expected costs and risks outweigh the 
anticipated benefits. When I wrote Conventional Deterrence, I was spe-
cifically interested in examining situations where two large armies face 
each other and at least one of them is thinking about attacking the other. 

Throughout the first three decades of the Cold War, virtually all the 
literature on deterrence dealt with nuclear deterrence. Hardly any atten-
tion was paid to conventional deterrence. Indeed, I think I am the first 
person to ever write an article or book dealing explicitly with conven-
tional deterrence. My goal, of course, was to think systematically about 
how deterrence works when there is a possibility of a major conventional 
war, but nuclear weapons are not part of the equation. 

SSQ: Early in the book you discuss how conventional deterrence is 
obtained and state, “Conventional deterrence is largely a function of 
military strategy” (p. 63). Later on you write, “Military calculations will 
not always deter decision-makers” (p. 209). Can you explain this difference?

JJM: As Clausewitz makes clear, war is an extension of politics by 
other means. In other words, states invariably go to war in pursuit of 
specific political goals. The intensity of the political forces pushing a 
state to countenance war varies from case to case, but sometimes they 
are especially powerful. States also pay careful attention to purely mili-
tary considerations. They want to know what is going to happen when 
the fighting starts and what they are likely to achieve at the end of the 
conflict. They also want to know how much risk is involved in pursuing 
their chosen military strategy. Sometimes states will assess that the likeli-
hood of military success is very low, but still go to war, because political 
calculations dictate that it is worth taking the risk. The two classic cases 
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of this kind of logic at work are the Japanese attack against the United 
States in December 1941 and the Egyptian attack against Israel in 
October 1973.

SSQ: On p. 16 you state, “Since WWII, the nature of conventional 
war has not changed and there is no reason to expect a change.” Does 
the idea of war being characterized by clashing mass armies remain true? 

JJM: The only reason to rule out the possibility of clashing mass armies 
is the presence of nuclear weapons. While there is no question that nuclear 
weapons reduce the possibility of a large-scale conventional war between 
two nuclear-armed states, there is still a real possibility that such a war 
might happen. This possibility was a matter of great concern on the 
central front in Europe during the Cold War, and it is a concern today 
on the Korean peninsula and on the border between India and Pakistan. 

SSQ: How does military reluctance to engage in conflict affect political 
decisions concerning conventional deterrence?

JJM: There are some cases where political leaders want to go to war, 
but their country’s military leaders resist, mainly because they are not 
confident they can achieve their goals on the battlefield. In those cases, 
deterrence is likely to hold. This logic explains why the German generals 
initially prevented Hitler from attacking France soon after Poland fell in 
September 1939. 

SSQ: A quote from p. 211 says, “Although a limited aims strategy 
is hardly ever an attractive option, it is usually not so unattractive that 
deterrence obtains in a crisis.” Are nations doomed to continue with 
limited aims strategies?

JJM: Limited aims strategies are not attractive, because limited wars 
tend to escalate in the modern world. Limited wars usually turn into 
unlimited wars. Nevertheless, there are sometimes circumstances where 
the political imperative for war is so powerful that states will pursue a 
limited aims strategy anyway. This logic explains why the Egyptians pur-
sued a limited aims strategy when they attacked Israel in October 1973.

SSQ: Have determinants of the success of conventional deterrence 
changed?

JJM: I think the basic determinants remain unchanged. One could 
argue, however, that conventional deterrence between China and the 
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United States largely involves air and naval forces, whereas conventional 
deterrence during the Cold War was more about the clashing of large 
armies supported by tactical air power. My book, of course, focused 
mainly on the latter scenario, and thus one could say we need to think 
more about the former scenario.

SSQ: Is your definition of deterrence the same for nuclear and con-
ventional, and how is conventional deterrence complicated by nuclear 
weapons?

JJM: The definition for conventional and nuclear deterrence is the 
same if you are talking about the overarching relationship between mili-
tary and political calculations and how they interact to affect deterrence. 
But the military calculations are different in those two realms. For 
example, it is difficult to see how a military can employ nuclear weapons 
on the battlefield to achieve meaningful success. That is certainly not the 
case, however, with conventional weapons. Furthermore, inflicting—
or threatening to inflict—immediate and massive punishment on the 
other side’s civilian population is of central importance in the world of 
nuclear deterrence. It is not an important consideration in the conven-
tional realm, which is not to deny that civilians sometime end up suffering 
greatly in conventional wars. But it rarely happens immediately and it 
is not the equivalent of being vaporized, which is a serious possibility in 
a nuclear war.

SSQ: Is it possible today to achieve strategic surprise? 

JJM: I think it is more difficult to achieve strategic surprise today 
than it was when I wrote about conventional deterrence in the 1980s. 
The main reason is that the ability of countries to penetrate each other’s 
various communications networks has markedly improved in recent 
decades. Still, one does not want to underestimate how clever states 
bent on achieving surprise can be, or how obtuse potential victims can 
be sometimes.

SSQ: Is the concept of conventional deterrence still relevant given 
terrorist adversaries, and how does regime type relate to conventional 
deterrence?

JJM: Terrorism is a minor factor in international politics, and it has 
little to do with conventional deterrence. Regime type has hardly any 
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effect on conventional deterrence. The underlying logic applies equally 
to democracies and authoritarian states. 

SSQ: How have technological improvements such as precision-guided 
munitions (PGM), stealth, and missile defense affected conventional 
deterrence? 

JJM: PGMs and missile defense were around when I first started writing 
about conventional deterrence. Indeed, the first article I ever published 
was on PGMs and how they affect conventional war. When it comes to 
weaponry, militaries operate in a very dynamic environment, and the 
particular constellation of weapons that states have at their disposal at 
any particular point in time affects the military calculations that underpin 
deterrence in important ways. What is crucial, however, is how militaries 
employ the different weapons in their arsenals. Doctrine and strategy 
matter greatly for both deterrence and war fighting. This has always 
been the case and always will be. 

SSQ: How do you see autonomous weapons systems and artificial 
intelligence affecting conventional deterrence? Positive or negative? 

JJM: While I recognize that autonomous weapons and artificial intel-
ligence add a new twist to warfare, I do not see them making conventional 
deterrence more or less likely to work.

SSQ: Can we apply the concept of conventional deterrence to con-
flicts in space and cyber? 

JJM: Given that it is possible to have a conventional war in space, one 
could surely apply basic deterrence theory to that realm, although I have 
never thought much about how one would do that. It is also possible to 
imagine two sides waging a nonnuclear war that only involved cyberattacks. 
One could also apply the logic of conventional deterrence to that realm, 
although again, I have not studied that issue. One can also imagine both 
space and cyber being bound up with more traditional military forces in 
a potential conflict situation. It seems likely, for example, that two large 
armies facing off against each other in a crisis will be heavily dependent 
on communications networks that are vulnerable to cyberattacks. Does 
this create a situation where the side that strikes first wins because it ef-
fectively paralyzes the other side’s armies, thus weakening conventional 
deterrence? Or does it create a situation where it does not matter who 
strikes first, because the victim will retain the capability to wreck the 
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attacker’s command and control? Thus, there is no difference between 
first strike and second strike, which strengthens deterrence. I do not 
know the answers to these questions, but there is no doubt we need 
good answers, because questions of this sort are of central importance 
for understanding conventional deterrence in the contemporary world. 

SSQ: You wrote, “When nations are dissatisfied with the status quo, 
the prospects for deterrence are not promising” (p. 211). Has there been 
anything in the past 20 years that would lead you to change your thinking 
on this? 

JJM: No. I think that anytime a state is unhappy with the status quo, 
it is going to search hard for ways to change it. And that often means 
looking for ways to use force to alter the existing state of affairs. Dis-
satisfied states are inclined to appeal to force, because there is no higher 
authority in the international system they can appeal to for help in deal-
ing with their grievances. As long as the system remains anarchic, states 
will be tempted to use force to alter an unacceptable status quo. 

SSQ: On p. 212 you issue a message for status quo powers: “Beware 
in a crisis because your opponent is seeking a way to defeat you.” Could 
the United States be deterred by China in a crisis over Taiwan? 

JJM: My sense is that in a crisis over Taiwan, the United States would 
be the status quo power and China would be the revisionist power. After 
all, Beijing is intent on incorporating Taiwan into China, while Wash-
ington is likely to be committed to preventing that from happening. 
Thus, the question is: in a crisis over Taiwan, could China be deterred 
by the United States? It would probably be difficult to make deterrence 
work, because China is deeply committed to ending Taiwan’s indepen-
dence and thus would be searching for ways to make that happen. The 
United States would certainly want to be aware of these dynamics so as 
to maximize its prospects of making deterrence work.

SSQ: To quote the book, “When one side has overwhelming advantage 
in forces, deterrence is very likely to fail . . . . Political consequences of 
continued peace may be so unacceptable that a nation is tempted to pursue 
an unattractive course of action” (pp. 59–62). Is this the situation today 
between the US and North Korea? 

JJM: There is no question that a state bent on altering the status quo, 
which also has a huge force advantage over its adversary, is going to be 
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especially difficult to deter. A good example of this logic at play involves 
Hitler’s decision to invade Poland on September 1, 1939. The German 
military was far superior to the Polish military in numbers and quality. 
Plus, the Soviet Union, which was allied with Nazi Germany, promised to 
attack Poland shortly after the Wehrmacht entered Poland. The United 
States today is far superior to North Korea in terms of both conven-
tional and nuclear weaponry. There are two reasons, however, why the 
United States is unlikely to attack North Korea, much less invade it. 
First, North Korea has somewhere between 20 and 60 nuclear weapons, 
which it can use against South Korea and Japan, to include the Ameri-
can military forces and their families living in those two countries. Sec-
ond, China would surely intervene if the United States invaded North 
Korea, just as it did in the fall of 1950, when American troops crossed 
the 38th Parallel.

SSQ: A recent study published in International Security showed Ameri-
cans much more tolerant of non-combatant casualties than previously 
thought. Could these views affect conventional deterrence in the future? 

JJM: I do not think so. My sense is that the key considerations that 
affect conventional deterrence are the likelihood that the military will 
achieve its aims on the battlefield and the intensity of the political consider-
ations that are pushing the state to countenance going to war. I have not 
seen much evidence that the decision to launch a conventional war is 
affected one way or the other by concerns about civilian casualties.

SSQ: Dr. Mearsheimer, on behalf of team SSQ, thank you for sharing 
your views on conventional deterrence with the SSQ audience. 
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Clausewitz as Counterpuncher: The 
Logic of Conventional Deterrence

If the romantic Prussian philosopher crossed paths with trainer An-
gelo Dundee, he would extol the virtues of counterpunching in boxing 
as well as in war. We can infer this from Carl von Clausewitz’s discus-
sion of offense, defense, and culmination of the two in On War. We 
can also test the strategic counterpunching hypothesis with a quick run 
through some of the major wars of the past two centuries. They gener-
ally demonstrate that it is best to take your opponent’s best shot and 
then counter with what you have left. Ironically, this deterrent strategy, 
which gained such allure in the nuclear age, may be even more suitable 
to conventional war. 

Clausewitz contends that defense is the stronger form of war, even 
though it serves a negative object. The reasons for this are manifold and 
span physical, moral, and psychological factors. In the physical realm, 
the attacker generally has longer lines of communications that are ren-
dered insecure once they extend into enemy territory. The longer the 
lines of communication, the greater both their vulnerability and the 
consumption of energy necessary to deliver goods and services to the 
front lines or point of attack. Similarly, as the defender falls back from 
the frontiers, lines of communication are shortened and remain rela-
tively secure in friendly territory. In land combat, knowledge of terrain 
is important, and the advantage goes again to the defender who has 
inhabited the territory and knows both the general lay of the land as 
well as details that may prove tactically and operationally advantageous. 
Swamps, rivers, hills, and mountains all favor the defender’s cause, as 
does the bullet-stopping power of dirt. 

Since the middle of the nineteenth century and the advent of the cyl-
indroconical bullet, which pushed the killing range out to nearly a thou-
sand yards, being “dug-in” posed considerable advantage over attacking 
across the open ground in front of entrenched positions—so much so 
that the adage was a three-to-one manpower advantage was necessary to 
confer upon the attacker a reasonable chance of success. With the advent 
of breechloaders, repeating rifles, machine guns, and carefully registered 
artillery, the ratio increased. When one adds the logistical disadvantages 
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facing the attacker to the requirement for overwhelming concentration at 
the point of attack, the physical strength of the defense becomes apparent. 

So too do the moral hazards for the attacker, as the proliferation of mass 
media make the politics of war a public, global phenomenon. Consider 
the German response to Louis Napoleon’s declaration of war, cleverly 
stimulated by a German provocation in the Ems Dispatch. This piece of 
Bismarckian chicanery curiously made the offenders an aggrieved party. 
Nonetheless, Louis’ indiscretion activated a defensive alliance of loosely 
confederated provinces and set in motion the war that made Germany 
into a modern state—all while the Austrians, recently defeated by the 
Prussians at Koeniggraetz, stood in the window and watched. Fast-
forward to the end of the twentieth century and another aggrieved 
offender emerged: Saddam Hussein. There is little doubt that Iraq’s 
traditional 13th province Kuwait was stealing oil by diagonal drilling into 
Iraqi territory. Yet the Iraqi invasion stimulated both international out-
rage and a measured coalition response that eventually spelled the end 
of Hussein’s regime. In both cases, the ostensible offenders, although 
seemingly justified in their attacks, suffered moral approbation, 
eventual defeat, and displacement.

Psychology also favors the defenders, who at the moment of attack be-
come the aggrieved party. It is they who are defending their government, 
their homes, their women and children, and their way of life. These are 
powerful incentives to fight and fight ferociously. Fear of loss is typically 
a stronger psychological motivator than potential gain. When applied 
to the dynamic of offense and defense in warfare, although the attacker 
may have much to gain, the defender has more to lose and will fight 
ferociously to forestall the occasion. 

Yet defense serves the negative object. Eventually, nations must take 
to the offensive to achieve their goals, especially if they seek to elimi-
nate a threat. Such was the rationale for the Archidamian War of Sparta 
against Athens in the Peloponnesus two and half millennia ago and for the 
German invasion of Soviet Russia in 1941. Yet both of these wars proved 
disastrous for the aggressors. When, then, is the right time to attack? 
Clausewitz provides the answer in his discussion of culmination for the 
offense and defense. In fine Hegelian fashion, he uses opposites to make 
sense of these two relative terms. The offense culminates when it can no 
longer survive a counterattack, and the defense culminates when it can 
no longer conduct one. Which, then, is more likely to culminate first? 
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The previous discussion would point to the offense, which, like a spring, 
loses elasticity when fully extended, while a carefully marshalled defense 
continues to coil in its face. This assumes, of course, that the defense has 
the space and time to trade while the offense, like a hurricane ashore, 
naturally weakens. The ability of the defensive nation to attract allies is 
also important, since this can sometimes compensate for what is lost to 
the attack. Such was the case for France in 1914 and the Soviet Union 
in 1941. Both lost a great deal of their industrial base to the German 
attack but were shored up by allies until they had sufficiently recovered. 

Hence evolves the logic of conventional deterrence. Since the offense 
is inherently weaker than the defense and loses strength as it proceeds 
into enemy territory, it is vulnerable to counterattack and generally loses 
the elasticity necessary to formulate its own counter-response. Also for-
feited is the moral advantage that lies with the initial defender. There was 
little international compassion for the German and Japanese people at 
the end of World War II, even though both suffered grievously. The un-
covering of concentration camps and the most heinous human-subject 
medical experiments served only to fuel notions of outrage and revenge. 

These passions generally fuel the counterattack. Napoleon’s adventure 
into the Iberian Peninsula met fierce local resistance that was aided by the 
British, and the campaign became a running sore for the republic-cum-
empire. It was Portuguese trade with Britain in textiles that stimulated 
the Iberian campaign in the first place. Similarly, Russian trade with Per-
fidious Albion in pitch, tar, and lumber in the Baltic violated Napoleon’s 
mercantile policies and provided impetus for his Russian campaign in 
1812. Both met with eventual disaster and in combination bled away 
the advantage in manpower the French levee en masse had provided for 
earlier campaigns. These developments were certainly within the firm 
mental grasp of Clausewitz, but his backhanded recommendation for a 
deterrent strategy drew even more support in the wars that occurred in 
the century after his death.

Most theorists appear to be temporally cursed. Mahan’s idea of a deci-
sive battle for command of the sea got little play in the First World War, 
but many of his dicta were vindicated in World War II, providing one 
is willing to substitute aircraft carriers for battleships as capital vessels. 
Similarly, the resilience of populations under air attack in the Second 
World War made Giulio Douhet’s propositions about command of the 
air ring hollow. Douhet, much like Mahan, was possibly vindicated by 
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the nuclear age that coincided with the Cold War. Both theorists had to 
wait about half a century to gain relevance. In the case of Clausewitz, the 
Pax Britannica of the nineteenth century provided scant opportunities to 
test his hypotheses in state-on-state conflict. The Crimean War turned 
on logistics and may have spelled the end of unarmored wooden 
sailing ships as the sin qua non of international power. The Italian, 
German, and American wars of unification that punctuated the decades 
immediately following the conflict in Crimea represent a mixed bag of 
military action with political overtones. While the first two featured 
decisive battles with immediate political results and appear rather limited 
in retrospect, the American Civil War was a slog, in which, according to 
Theodore Ropp, the power that commanded the sea defeated “a people 
who were too dependent on water transportation.”1 In most of these 
nineteenth-century wars, Nathan Bedford Forrest appears to have been 
the preeminent philosopher. According to the Confederate general, the 
side that got there “fustest with the mostest” usually prevailed.2 

The wars of the twentieth century demonstrated something different. 
The scale and scope of the two world wars gave full play to all vari-
ables in the Clausewitzian formula. Curiously, the industrialization of 
the participants did little to alter the relationship of people, militaries, 
and governments to passion, probability, and logic in determining out-
comes. In most cases, nations found the industry they needed to pros-
ecute what became industrial wars of attrition. 

For World War I, the German attempt to invest Paris with a sweeping 
envelopment fell victim to dilatory execution and stiffened French resis-
tance along the Marne River. This was aided by the French attack into 
Alsace-Lorraine being thwarted by German resistance and an immediate 
counterattack, throwing French troops back across their own lines of 
communication and providing the necessary reserves in manpower to 
attack the flanks of the German onslaught attempting to encircle Paris. 
Things devolved into a stalemate between rail power for the Germans 
and sea power for the Allies delivering goods and services to a virtually 
static front that stretched from Switzerland to the English Channel. The 
French had absorbed Germany’s best blows, attracted allies, and eventually 
counterattacked along the entire front. It was a war of exhaustion. 
Although the initial German attack stabilized along the Aisne River and 
stayed in possession of France’s industrial districts for almost four years, 
eventually the defense uncoiled and counterattacked. Debilitated by 
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four years of blockade, short on rations, and dogged by unrest on the 
home front, the German army collapsed. The strategic counterattack, 
not by design but happenstance, proved to be the winning formula in 
the key theater of the war. “Fustest with mostest” gave way to longest 
with the lastest for the victors.

World War II repeated the pattern. German attacks into Poland, Scan-
dinavia, France and eventually the Soviet Union met with tremendous 
success. The Third Reich lacked only the oil of the Caucuses to comprise 
what Halford MacKinder had called “the world island,”3 an economic 
unit knit together by railroads and impervious to the predation and 
strangulation afforded by sea power. Similarly, Japanese attacks in the 
Pacific took the Philippines, Indonesia, and Indochina while threatening 
Northern Australia and the Western United States as well as India. Yet 
again, the fruits of early aggression were spoiled by Allied counterattacks 
outside Moscow in 1941, at Guadalcanal and El Alamein in 1942, and 
Stalingrad and the Gilbert Islands in 1943. Although the cross-channel 
invasion of 1944 was pivotal to Allied success in recovering France and 
dismantling Germany, it was merely one in a number of campaigns 
that comprised a massive counteroffensive. Industrialization may have 
changed the character of war, but its true nature, with all the moral and 
psychological imperatives, appears to have remained the same. Surprise 
and freedom of action went to the offender, but the defender proved 
stronger in the end. 

Strategically, the Axis offensives culminated with the attack on Pearl 
Harbor. The concomitant neutrality pact between the Soviet Union and 
Japan allowed the former to throw all of its newly acquired and recently 
moved industrial might at the German invaders. Japan was left to fend 
for itself alone in the Pacific against the greatest industrial power on the 
planet. Her plight became clear in late 1942 in the Solomon Islands, a 
tertiary sub-theater in what was admittedly the United States’ second 
priority, behind Germany, in the war. Guadalcanal was an encounter 
battle, and the United States could afford to feed the fray with men and 
machines at rates the Japanese simply could not match. The moral hazard 
of the sneak attack, compounded by hideous treatment of American 
prisoners in the Philippines, provided the psychological sauce for the 
industrial meat undergirding the US response. Similarly, German 
behavior in France, and the Soviet Union in the early years of the war in 
Europe, added fuel to the vengeful counterattack. 
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Ironically, nuclear weapons may have altered the equation. The Allies could 
afford to trade time and space in both world wars for the ability to marshal 
the reserves necessary for the counterattack. While the neutron-stopping 
power of dirt may indeed provide the wherewithal for a second-strike 
capability in a nuclear war, to what end? If cities are erased, industrial 
power eradicated, populations devastated, and perhaps the ecosphere of 
the entire planet severely damaged; what good is a counterattack? Yes, 
equal destruction can be visited upon the attacker—but, in that case, 
no one wins. Perhaps this is why nuclear war has not happened and per-
haps why it may never happen. The war itself has become the enemy of 
its participants, and they realize it. Yet, under this umbrella of nuclear 
terror, war goes on. Korea, Kuwait, and Kosovo tend to demonstrate the 
power of the strategic counteroffensive in conventional wars. 

Thus, conventional deterrence is rooted in the Clausewitzian logic 
of war, which comprises physical, moral, and psychological factors. All 
tend to favor defense followed by offense in an overall deterrent posture. 
When it comes to conventional warfare, deterrence makes logical and 
historical sense. Counterpunching works in war as well as boxing, for 
many of the same reasons. 

Stephen D. Chiabotti 
Professor, School of Advanced Air and Space Studies
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Deterrence in the 21st Century: Integrating 
Nuclear and Conventional Force

Robert Peters, Justin Anderson, and Harrison Menke

Abstract

Potential adversaries of the United States have concluded that upgrad-
ing and diversifying their nuclear forces is vital to their defense posture 
and to prevailing, whether at the negotiating table, on the battlefield, 
or in future crises with the United States. They seek to use their nuclear 
forces to coerce partners, fracture alliances, and shape regional security 
dynamics and future military campaigns. These actions will help leverage 
their nuclear forces, and create hybrid conventional-nuclear strategies 
that will ensure future crises or conflicts will include a nuclear dimension 
from the outset. It may also extend across multiple phases and domains. 
Since the end of the Cold War, US nuclear deterrence has been margin-
alized and stovepiped in favor of conventional deterrence. This article 
asserts that thinking about conventional deterrence independently or 
otherwise detached from US nuclear forces is not sufficient to counter 
hybrid nuclear-conventional strategies. Rather, it advocates on behalf 
of better integration between nuclear deterrence strategies and nuclear 
deterrence operations with US conventional defense policy, strategy, and 
planning processes. As such, it supports the call within the 2018 Nuclear 
Posture Review to “strengthen the integration of nuclear and non-nuclear 
military planning” and offers initial steps forward. 
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During the Cold War, deterrence often served as shorthand for nuclear 
deterrence with US nuclear forces playing a primary role in US deter-
rence strategies. However, following the collapse of the Soviet Union, 
nuclear deterrence faded into the background of US national security 
policy, defense strategy, and military operations. For many policy makers 
in the 1990s and 2000s, nuclear forces appeared to play a peripheral 
and declining role. Nuclear deterrence and nuclear-capable forces be-
came increasingly associated with deterring a small set of narrowly de-
fined, highly unlikely scenarios involving attacks against the US or allied 
homelands with nuclear or other weapons of mass destruction. In turn, 
nuclear deterrence and nuclear-capable platforms became increasingly 
marginalized in the national defense community and separate from the 
exercises and planning associated with conventional forces and conven-
tional operations. Nuclear-capable forces were often viewed as obsoles-
cent niche capabilities that existed for remote emergencies. While such 
a posture made sense in the immediate post–Cold War international en-
vironment, it is increasingly incapable of countering emerging threats. 

Yet, as stated in the 2018 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR), nuclear-armed 
potential adversaries have not followed the United States in reducing 
the role and salience of nuclear forces.1 In recent years North Korea, 
Russia, and China have seemingly surveyed the geopolitical environ-
ment, assessed the prospects of a future armed conflict with the United 
States and its allies, and fundamentally rejected the premise that nuclear 
forces are fading from geopolitical prominence or declining in military 
utility. These potential adversaries appear committed to developing and 
implementing strategies and plans for their nuclear-capable delivery 
systems that will provide their leaders with various use or employment 
options across the spectrum of crisis and conflict.2 These hybrid strate-
gies combine conventional and unconventional weapons, to expressly 
include a significant and growing role for their nuclear-capable forces. 
Such options are likely intended to both complement and support de-
terrence and other military-political objectives by actively shaping and 
complicating the decision making and defense planning of their poten-
tial adversaries, namely the United States and its global alliances. This 
is relevant particularly with regard to potential hostilities within their 
home regions.3 These states appear prepared to deliberately and rapidly 
escalate up to, and potentially past, the nuclear threshold early within 
an armed conflict, if necessary. Importantly, their calculus of what constitutes 
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early and necessary in a period of hostilities may fundamentally differ 
from that of the United States, creating a mismatch of perception and 
risk assessment that could surprise the United States in the future. This 
requires a serious reevaluation of how best to deter nuclear-armed ad-
versaries, the role US nuclear-capable forces should play within these 
deterrence strategies, and how to integrate these forces with other US 
capabilities to present a seamless deterrence posture.

US deterrence policy and strategy, however, has proven slow to 
respond to adversary hybrid strategies, as US strategic thought on de-
terring nuclear-armed potential adversaries has struggled to keep up.4 
Adversaries have evolved the roles, responsibilities, and capabilities of 
their nuclear forces as well as integrated these forces with conventional 
concepts and capabilities. These strategies and operations use a hybrid 
conventional-nuclear approach to shape and influence regional security 
dynamics prior to a conflict or crisis by using nuclear capabilities in a 
manner calculated to place pressure upon US allies and to influence allied 
and US cost-benefit analyses.5 Adversaries may be willing to brandish or 
even employ nuclear forces to secure victory on the battlefield or at the 
negotiating table. While potential adversaries of the United States have 
thought deeply on the topic of how integrating conventional and strate-
gic capabilities can provide new options for deterrence and war-fighting 
operations, US deterrence thought has remained largely static since the 
Cold War. Indeed, the United States has yet to develop a cohesive, com-
prehensive approach bringing together what the Joint Staff defines as the 
“three Cs” of deterrence: capabilities, credibility, and communication. 
All of this hinders the ability of the United States to address present and 
future deterrence and assurance requirements that may require a mix of 
nuclear-capable and conventional forces simultaneously carrying out a 
range of operations to deter and defeat an adversary. 

With these challenges in mind, this article asserts that nuclear forces 
will be active components across the full range of Russian, Chinese, and 
North Korean military activities; thus, thinking about conventional de-
terrence independently or otherwise detached from US nuclear forces is 
not sufficient to counter hybrid nuclear-conventional strategies. Rather, 
we reaffirm the 2018 NPR and advocate for more closely integrating 
US nuclear deterrence strategies and nuclear deterrence operations with 
conventional defense policy, strategy, and planning processes.6 This ap-
proach will allow civilian policy makers and military commanders to 
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better posture US forces and tailor deterrence strategies to address pres-
ent and future challenges. By ensuring that US nuclear and conventional 
forces complement each other across geographic theaters and strategic 
domains, the United States can prevent adversaries from calculating that 
forces equipped with weapons of mass destruction (WMD) grant them 
a tactical or strategic advantage in a future crisis or conflict with the 
United States and its allies.

Understanding Adversary Hybrid 
Conventional-Nuclear Strategies

Deterrence is about influencing a potential adversary’s cost-benefit 
calculus, assessment of risk, and decision-making processes. It requires 
a thorough understanding of a potential adversary’s priorities, percep-
tions, and strategies.7 Today, it appears a common strategic logic drives 
adversaries to adopt an approach to the United States and its allies that 
prominently includes a significant role for nuclear weapons, up to and 
including their potential employment during an armed conflict.8 In-
deed, as Indian general Krishnaswamy Sundarji reportedly observed fol-
lowing the 1991 Gulf War, “If you are going to fight the United States, 
you better have nuclear weapons.”9 General Sundarji’s quip appears to 
have taken root, as the 2018 NPR acknowledges that nuclear-armed 
potential adversaries are developing, modernizing, and expanding their 
nuclear forces and integrating them into their military posture and 
strategy to offset the US conventional advantage.10 As Gen John Hyten, 
commander of US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM), observed, 
“We have adversaries that are looking at integrating nuclear, conven-
tional, space and cyber, all as part of a strategic deterrent.”11 We believe 
the NPR and General Hyten highlight a significant trend and conver-
gence in adversary thinking toward a strategy intended to counter the 
United States and coerce its partners and allies. 

Nuclear-armed adversaries—North Korea, Russia, and China—consider 
the United States the primary threat to their security.12 All three believe 
the United States seeks to encircle them and stunt their regional and 
global ambitions; in Moscow and Pyongyang this is viewed as part of 
a broader effort aimed at crippling or deposing their ruling regimes.13 
For example, the Russian national security strategy explicitly states the 
United States and its allies seek to oppose an independent Russia in 
order to retain their dominance in world affairs.14 Democratic People’s 
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Republic of Korea (DPRK) official statements have echoed the same 
sentiment, explaining, “the US persistent labeling of the DPRK’s mea-
sures for bolstering up the capability for self-defense as [a] ‘threat’ is 
nothing but a pretext for justifying its aggressive hostile policy towards 
the DPRK and [its] strategy for dominating Asia.”15 Should conflict 
erupt, they believe the United States is prepared to negate their nuclear 
arsenals, disrupt their command and control (C2), and decapitate their 
leadership through rapid (conventional and/or nuclear) precision strikes 
and responsive missile defense intercepts.16 As Lora Saalman, a scholar 
on Chinese security issues, notes, “With the addition of prompt global 
strike (PGS) to [the US] strategic lexicon, Chinese perceptions on US 
‘absolute security’ (juedui anquan) have assumed renewed urgency and 
focus. The ability for Washington to conduct a preemptive strike against 
Beijing without fear of retaliation cuts to the heart of the concept that 
Washington seeks primacy at Beijing’s expense.”17

This view is common among leaders in Moscow, Pyongyang, and Beijing. 
It is informed by their analysis of US-led military campaigns during the 
post–Cold War era, particularly those that resulted in the overthrow, cap-
ture, and/or demise of political leaders who opposed the United States 
(e.g. Slobodan Milosevic, Saddam Hussein, and Mu‘ammar Gadhafi). This 
fear was aptly described by Alexei Arbatov, former deputy chair of the 
Russian Duma Defense Committee, in 2000:

The NATO bombing campaign against Yugoslavia has left the Russian people 
with a vivid image of a possible future scenario—with Russia on the receiving 
end of surgical strikes against industrial, infrastructure, and military targets. 
These strikes would be especially targeted against nuclear forces and [command, 
control, and communication] sites, and would be sufficiently selective not to 
provoke a nuclear response. They would, however, efficiently destroy Russia’s 
deterrence capability within a few days or weeks.18

In Arbatov’s assessment, no target can be assumed to remain beyond 
the reach of the United States. Russia, China, and North Korea fear that 
continued US investment in advanced technologies may grant Wash-
ington an even broader suite of options to methodically and systemati-
cally dismember their regimes in the future.19 As explained by North 
Korean state-run news agency KCNA, only robust nuclear capabilities 
can preserve the regime: “The Saddam Hussein regime in Iraq and the 
Gaddafi regime in Libya could not escape the fate of destruction after 
being deprived of their foundations for nuclear development and giving 
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up nuclear programs of their own accord.”20 It should be noted these 
concerns are particularly acute in Pyongyang and Moscow; in relative 
terms, China appears to feel more secure against the United States—but 
similarly chafes against a regional and international security order it be-
lieves favors the United States and keeps others, to include their state, 
from growing strong enough to either challenge it or reshape the Indo-
Pacific region to their liking. 

Concerns over US capabilities and intentions have collectively in-
creased North Korean, Russian, and Chinese commitments to nuclear 
forces. They consider these forces vital to securing their status as major 
powers and compensating for inferior conventional military capabilities. 
All three fundamentally reject the idea that nuclear weapons are becoming less 
relevant to geopolitics or military affairs. In contrast, they have increased 
their reliance on nuclear weapons for deterrence as well as defense. 
Indeed, nuclear forces represent an important asymmetric military ca-
pability for nullifying their nonnuclear disadvantages.21 

More importantly, the role of nuclear weapons in these three states’ 
strategies has become more nuanced and expansive as a result of their 
assessment of potential future armed conflicts. These actors believe a 
constant state of competition exists with the United States that explic-
itly includes a nuclear dimension that extends across multiple strategic 
domains and across different phases of crisis and conflict. Thus, nuclear 
forces not only deter the most extreme circumstance (large-scale nuclear 
attack against their homelands) but also are increasingly expected to play 
a foundational and active role across all phases of crisis and conflict.22 
They ostensibly go well beyond views of nuclear deterrence and preven-
tion of nuclear war, to include the potential for war fighting.23 

Indeed, North Korea and Russia (and to some extent China) have 
been explicit about their readiness for nuclear use or employment. For 
example, in 2017 North Korea conducted several missile exercises de-
signed to practice engaging US forces deployed in Japan and South Korea. As 
noted in one press release, “The drill was conducted by limiting the fir-
ing range under the simulated conditions of making preemptive strikes 
at ports and airfields in the operational theater in South Korea where 
the US imperialists’ nuclear war hardware is to be hurled.”24 The NATO 
secretary general’s annual report noted in 2013 Russia simulated nu-
clear strikes against Sweden.25 This came during repeated nuclear threats 
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from Moscow during its invasion and subsequent annexation of Crimea, 
Ukraine.26 

These states have developed a menu of options for calibrated nuclear 
use or employment, to include options for rapid and deliberate nuclear 
escalation.27 These options are increasingly integrated across the spec-
trum of crisis and conflict, creating a hybrid approach that combines 
conventional and nuclear forces into a cohesive and flexible approach 
designed to fight and win potential conflicts with a range of actors, to 
include the United States and its allies.28 For example, Dave Johnson, a 
staff officer in the NATO International Staff Defence Policy and Plan-
ning Division, explained, “Russia has integrated inherently flexible nuclear 
capabilities with conventional precision strike assets into a single strategic 
weapons set designed to inflict calibrated levels of damage for strategic 
effect.”29 Indeed, Russia regularly exercises integration between compo-
nents of its nuclear triad and conventional precision-strike capabilities.30 
Moreover, Moscow attempts to cast a nuclear shadow to achieve its po-
litical objectives in crises and conflicts short of conventional war, such 
as its annexation of Crimea or attempts to intimidate NATO members 
into forgoing missile defense procurements.31 China has also sought to 
integrate its forces. As noted by China security experts Michael Chase 
and Arthur Chan, Beijing has developed its own integrated strategic de-
terrence concept that “calls for a comprehensive and coordinated set of 
strategic deterrence capabilities, including nuclear, conventional, space, 
and cyber forces.”32 Song Zhongping, a former member of the People’s 
Liberation Army’s Second Artillery Corps (now PLA Rocket Force), 
reaffirmed this view, acknowledging China is working to integrate 
land-, sea-, and air-launched missile systems toward a seamless strike 
posture encompassing both nuclear and conventional forces. “China has 
developed many kinds of conventional warhead missiles,” Zhongping 
says, “from short range to long range, which all can be turned into very 
powerful nuclear weapons.”33 During a crisis or conflict, all three states 
are likely to simultaneously seek to achieve strategic objectives with 
conventional means while also posturing, exercising, or demonstrating 
nuclear-capable forces. 

Brad Roberts argues that these adversaries have developed a “theory 
of victory” vis-à-vis the United States that includes preparation for po-
tential nuclear employment to degrade US capability and will to fight.34 
Potential adversaries contemplating a theory of victory for contingencies 
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such as a potential regional armed conflict appear to make three broad 
assumptions. 

First, they appear to believe there are real incentives for the use of 
nuclear-capable forces for a range of possible operations, up to and po-
tentially including employment at the outset of or early within a regional 
conflict. These incentives are particularly high if they believe the United 
States is preparing to launch an immediate attack. Importantly, from 
their perspective, their use or employment of nuclear forces would, in 
many cases, represent a form of defensive operation, rather than a pre-
emptive, offensive, or highly escalatory form of employment. Within 
their assessments of past US military operations, all three nuclear-armed 
potential adversaries have observed the difficulty of combatting a US-led 
coalition, particularly if the United States is granted time to assemble a 
major conventional military force. The ruling regimes note that time 
is rarely on the side of state actors opposing the United States—the 
longer the conflict, the more likely a US adversary will face an increas-
ingly unfavorable balance of forces. Thus, should an adversary conclude 
that conflict is likely, US overseas bases, key transportation nodes, and 
concentrations of US or allied forces may be threatened or struck early 
to negate US and allied military advantages and create space for negotia-
tion and crisis termination. 

Second, potential adversaries seem to view US defense strategy and 
planning as daunting but also potentially brittle—and thus vulnerable 
with regard to the networks of capabilities, webs of allied and partner 
relationships, and multiple communications and transport nodes in-
volved. If key US nodes are held at risk or an important US ally is 
coerced into sitting out a fight or refuses US access, adversaries may 
speculate that the operational tempo of US military response will slow 
or even grind to a halt. This could explain an interest in dual-capable 
delivery systems of varying ranges that can grant a number of options 
for threatening regional or theater targets or attacking them outright. 

Finally, North Korea, Russia, and China may believe escalation, 
including nuclear escalation, can be controlled.35 As such, all three 
nuclear-armed potential adversaries appear to reject the idea that any 
form of nuclear escalation or employment in a future armed conflict will 
likely or necessarily lead to thermonuclear Armageddon. In addition, all 
three states implicitly question whether the United States will view any 
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form of “limited” nuclear employment within the context of a regional 
conflict as necessarily triggering a major US nuclear response. 

As such, potential adversaries also appear to be differentiating 
between different levels of conflict (i.e. regional conflicts and those that 
would involve some form of direct attack against the US homeland). 
This is not to suggest that within a future regional crisis a potential 
adversary will not implicitly or explicitly threaten the US homeland; 
indeed, this might be a critical component of their strategy. But all three 
states will likely hesitate to wage attacks upon the US homeland for fear 
this would automatically provoke a significant US response. Instead, 
they seek strategies and courses of action, to include types of nuclear 
employment, that would keep an armed conflict within their “home” 
region and not provoke unwanted escalation. They may believe nuclear 
employment can be controlled through careful and limited application 
of force. This could, for example, include actions such as a tactical nuclear 
attack on naval targets or against an advancing column of ground forces 
or an atmospheric detonation designed to interfere with aerospace op-
erations. Together these assumptions appear to form a perception that 
some form of limited, regional employment of nuclear weapons far from 
US shores may not automatically trigger a US nuclear counterstrike.

These insights also reveal an implicit but central judgment about the 
US willingness to sustain costs. North Korea, Russia, and China all appear 
skeptical of the US willingness to endure significant pain and casualties 
due to a prolonged conflict that is not initiated as a result of a direct at-
tack upon the US homeland. They also question the breadth and depth 
of the US commitment to a number of its allies and partners and to 
related US-led regional security arrangements. They view the United 
States as a superpower and fear that it has hegemonic ambitions but 
wonder how willing it is to bear the costs of hegemony, particularly on 
behalf of distant allies and interests and if these costs have the potential 
to be very high. As such, a hybrid approach that couples conventional 
military action with nuclear threats or employment may (in their minds) 
induce the United States and its allies to back down.

None of this suggests that nuclear strategies of potential adversaries 
are the same or that they seek a nuclear conflict with the United States. 
Nor should it be assumed that their theater-range dual-use options are 
always or primarily nuclear options or that they are solely developed 
with the United States and its allies in mind. But it does reflect a convic-
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tion that there are significant incentives for adversaries to consider em-
ploying their nuclear forces to achieve political and military objectives, 
particularly within a future regional crisis or conflict. It also reflects the 
growing trend to closely tie nuclear-capable forces into strategies and 
operations that employ conventional and dual-use forces to achieve strategic, 
theater, and battlefield objectives against the United States and its allies. 

Importantly, North Korea, Russia, and China likely calculate that 
even the threat of nuclear employment could shift the nature of a crisis or 
conflict, potentially panicking US allies, fracturing US-led coalitions, 
or causing US decision makers to reevaluate the risks or costs over what 
may appear to be a regional dispute. Should armed conflict break out, 
Russia, China, or North Korea may assess that certain forms of limited 
regional nuclear strikes could peel away US allies unwilling to risk being 
the possible target of nuclear strikes. Moreover, if an initial, conven-
tional-only conflict yields indecisive or poor outcomes, the threat or 
employment of theater nuclear forces may also be viewed as an option 
for attempting to force the United States and its allies to the negotiating 
table, terminating hostilities before they prevail. 

Four recent developments offer evidence of this hybrid conventional-
nuclear approach on the part of these potential adversaries. First, all 
three have revisited or reemphasized the potential utility of nuclear 
weapons (to include their employment against a highly capable con-
ventional opponent) within their respective military doctrines. Some 
are more explicit, such as North Korea and Russia, who both openly 
brandish the nuclear option. China is more opaque, and its growing 
conventional capabilities make it relatively less reliant on nuclear forces, 
but its stated “no first use” policy may be less unconditional than it is of-
ten presented, and it too has recently significantly elevated the role and 
importance of its nuclear forces. For example, both China and North 
Korea have elevated the status of their respective commands responsible 
for nuclear forces, placing strategic capabilities on the same level as air, 
sea, and naval forces.36

Second, North Korea, Russia, and China are diversifying and expanding 
their means of delivering nuclear weapons.37 This includes an emphasis on 
developing or improving multiple dual-capable missile delivery systems re-
quired for various forms of nuclear employment.38 

Third, these actors have also taken steps to improve the command-
and-control of their nuclear-capable forces, to include emphasizing their 
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ability to maintain control, execute orders, and carry out operations in 
the event of a major armed conflict.39 

Finally, all three states have conducted tests, exercises, and war games 
that feature nuclear-capable forces carrying out warfighting operations. 
For example, both North Korea and Russia have openly exercised 
nuclear-capable forces carrying out simulated attacks against US and 
allied targets as well as issuing threats to employ nuclear weapons that 
appear calculated to intimidate and coerce US allies and partners and 
perhaps also impact US decision making in the event of a crisis or con-
flict.40 China has also publicly exercised its rocket force under battlefield 
conditions, to include against an unnamed major power and with rocket 
force troops practicing to fight through electronic warfare and WMD 
attacks.41 Taken together, these developments ensure that within any future 
crisis or conflict, these forces will be highly capable, implicitly casting a 
nuclear shadow over the hostilities, and pose deterrence, assurance, and 
war-fighting challenges to US regional combatant commanders.42

Integrating US Conventional  
and Nuclear Deterrence Strategies

The above threat represents a strategic challenge requiring enhance-
ments to US deterrence posture. No longer can deterrence be divided 
between nuclear and nonnuclear subgroupings. The nonnuclear/nuclear 
hybrid approach employed by potential adversaries necessitates a more 
comprehensive, cohesive, and mutually supportive approach to deter-
rence. Senior members of the US defense community have advocated 
for a renewed emphasis within US defense policy and planning on 
the critical importance of reintegrating US nuclear-capable forces into 
military planning to better deter contemporary threats.43 Moreover, a 
number of scholars and practitioners have analyzed the challenge posed 
by nuclear-armed potential adversaries attempting to wield these weapons 
to strain US alliances and challenge US defense plans and concepts. 
In response, they have sought to develop strategic concepts or policy 
prescriptions for countering these threats that both reevaluate and better 
integrate US nuclear-capable forces into US defense and deterrence strategies 
against current and future threats.44 In addition, as noted above, the 
2018 NPR calls for a better integration of nuclear forces into broader US 
military planning and operations.45 
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However, integrating US nuclear and nonnuclear forces for the pur-
pose of improving the US ability to deter adversary hybrid challenges 
faces a number of obstacles. These obstacles are likely to hamper the US 
ability to deter adversaries who may precipitate crises that do not fit into 
either a conventional or nuclear box. 

Given the complexity and multiple layers of the problem, it is impor-
tant to unpack the challenges that impede integration before articulating 
improvements. Nuclear and conventional policy separation developed 
over time and reflects a combination of factors within the national secu-
rity policy-making community and the armed forces. For policy makers, 
these included the following: optimism that nuclear weapons could be 
rendered taboo or obsolete, a diminished interest in and understand-
ing of nuclear forces, competition with other issues on a crowded US 
national security docket, concerns about resource constraints within the 
defense budget, and anxiety and uncertainty over how to best address 
new and emerging threats. 

Nuclear forces and their potential contributions to deterrence and de-
fense were also sidelined within the Department of Defense and armed 
services. The end of the Cold War and significant reduction in US 
forward-deployed non-strategic nuclear weapons led regional combatant 
commanders to increasingly view nuclear deterrence and operations as 
the responsibility of US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) and 
turned their attention to what they considered more pressing matters. 
Over time, the service academies and war colleges also reduced nuclear 
force and deterrence offerings on their curricula, with only a smatter-
ing of courses addressing these topics; while some relevant courses have 
returned to the US military’s schoolhouses, the trend remains slow to 
reverse.46 In addition, many war games and tabletop exercises would 
either deliberately leave the activities or involvement of nuclear-capable 
forces out of the game or would entirely halt such exercises at the first 
sign of potential nuclear employment. Finally, the seemingly interminable 
“War on Terror” consumed significant military leadership and intellec-
tual bandwidth. Nuclear thinking outside the realm of nuclear terrorism 
remained largely in the background. Although civilian and military 
leadership repeatedly stated in the years after the end of the Cold War 
that nuclear forces remained a priority, the US government did little 
to redress the slow but steady exclusion of nuclear-capable forces from 
broader defense plans and policies. 
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All of the above factors sidelined or diminished policy attention on 
nuclear issues for most of the post–9/11 era and increasingly left nuclear 
forces detached or absent from the development of strategies to address 
contemporary security challenges. They also contributed to pushing 
nuclear deterrence and nuclear strategy to the margins of military ed-
ucation, training, and planning. However, it is increasingly clear this 
static and stagnant approach is no longer tenable. As stated in the 2018 
NPR, integrating US nuclear forces into broader US military strategy 
is vital to US national security.47 The integration required to respond 
to nuclear-armed potential adversaries’ hybrid approach to strategy and 
war fighting will by necessity require significant coordination within 
plans, capabilities, responsibilities, and authorities to be successful. This 
will likely require new thinking and strategizing. But the United States 
also will need to move beyond a posture where nuclear-capable forces 
are left in the background, only called upon in the direst situations. 

All of this is not to suggest the United States should lower its threshold 
for nuclear employment; rather it is to rethink how to prepare for a 
conflict with an adversary that will include nuclear and dual-capable 
forces throughout the entirety of its own campaign planning and will 
seek to use its nuclear capabilities to intimidate and coerce US allies and 
partners well before the advent of a crisis or conflict. Even if the nuclear 
forces of potential adversaries are primarily or solely used for messag-
ing and signaling purposes, the United States must be prepared for its 
own nuclear-capable forces to carry out deterrence operations—and to 
possibly continue conducting these operations even as other US forces 
engage in war fighting. 

Theater commanders may, for example, need to juggle the demands 
of a robust air campaign while at the same time devoting airframes to 
meet nuclear deterrence and allied assurance requirements. US forces 
may also need to develop a new and different approach to intra-conflict 
deterrence, such as sending signals or posturing forces to deter an op-
ponent from bringing tactical nuclear forces to bear in a future battle 
for the purposes of potential nuclear warfighting. This multi-level chal-
lenge—simultaneous conventional war fighting while proactively deterring 
potential adversary use or employment of WMD for tactical or strategic 
effect—is only partly addressed in the 2018 NPR. Moreover, necessary 
measures to successfully integrate US forces exist in tension with other 
current guidance documents, which refer to deterrence as a set of activities 
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that occurs before armed conflict and the ramping up of major combat 
operations rather than an activity that might be necessary across all phases 
of operations.48 

The end result of this integration will differ theater to theater and 
adversary to adversary. But in each case the approach should address 
at least six factors that have stovepiped current US nuclear deterrence 
strategies, operations, and forces:49 

1.  Separation of Nuclear Forces from Regional Deterrence and 
Defense Architectures

As noted above, deterring the use or employment of adversary nuclear 
forces in regional crises, contingencies, or conflicts is of increasing im-
portance. In the future, any regional crisis or conflict with a potential 
adversary such as North Korea, Russia, or China will automatically in-
clude a nuclear dimension. Deterrence of nuclear intimidation, coercion, 
or aggression thus requires the United States to develop strategies and 
courses of action that deter not just threats to the US homeland, but also 
explicit nuclear brinkmanship and bellicosity within a specific theater 
as well, something largely eschewed by most US military planners. Yet 
deterring adversary nuclear threats or actual escalation during a “con-
ventional” conflict to ensure the United States and its allies can achieve 
our political-military goals requires closer coordination between con-
ventional and nuclear forces. Indeed, deterrence staffing or planning 
cannot be separated as a problem for (typically a very limited number 
of ) nuclear planners at regional headquarters and their counterparts at 
STRATCOM. Instead, US nuclear-capable forces must be directly inte-
grated into all theater war planning. 

To be sure, US nuclear-capable forces may not necessarily need to 
have a visible role within some contingencies. However, they are likely 
to have some role—however slight—due in no small part to potential 
adversaries and allies viewing these forces as the most effective counter 
to nuclear aggression. This requires a coherent and cohesive strategy 
that encompasses US nuclear-capable forces, to include how the United 
States can posture, signal, and deploy these forces (whether in the conti-
nental US, abroad, or in transit between the two) in a manner that will 
lead a potential adversary to stand down or otherwise curtail its use of 
nuclear or dual-capable forces within a crisis or conflict in its own back-
yard. The goal is to develop and communicate a strategy—and execute 
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the actions or operations necessary to make this strategy credible—that 
keeps an adversary’s nuclear forces in garrison or otherwise viewed as a 
zero or net negative within their cost-benefit calculations. The alterna-
tive is that these adversary forces will play a role (and potentially a very 
prominent role) in an unfolding conflict, requiring a US commander 
to devote precious, and likely scarce, resources to assuring skittish allies 
and perhaps even to missions devoted to neutralizing or eliminating 
these adversary assets, which increasingly include mobile units that are 
difficult to find, fix, track, and destroy. 

2. Separation of Capabilities

Closely tied with integrating nuclear forces with regional forces and 
plans is how to synchronize and de-conflict dual-capable systems and 
supporting assets needed to implement regional deterrence architectures 
(i.e. the tactical component to integration at the regional/theater level). 
Indeed, future nuclear deterrence operations in a regional contingency 
could bring competing priorities with nonnuclear assets into direct 
conflict. For example, to quickly send a bomber assurance and deter-
rence mission to a specific region or theater, the United States may need 
to rapidly generate a bomber or bombers supported by tanker aircraft 
and other assets. Depending on the circumstances, the requirements of 
this mission might be simultaneously competing with requirements for 
other missions in this or other theaters, all of which may rely on the 
same fleets of aircraft. As such, future nuclear deterrence operations and 
courses of action will need to match US nuclear and conventional needs 
with capabilities in a manner that, whenever and wherever possible, is 
complementary and mutually supportive, potentially requiring signifi-
cant coordination meticulously planned in advance. 

3. Separation of Nuclear Forces and Nuclear Deterrence from 
Certain Phases of Conflict

At present, there is a general assumption within the United States 
that nuclear deterrence is either restricted, or most relevant, to either 
the earliest or latest phases on the spectrum of peace and armed conflict. 
Within Joint Staff guidance documents such as Joint Operations, “deter-
rence” concepts or operations are important in pre-conflict phases but 
are either suspended or take a back seat to war fighting upon the initia-
tion of hostilities.50 In this view, deterrence—and particularly nuclear 
deterrence—is largely absent from consideration as fighting grows more 
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intense, returning to prominence only when necessary to deter poten-
tial nuclear employment by an adversary. A second and closely related 
assumption is that adversary nuclear employment is unlikely to occur 
during the onset of a conflict and will not occur without some form of 
signal or other indication that an adversary is prepared to escalate up to 
nuclear employment. 

Yet this approach has two important challenges given the analysis of 
potential adversary strategizing and organizing, training, and equipping 
of nuclear-capable forces, described above. First, potential adversaries 
may have strong incentives to use or consider employing their nuclear 
forces early in, or even at the onset of, a conflict. As a result, courses of 
action for the purposes of deterring adversary use or employment of 
nuclear forces should not be restricted to the beginning or end of crises 
or conflicts and may represent a requirement across all phases. Second, 
this guidance overlooks the challenge of intra-conflict deterrence. In-
deed, over the last two decades, policy makers have done little in terms 
of thinking or practicing with regard to the challenge of how to signal 
(whether through posturing or moving forces, or in terms of media mes-
saging or leadership communications) for the purposes of deterrence 
during a future conflict with a nuclear-armed power. The question of 
how to deter a nuclear-armed adversary from escalating up to and over 
the nuclear threshold is too important to wait until an actual shooting 
war starts—indeed, at that point, it is far too late to prevent aggression. 
The solution likely involves coordinating military movements and actions 
with sustained communication and disciplined messaging to multiple 
actors, to include the adversary. But communication with competitors 
and potential adversaries is often fraught even in peacetime. This and 
other elements of intra-conflict deterrence remain understudied, little 
practiced, and poorly understood outside of Omaha and parts of the Pen-
tagon, which could raise serious issues and challenges in a future crisis. 

4. Separation of Planning

Planning and executing nuclear deterrence operations while simulta-
neously managing a crisis or engaging in war fighting will be difficult 
for a commander during a period of high tension or within the heat of 
battle. These plans require contemporary development and integration 
to be effective and compatible during a future crisis or conflict with a 
nuclear-armed adversary. But as with other aspects of nuclear strategy 
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and operations, “nuclear” plans (and planners) are often separated from 
“conventional” forces. This problem applies beyond nuclear-capable 
forces, as planning for other operations (such as counter-WMD opera-
tions or application of high-end special operations teams for critically 
important targets) is similarly often kept separate from other plans. All 
of the above are problematic for attempting to prepare to outmaneuver 
and outfight a nuclear-armed adversary. Forces well prepared to quickly 
and effectively execute operations that may include conventional, 
nuclear-capable, or potentially highly specialized teams of special operators 
will require a great deal of advance planning and coordination to neu-
tralize or eliminate nuclear threats. 

5. Separation of Responsibilities

Who has the primary responsibility for deterring nuclear intimida-
tion, coercion, and aggression when the implicit or explicit threats in-
volved are not directed against the US homeland? USSTRATCOM is 
the integrator and synchronizer with regard to deterring or combatting 
strategic threats and when US strategic assets are involved. Potential ad-
versaries, however, may view considerable utility in keeping their use of 
nuclear forces at a substrategic or tactical level. If an adversary is weigh-
ing regional or tactical nuclear use or employment, effective nuclear 
deterrence requires coordinated actions led principally by the regional 
combatant commander, along with the USSTRATCOM commander 
and the president.51 Prior to the 2018 NPR, however, there was limited 
and sporadic attention in several combatant commands to addressing 
the question of how US nuclear-capable forces should play a role in re-
gional crises and contingencies involving potential adversaries that had 
retooled and bolstered their nuclear forces to put pressure on US-led 
regional security architectures and challenge US regional defense plans. 
Thus, this form of integration requires combatant commanders and 
their subordinate commanders who may be threatened or attacked by 
adversary nuclear forces to review and if necessary revise their plans, in 
coordination with the National Command Authority, USSTRATCOM, 
and the services (in their capacity as force providers) to ensure all par-
ties concerned are synchronized in acting to forestall adversary nuclear 
brinkmanship and de-escalate nuclear crises. As these strategies, and the 
actions necessary to implement them, may require force deployments, 
force signaling, regional engagements, and high-level communications, 
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some or all of which may be occurring at the same time, discussion and 
coordination pre-crisis is imperative. 

6. Separation of Domains

US policy makers and strategists have wrestled with various descrip-
tions of deterrence that try to address the fact that the United States faces 
challenges and competitors across numerous strategic domains. How 
should the United States posture and operate its forces to deter adversaries 
across air, land, sea, space, and cyberspace? Differing definitions of the 
phenomenon, differing opinions on how to characterize this form of 
deterrence, and a host of differing authorities and responsibilities across 
the national security community for addressing these challenges have 
complicated US efforts to develop and implement a deterrence strategy 
that can span across domains. 

Potential adversaries, however, appear to have done so already. In their 
view, the United States operates with impunity across strategic domains, 
to include planning attacks on their nuclear forces, which skews nuclear 
deterrence and escalation dynamics for these actors. Adversaries may 
jump to the conclusion during a crisis, for example, that the US has re-
jected or subverted the concept of nuclear deterrence and is preparing to 
preemptively attack. They may also “hopscotch” across domains, inter-
preting US actions in space or cyberspace as representing the spearhead 
of an attack on their nuclear deterrent force—and thus responding with 
courses of action focused on nuclear forces even when the United States 
has done nothing in terms of its own nuclear posture. 

Regardless of the overall US deterrence strategy for deterring poten-
tial adversaries across these strategic domains, it is important for US 
policy makers and commanders to understand that adversaries may 
have already collapsed them. US actions, to include conventional force 
movements, missile defense deployments, exercises, or activities in space 
or cyberspace, are already informing adversary decisions with regard to 
nuclear force development and deployment and may also inform their 
future cost-benefit calculations with regard to using or employing their 
nuclear forces. 

Integrating Deterrence: A Way Ahead
This article views the increasing commitment of potential adversaries 

to nuclear forces—and closely related efforts to integrate their nuclear 
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and nonnuclear forces for the purpose of challenging the United States 
across multiple strategic domains and phases of conflict—as a signifi-
cant, pressing challenge to the US and its allies. Within this environ-
ment, successful deterrence strategies and operations will require close 
cooperation between nuclear-capable forces and other types of forces—
space, cyber, and conventional—operating in unison rather than isola-
tion. This requires fresh thinking and a new, integrated approach to 
deterrence that credibly communicates the United States possesses the 
will and attendant capabilities to impose costs and deny benefits against 
any adversary seeking to leverage or employ any part of its nuclear ar-
senal in a conflict or crisis, to include theater-range dual-capable systems 
and “tactical” nuclear weapons. To be sure, this type of integration is not 
a panacea for all deficiencies within the US deterrence posture. Rather, 
closer integration between US nuclear and conventional forces is a much 
needed early step in posturing to deter and, if deterrence fails, respond 
to potential adversary hybrid operations. 

Four modest steps should be taken to integrate nuclear and nonnuclear 
forces to better prepare the United States to prevent an adversary from 
realizing any strategic or tactical advantage through nuclear use across 
the spectrum of crisis and conflict.

First, geographic combatant commands (GCC), USSTRATCOM, 
and the National Command Authority (NCA) must enhance their col-
lective efforts on how to react to an escalating conflict that contains a 
nuclear dimension. This need was referenced in the 2018 NPR.52 The 
level of integration required to counter adversary hybrid nuclear strate-
gies that have integrated conventional and unconventional forces re-
quires greater synchronization between Washington, DC; Omaha; and 
regional and functional combatant commanders to develop the “tailored” 
strategies called for in the 2006 Deterrence Operations Joint Operating 
Concept and the 2018 NPR. In doing so, they can bring together US 
nuclear-capable and conventional forces in a manner that avoids mirror-
imaging and effectively deters opponents from realizing strategic or tac-
tical objectives.53 This necessitates all entities to co-develop and de-conflict 
campaign planning that explicitly features nuclear weapons, both of the 
United States and of a potential US adversary, across the spectrum of 
crisis and conflict. For example, leveraging nuclear or dual-capable mili-
tary assets to deter adversary attempts at nuclear intimidation, coercion, 
or employment during a “conventional” campaign, without detracting 
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from US efforts to prevail within the ongoing conflict, must be better 
understood and synchronized more thoroughly. This may change some 
assumptions or objectives in current planning that may not fully take 
into account deterring, or, if deterrence fails, responding to nuclear use 
or employment during high-intensity conventional operations. More 
importantly, this also may mean scaling back certain nonnuclear opera-
tions to prevent escalation past the nuclear threshold, something that 
appears to be less well understood between the NCA, USSTRATCOM, 
and regional combatant commanders.54

Second, geographic and functional combatant commanders and their 
staffs may need to reexamine and revise current plans to better sup-
port the broader conventional and nuclear integration efforts listed 
above. In the years after the Cold War, the bulk of thinking, planning, 
and capabilities for deterring adversary nuclear aggression shifted to 
USSTRATCOM. As such, nuclear deterrence was viewed as solely a 
USSTRATCOM task; combatant commanders were in the day-to-day 
business of fighting current enemies, not deterring nuclear attacks from 
a state adversary, which many considered an abstract and unlikely threat. 
This perception was reinforced by the removal of many US nuclear and 
dual-capable platforms from much of Europe and all of Asia, further 
distancing combatant commanders from the nuclear mission. Unfortu-
nately, regional combatant commanders cannot view nuclear weapons 
as useless relics or another command’s responsibility; several potential 
adversaries have made their own nuclear arsenals an integral part of their 
strategies. Consequently, the need to bring nuclear weapons back into 
the regional deterrence toolkit demands combatant commanders break 
through many of the stovepipes listed above that impede their ability to 
bring together conventional and nuclear-capable forces to deter adver-
sary nuclear use or employment. 

This effort should underscore the need to raise geographic combatant 
commander understanding of deterrence concepts and capabilities, and 
the complexities involved therein. Deterrence is not just about enhanc-
ing or reducing the combat power of a certain capability, though this is 
no doubt an important component. GCCs must understand how com-
munication and other actions can impact credibility and influence an 
adversary. This may encourage certain actions that, for a period of time, 
reduce the combat potential of a capability while raising its visibility. 
For example, a port visit by a nuclear-armed submarine may increase 
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that system’s vulnerability to attack; however, it may also signal to an 
adversary the seriousness with which the United States takes a crisis or 
conflict, thereby bolstering deterrence. GCCs will also need to consider 
what actions intended to bolster deterrence (to include intrawar deter-
rence) may have the adverse effect and trigger escalation. This requires an 
in-depth understanding of the potential adversary, its strategic calculus, 
and possible redlines, to include how the adversary may perceive certain 
actions or strikes (conventional or nuclear). For example, targeting cer-
tain sites may provoke an unwanted response from a potential adversary 
who may perceive such action as overly aggressive or escalatory. This 
requires at least some capability for GCCs to plan and think through 
deterrence challenges, as well as continued support and sustainment of 
expanding deterrence education for current and future senior leaders. 

Third, the Department of Defense should consider reviewing cur-
rent exercises to ensure they effectively test the ability of nuclear and 
nonnuclear forces to operate together under the stress of a simulated 
regional nuclear crisis. The review should encompass both tabletop and 
actual military exercises and should include testing of command-and-
control communications with allies and crisis communication mecha-
nisms and channels with potential adversaries and any other key third 
parties. The rationale for the review is not that any of these components 
are not tested, nor that there are doubts regarding the effectiveness of 
any actor or asset involved. Rather, it would help improve the reintro-
duction of deterrence and combat operations under the nuclear shadow. 
Indeed, such reviews, and subsequent exercises, would be to determine 
whether all these moving parts could work together to protect US and 
allied interests despite operating under extraordinarily stressful and com-
plex conditions. Should the review deem certain exercises inadequate 
or uncover seams and gaps, this effort could assist policy makers and 
commanders in identifying and addressing coordination and integration 
challenges in advance of a real-world crisis, strengthening integration. 
Improvements to exercises could include additional tabletop exercises at 
the highest level of authority, along with regional military exercises that 
seek to improve US force ability to work cohesively during a nuclear 
crisis or conflict. This could include exercises that seek to simultane-
ously coordinate nuclear and conventional operations to strengthen de-
terrence while also enhancing US conventional forces’ ability to fight 
and win on battlefields that may include nuclear and other forms of 
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unconventional forces. Understanding and harmonizing nuclear and 
nonnuclear forces is vital to successful integration and could potentially 
reduce or eliminate current conventional-nuclear stovepipes while im-
proving the prospects for both conventional and nuclear deterrence. 

Finally, the efforts by potential adversaries to hold the US homeland, 
US overseas bases, and allied homelands at risk suggests that deterring 
nuclear intimidation, coercion, and attacks may require the develop-
ment of new concepts and models for better assessing and counter-
ing aggression that includes or is spearheaded by an adversary’s nuclear 
forces. How can the United States better calibrate its own efforts at deter-
rence, which will likely feature a different mix of offensive and defensive 
forces than those fielded by its prospective opponents? A critically im-
portant task for the US national security community is to develop the 
tools and models that convince adversaries there is no profit in nuclear 
aggression. 

A key challenge facing the United States and its allies is potential 
US adversaries integrating nuclear-capable forces into their broader 
political-military strategies, doctrines, and force postures. Despite this 
challenge, the United States has largely remained static and maintained 
a divide between the nuclear-capable and conventional forces within 
its broader military toolkit. The time has come for the United States 
to reintegrate its nuclear forces back into a broad range of strategies 
and operations aimed at deterring adversaries from engaging in hostile 
hybrid or nuclear actions. While modest, the actions proposed in this 
article will be useful in reducing the challenges that have impeded effec-
tive nuclear-conventional integration in the post–Cold War era. 
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Expectations of Cyber Deterrence

Martin C. Libicki

Abstract

Cyber capabilities and national attitudes toward their use continue 
to evolve. As long as other countries understand that the United States 
is capable of impressive cyberspace operations, then the threat that it 
will use them in reprisal is inevitably part of the US deterrence package. 
The policy question is whether the United States should emphasize the 
possibility by impressing adversaries with what cyberattacks can do, re-
minding adversaries that the United States would be willing to do it, and 
investing in making cyberattacks more reliable and even more painful. 
Two factors, though, vitiate cyberattack as part of an overall deterrence 
menu—especially compared to similar kinetic threats. One is the dif-
ficulty of finding acts we wish to deter against for which a cyberattack 
is a just-right response: neither too weak nor too harsh. The other is the 
great uncertainty associated with cyberattack and thus the great diffi-
culty of making the threat dissuasive.



While the United States may seem peerless when measured in terms 
of its military, economic, financial, or cultural power, this does not pre-
vent other countries from challenging US interests. If this is to change, 
the United States must be ready and willing to impose costs on those 
who work against those interests.1 Such is the theory behind deterrence 
by punishment.2 Clearly, the United States has the means to impose 
costs; the challenge is to develop a strategy that persuades other nations 
and actors that the United States can and will impose costs effectively 
and assuredly. 
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In the last decade a new way of imposing costs has emerged through 
cyberspace, notably by cyberattacks on information systems. Cyber ca-
pabilities and national attitudes toward their use continue to evolve. 
What was deemed fantastical or science fictional 10 years ago now gets 
serious attention. Past assessments that “they couldn’t do that” or “they 
wouldn’t do that” are proving unreliable guides for assessing which capa-
bilities may be used in the future. Many countries, not least of which the 
United States, can hurt other countries through cyberattacks as well as 
cyberespionage, cyber sabotage, or cyber subversion. Arguably, this ad-
ditional capability should therefore add to the deterrence posture of its 
possessors—but in what way and by how much? This article argues that 
cyber capabilities can make a contribution to the broader deterrence 
framework. It seeks to establish a reasonable set of expectations that 
should inform where the existence of cyber capabilities, coupled with the 
threat they might be used as punishment, may help deter others. While 
additional capability to punish should improve the ability to deter, two 
factors vitiate cyberattack as part of an overall deterrence menu. The first 
is the existence of a deterrence scale associated with the response to a 
particular bad act, below which any particular reprisal threat may be too 
weak and above which any particular reprisal threat may be too costly or 
noncredible. Second, the consequences of suffering a retaliatory cyber- 
attack are so uncertain that they are easy for opposing leaders to deprecate. 

The requirements for reasonable and well-communicated thresholds 
as well as for credibility have been part of deterrence theory since its 
inception. Furthermore, the notion that certain types of punishment 
cannot be credibly threatened if they are disproportionate to the crime 
has been well understood in the literature on nuclear deterrence.3 The 
difference here is that using cyberattacks for punishment raises issues 
whose considerations are not so salient in other domains. 

To be clear, the focus here is on those cyberattacks that are punitive 
rather than carried out to support kinetic operations, largely because 
the contribution of a cyberattack capability to an overall kinetic reprisal 
capability is usually indirect. To illustrate as much, assume US airpower 
is a tool of reprisal against aggressive actions. The potential aggressor may 
conclude that it may suffer an air raid in response; it is therefore discour-
aged from aggression. If the aggressor could nullify the air threat because 
of its own air defenses, such leaders would be emboldened—that is, until 
their own cyber warriors caution that US cyberattack capabilities can 
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nullify the aggressor’s air defenses. Thus, because of cyberspace capabilities, 
a US air raid is more likely to succeed and its prospect is thus more likely 
to deter the aggressor. Here is a case where a cyberattack capability within 
the context of kinetic operations can add to deterrence. But, as the story 
suggests, it is a second- or third-order consideration and, for that reason, 
unlikely to factor strongly into the other side’s decision making. 

As for the deterrent value of an unaccompanied cyberattack threat 
against another country’s military, it would seem to matter only if such 
a military is at war or is expected to be at war before the effects of any 
cyberattack can be eliminated; otherwise, a disruptive cyberattack threat 
against an idle military leaves little for its owner to fear. Also, in fairness, 
specific reprisal actions need not be explicitly threatened to contribute 
to deterrence. The president need not say “if you do this, we will take 
down your power grid.” It suffices that another country understands 
that acting in a particular way will anger the United States and that, 
in its anger, the United States might use any of many instruments of 
reprisal. If a country is more inhibited because these instruments now 
include cyberattack, then cyberattack capabilities can be said to contribute 
to deterrence. 

A Deterrence Scale
Deterrence by punishment must satisfy at least two criteria. On the 

one hand, the threatened punishment must be sufficiently painful that 
potential attackers believe they will be worse off after punishment has 
been delivered even after factoring in the benefit from the bad act. On 
the other hand, the threat of punishment must be credible; having the 
requisite capability means nothing if the other side thinks it will not be 
used. Therein lies the dilemma. Some threatened reprisals may be per-
ceived as too disproportionately harsh to be credible. Others may be too 
small to merit notice on their own or too limited to add appreciably to 
the deterrent effect of other larger reprisals—for example, a cyberattack 
simultaneous with a kinetic attack. In other words, for every action there 
is a just-right deterrence range of reprisals: large enough to be effec-
tive but small enough to credibly threaten. Conversely, for every reprisal 
there is a corresponding range of actions that can be deterred by it. 

Consider the risks to credibility of threatening a disproportionate re-
sponse. If the potential aggressor is powerful, it could counter-retaliate, 
perhaps even in an escalatory manner. In evaluating the credibility of 
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a US reprisal threat, the aggressor could ask itself whether the United 
States would still retaliate even in the face of a possible counter-retaliation. 
If confident that a counter-retaliation would make a difference, an ag-
gressor is likely to present as daunting—that is, painful and credible—a 
counter-threat as possible. Furthermore, if it believed that its counter-
threat had registered with the United States, the aggressor would deem a 
disproportionately large reprisal threat from the United States as simply 
not credible because the United States would hesitate to get into a large 
tit-for-tat to make its point. But the US might be willing to get into a 
smaller tit-for-tat to preserve its credibility, particularly with third parties 
it would like to deter. In other words, the US threat to use a large cyber-
attack to punish a small misdeed could be discounted; it would provide 
scant deterrence. 

Deterrence calculations necessarily presume a high order of rationality 
and calculability. When the subject is cyberspace, it also requires a mind-
set capable of inferring effects and costs from threatened cyberattacks. 
Those being deterred may well impute some rationality and a set of rea-
sonable objectives to the United States and thereby figure that the United 
States will abjure using a capability if using it is costly or risky. 

That noted, for some leaders, such rationality (as well as a well-
grounded confidence in its assessment of the United States) may be 
asking a lot. Leaders tend to mirror potential adversaries. Someone 
whose perspective sees aggression as a country’s self-expression, for in-
stance, may not necessarily believe that the United States uses a ra-
tionality that would be foreign to the aggressor, itself. One important 
reason why Iran settled with Iraq in 1988 to end their eight-year war was 
that its leaders saw the shoot down of the Iranian airliner as prelude to US 
lethal and pro-Iraq intervention (rather than the mistake it was).4 In this 
particular case, the use of a weapon that the United States might deem 
overkill may be exactly what the other side would have used were tables 
turned. That noted, if, given the opportunity and the United States fails 
to use a retaliatory capability that the aggressor would have used were 
it available, the assessments of aggressors are likely to be adjusted toward 
realism. The more such foregone opportunities, the more realism.5 

An additional barrier to translating a cyberspace capability into deter-
rence is whether or not others conclude that the US would actually use 
cyberattacks as reprisals. True, the United States is presumed to have 
employed Stuxnet and may have used similar capabilities to retard the 
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Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) missile program.6 Yet 
in both cases, the United States did not take credit for doing so, some-
thing it might have done if such acts were consciously meant to be part 
of a deterrence package. Attribution is something a country might have 
wanted if it was hoping to leverage such capabilities for deterrence. The 
United States may also have used cyber operations to respond to the 
DPRK Sony hack or Russia’s Democratic National Committee (DNC) 
hack, but there is no public indication of this actually happening (which 
does not prove the US did nothing). The United States has yet to carry 
out overt cyberattacks in response to any insult or injury, to cyberspace 
or otherwise. By contrast, one would expect that if cyberattacks were used 
for reprisals, the United States would own up to them. But the United 
States may be unique in its reticence. China, for its part, has carried out 
or at least condoned low-level cyberattacks as retaliatory responses. It 
fired its “Great Cannon” at Github when the latter provided a path for 
people inside China to access the New York Times.7 The Chinese govern-
ment has condoned its hackers defacing the website of a South Korean 
firm (Lotte) in response to that country’s acceptance of a Thaad missile 
defense system.8 The North Korean cyberattack on Sony was carried 
out presumably in retaliation for the imminent release of Sony’s movie 
The Interview. Iran almost certainly retaliated with distributed denial-
of-service (DDOS) attacks against US banks for what it believed to be 
the US sponsorship of Stuxnet—but it also carried out cyberattacks on 
energy companies of Saudi Arabia (Saudi Aramco) and even Qatar (Ras-
Gas) with no single specific Saudi provocation or any discernable Qatari 
provocation. Russia has also carried out doxing-motivated cyberespio-
nage (DNC, World Anti-Doping Agency, Soros Foundation), DDOS 
attacks on multiple countries (Estonia, Georgia, Lithuania, Kyrgyzstan, 
Ukraine), and cyberattacks against electric power (Ukraine).

Another inhibition to the US use of a cyberattack is the precedent 
that doing so may set for others. In contrast to every other country, the 
United States has traditionally seen itself as a global leader whose ac-
tions are the gold standard by which another country will judge its own 
actions—or at least its ability to justify its own actions. Of course, if 
all plausible others have already crossed that threshold, and particularly 
if that fact were widely acknowledged, there may be no precedent to 
set, no inhibition to using cyberattack capabilities, and no basis for the 
United States to justify its diffidence in using cyberattack for retaliation. Some 
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might argue that the widespread association of the United States with 
Stuxnet may mean that Rubicon has long been crossed even if Stuxnet 
were not itself a reprisal and even if the United States has not admitted 
authorship of it.

Nevertheless, many of the cyberattack capabilities putatively pos-
sessed by the United States may be those it said it will not use in 
peacetime and thus cannot be used for deterrence outside a setting in 
which warlike operations are also taking place. The United States has 
signed on to the UN’s Group of Government Experts (GGE) conven-
tion that abjures cyberattacks on critical infrastructure9—and many of 
the targets of a reprisal cyberattack can be classified thusly. This promise 
could limit what the United States can threaten in any situation short 
of armed conflict. And in situations of armed conflict, the expectation 
of additional pain created by a cyberattack may be too modest to weigh 
heavily in the deliberations of the potential aggressor. Again, that noted, 
other countries may not necessarily rest easy by relying on US promises 
to limit US behavior. If they themselves give such norms no more than 
lip service, they may see the United States acting similarly, either violat-
ing the norm outright, deeming something a war-level cyberattack, or 
operating covertly so as not to take responsibility. If so, a cyberattack 
may be a credible reprisal threat even where kinetic response is not. 

Can a cyberattack capability add punch to other retaliatory capabilities? 
This is unlikely if the “other” threat is nuclear, territorial occupation, or 
an air campaign (although, in the latter case, it depends on how thor-
ough an air campaign). A cyberattack may pale beside what NATO did 
to Serbia in 1999 but might stand out beside a single cruise missile strike 
(e.g., such as that against Sudan in 1998). Similarly, since the damage 
from cyberattacks is largely denominated in dollars rather than lives, 
it may line up with a full-fledged blockade or even an embargo, but 
prospects of the latter, if serious, are likely to dominate the other side’s 
calculations. If potential aggressors are already under embargo, they may 
feel cut off from the United States and thereby discount the threat from 
cyberspace operations that require connectivity to be implanted or acti-
vated—and it may not matter that their optimism is belied by the many 
ways cyberattacks can get into a system that lack obvious connectivity. 

Not everything about the deterrence threshold casts doubt on the 
value of a cyberattack capability as a deterrent, in large part because 
retaliation is not homogeneous. Cyberattacks are high among retaliatory 
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options that can be targeted at leadership without affecting the average 
person very much.10 Leaders can be hurt without creating so much 
public pain as to be judged a disproportionate response. Leaders would 
pay the cost of their aggression, but they could well lack the evidence, 
hence the basis for a narrative, to justify their counter-response. Third 
parties may simply not believe that leaders have been hit unduly or un-
fairly. Leaders who fear as much may persuade themselves that targets of 
their aggression can credibly retaliate without the concerns other equally 
painful—but public and unambiguous—reprisals would raise. It is not 
necessary that their conclusions be warranted, only that they be plausible. 
Conversely, many of the more effective cyberspace operations, such as 
emptying a dictator’s foreign bank account, may harm third parties 
such as the bank itself more than the dictator and thus make poor 
reprisal options. 

Finally, adding even usable arrows to country’s reprisal quiver is not 
always helpful. A potential aggressor facing a contingent risk of a US 
reprisal may nevertheless discount many of these reprisal options: some 
because they are too weak to matter and others because they present too 
many downsides for the United States. Assume, then, a new arrow is 
added. The other side may be more deterred because the United States 
now has another usable option—or even better, that the United States 
has one usable option to respond to a bad act before which it had no 
way to respond. But the opposite could be true. The other side could con-
clude that the existence of a cyberattack option reduces the odds of having 
to face a more forceful option. Indeed, the insistence with which the 
United States brandishes a cyberattack option may convince potential 
aggressors that threats by the United States to use costlier and/or riskier 
options are edging off the table. In that case, raising the credibility of 
one retaliation option would lower the likelihood of more painful ones. 
The substitution of something that might be painful for something that 
would be painful may reduce the overall deterrence posture. 

Insofar as retaliation should bear some relationship to the transgression—
the whole point of the deterrence scale—it may be hard to create an 
explainable equivalence between the initial event and the reprisal if the 
former takes place in the physical world and the latter takes place in the 
virtual world. When the potential of cyberattack has been likened to 
nuclear attack and where cyberattacks, as oft observed, have yet to kill 
anyone, making a credible case for equivalence beforehand is fraught. 
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And although it is explicitly not US policy that the response to an at-
tack in one domain is a reprisal in another, it should be fairly clear that 
the only form of aggression for which the deterrence scale is not a major 
problem is a cyberattack itself. Unfortunately, the difficulties of any deter-
rence policy to govern the wilds of cyberspace are many.11 

In practice, countries rarely lay out a specific set of options as part 
of their deterrence policy. At best, they may indicate what actions they 
would take issue with and perhaps point to capabilities they think others are 
unaware of or not paying enough attention to, as Pres. Barack Obama 
did with US cyberattack capabilities.12 Doing so lets others draw their 
own inferences and calculate their own risks from aggression. What they 
conclude may be very different from what the United States wants them 
to conclude.

Does the Uncertainty of Effects Matter?
Uncertainty affects all form of warfare—but with kinetic weaponry 

others have a good idea what an individual weapon can do, how 
vulnerable its assets are to attack, what the United States has, and what 
defenses it has to counter US weapons. With physical attack, the cost 
of recovery is also predictable in that it is largely based on the cost of 
replacing destroyed items. However, cyberattacks have effects that are 
particularly unpredictable for several reasons.13 First, the victim of a 
cyberattack will not know precisely what capabilities the perpetrator of 
a cyberattack possesses, although between Stuxnet and Snowden’s revela-
tions, the US arsenal appears to be impressive.14 Second, in contrast to 
kinetic weapons where having a capability at all implies having a capa-
bility against anyone within range, having a cyberattack capability in the 
abstract does not mean that one has a cyberattack capability against a 
particular target or even a particular country, something that cannot be 
completely known even by its possessor before its cyber warrior cadres 
penetrate potential targets. Defenders themselves also may not know 
how vulnerable their systems are until tested. Third, the perpetrator of a 
cyberattack has only a partial insight into the victim’s defenses. Fourth, 
neither may have a good understanding of how long it takes the victim 
to recover—which matters because, to a first-order approximation, the 
pain from a cyberattack is proportional to recovery time (i.e., the time 
to restore operations after a disruption attack, and the time to detect and 
eradicate induced errors from a corruption attack). To this uncertainty 
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must be added the difficulty of understanding the direct effects a capa-
bility may have on things potential aggressors care about, notably regime 
legitimacy and survival. 

Unpredictability, in turn, has two types of effects. First, the victim, 
not understanding how painful reprisals can be, can exaggerate or, alter-
natively, deprecate the direct effects of reprisals. As argued below, that 
last unknown may be influenced by the narrative that the targeted 
regime thinks it can create before and after reprisals hit. Secondly, the 
aggressor, unsure of how painful reprisals can be, can deem such reprisals 
too weak to make a difference or too strong to be used confidently and 
hence unlikely to be used. 

Let us start with the doubts of the potential aggressor, which is to say, 
the potential victim of a cyberattack reprisal. When faced with a threat 
of unknown size, people can be pessimists and exaggerate it or optimists 
and deprecate it. As a deterrent threat, cyberattacks would have to im-
press only those leaders tempted to do something aggressive enough to 
call forth a reprisal. It would seem that anyone with a bias for aggres-
sion is presumptively forced to be optimistic about its own chances in 
a confrontation, even though, as with 1914-era Germany or 1941-era 
Japan, leaders can be simultaneously pessimistic about their prospects 
in the world if they do not act. That being so, given two reprisal threats 
of equal expected size, the one of more predictable effect would seem 
to deter more than the one of less predictable, albeit potentially greater, 
effect. In the latter case, the optimistic potential aggressor can tell itself 
that the retaliatory cyberattack will not work or will not cause much 
damage if it does. In the case of a kinetic attack such as an air raid there 
is less psychological basis for insouciance. 

If the potential aggressor wishes to counter the fears of its policy, it 
can bluff with a narrative that it has nothing to fear from a particular 
capability. The extreme version of denial was Mao Tse-Tung’s statement 
early in the Cold War era that the nuclear capabilities of the United 
States were those of a “paper tiger” because hundreds of millions would 
survive a nuclear war in China, a vast agricultural society.15 Although 
this remark was derided as mad, its political purpose was to encourage 
the Chinese not to be cowed by the threat of nuclear reprisals. And, in-
deed, China had intervened against the United States in the Korean War 
without its territory being bombed, much less nuked. 
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With a cyberattack threat, the defensive narrative is both harder and 
easier to craft. If the threat of cyberattack reprisals goes unspoken and 
the targeted population is generally unaware that, for instance, access to 
their money could be denied, then creating a counter-narrative that says 
such a threat is empty may introduce a new fear (it is akin to “protest[ing] 
too much”). If the threat is explicit or if it is mentioned often enough by 
third parties, then there may be a point to introducing a new narrative. 
With cyberattacks, this new narrative could range from dismissal (“paper 
tiger”) to blame-shifting (“only the feckless will suffer”) and moralizing 
(“look how heinous the United States is by militarizing cyberspace”). 
Unless there have been enough incidents to make cyberattack threats 
tangible, the newness and the non-obviousness of the threat suggest that 
such a countering narrative is plausible. 

Will others buy such narratives? The United States needs to deter 
many actors, and each is different. For some, the threat of cyberattacks 
may not register. For others, one or another counter-cyberattack narra-
tive can work. Thus, it is not obvious that the United States would be 
better off crafting a narrative (“cyberattacks are really painful”), particu-
larly if the effect of exaggeration is to scare the US public so that it palls 
from a confrontation lest their own systems falter. Two conditions help 
justify mounting such a narrative. If there is just one particular poten-
tial aggressor that needs to be deterred, the narrative can be focused in 
ways that scare others without being scary per se. It also helps to have a 
home front confident that it will not suffer from a counter-retaliatory 
cyberwar, perhaps because it believes in US superiority in cyberspace 
irrespective of whether it actually exists or would matter even if it did. 
Even then, the US developing a narrative that its cyberattacks can hurt 
others is not trivial. The best argument would come from carrying out 
cyberattacks and then pointing to the results—but the only cyberattacks 
that count are those against real foreign targets even though the whole 
purpose of deterrence is that if everyone behaves, no one gets to experi-
ence such attacks. And for cyber weapons, in large contrast to kinetic 
weapons, confidence in creating effects is limited to effects on a particular 
target system with its particular vulnerabilities, being administered in a 
particular way. Even then, the amount of damage that can be credibly 
threatened can and will change over time as the target adjusts to the 
threat.
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As a rule, a target’s adjustment to cyberattack threats has more effect 
on the efficacy of a cyberattack than when the threat is kinetic. The 
threat of a cyberwar deterrent in the long run is no greater than the 
costs—as measured in labor, time, resources, and decreased usability—
of managing the risk to networks and systems down to tolerable levels. If 
the threat is sufficiently fearsome, a rational country would pay upfront 
for cybersecurity and resilience.16 Forgoing such pains may be a clue 
that such cyberattacks do not frighten people enough for them to ward 
it off. This keeps the threat of cyberattacks from being a particularly 
persuasive deterrent. No such confidence can be reasonably expressed in 
the face of, say, a nuclear threat.

The impact of uncertainty on the United States reinforces the cyber-
attack argument. If the United States is uncertain about the effects of a 
retaliatory cyberattack it may not judge with requisite confidence that it 
falls within the deterrence scale: the reprisal may fail to impress, or the 
reprisal may be overkill. Indeed, if uncertainty is great enough, a cyber-
attack reprisal option may be rejected because the likelihood that it falls 
below the range and the likelihood that it falls above the range may both 
be disqualifying. To be sure, US doubts, on their own, do not matter be-
cause the thoughts that matter are those of the potential aggressor. But 
if potential aggressors convince themselves that this is how the United 
States thinks, they may conclude that no weapon whose impacts are so 
uncertain will actually be used by the United States regardless of what 
US leaders want others to believe. 

Conclusions
As long as other countries understand that the United States is ca-

pable of impressive cyberspace operations then the threat that it will 
use them in reprisal is inevitably part of the US deterrence package. 
The policy question is whether the United States should emphasize the 
possibility: by impressing adversaries with what cyberattacks can do, 
reminding adversaries that the United States would be willing to do 
it, and investing in making cyberattacks more reliable and even more 
painful. Central to any answer is an assessment of how cyberwar might 
fit into an overall US conventional deterrence posture. Its contribution 
to deterrence is likely to be modest compared to the level of punishment 
cyberattacks promise or compared to similar kinetic threats. Several rea-
sons exist for this. 
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First, the effective deterrence window for cyberattacks is narrow. 
Compared to the capabilities that the United States is likely to bring 
for a high-end scenario—ranging from nuclear war to a major con-
ventional aggression—cyberwar, at this stage, does not add much. The 
United States has abjured low-end cyberattacks such as DDOS attacks 
or website defacements. It has forsworn attacks on critical infrastructure 
in peacetime; in wartime, as noted, the threats of cyberattack may add 
little to the threat of conventional force. The United States can credibly 
threaten retaliatory cyberattacks to punish an aggressor’s cyberattacks, 
but credibility for other scenarios is problematic.

Second, the effects of cyberwar are highly uncertain. Thus, they are 
easy for optimistic aggressors to downplay, and most who would go up 
against the United States would have to be optimistic to do so at all. 
They are also relatively easy to deprecate if aggressors need to worry 
about bringing others (e.g., political and military elites) along before 
striking. Indeed, it is difficult to find a narrative in which the threat is 
both scary and legitimate. Lastly, a potential aggressor savvy to how the 
United States deals with uncertainty may conclude that no weapons of 
such uncertain effects will actually be used in a retaliatory package that 
must pass some sort of proportionality test. Thus, when it comes to 
cyberwar and cyberattacks, the US must carefully consider its options.

Because offensive cyberspace operations make unimpressive deter-
rents when used by the United States,17 expectations about their efficacy 
should be tempered. They should probably be brandished only against 
aggression that, itself, comes via cyberspace. Retaliation in-kind limits 
the problem of the deterrence scale, and although the effects of retalia-
tory cyberspace operations are uncertain, the benefits of an aggressor’s 
cyberspace operations suffer from similar uncertainly. 
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How Does Nuclear Deterrence Differ 
from Conventional Deterrence?

James J. Wirtz

Abstract

Nuclear and conventional deterrence are in fact quite different in 
terms of theory, practice, and impact. The differences play out in various 
ways depending on whether strategies of denial, punishment, or 
retaliation constitute the basis of the deterrent threat.  The fact that 
battle outcomes with conventional weapons are so difficult to predict 
highlights the observation that conventional deterrent threats are “contest-
able.” The contestability of conventional threats can raise doubts in 
the minds of those targeted by conventional deterrence concerning the 
capability of the side issuing deterrent threats to actually succeed. Con-
testability is the Achilles’ heel of conventional deterrence. By contrast, 
deterrent threats based on nuclear weapons are largely uncontestable. 
They offer an ideal deterrent capability because they tend to eliminate 
optimism about a positive war outcome. The fact that nuclear threats 
are uncontestable does not guarantee that they will be viewed as credible, 
while the contestable nature of conventional threats does not preclude 
their credibility.



Strategy is the art of mustering all available resources in a concerted 
effort to alter an opponent’s political preferences so they correspond to 
one’s liking.1 Deterrence is an exquisite example of strategy because it is 
intended to alter an opponent’s political preferences without fighting in 
an effort to preserve the status quo, guarantee the peace, or ensure that 
diplomacy, not war, is the method of change in international affairs.2 
The goal of deterrence is to prevent war or the occurrence of some 
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unwanted fait accompli. The onset of war constitutes the failure of 
deterrence and a total and potentially catastrophic failure of deter-
rence as a strategy.

The starting point for any deterrent strategy is capability. In other 
words, unless one is prepared to rely on bluff, one has to possess the mili-
tary forces needed to execute threats if deterrence fails. For that matter, 
the likelihood of deterrence success increases if the opponent is aware 
that the party making a deterrent threat actually possesses the military 
capability needed to execute that threat. Capability, in turn, contributes 
to credibility, the idea in the mind of the opponent that a threat would 
actually be executed if certain redlines are crossed. Deterrent threats that 
rely on nuclear or conventional weapons are based on fundamentally 
different types of military capability, which, in turn, embody their own 
strengths and weaknesses when it comes to instilling the credibility of 
a threat in the mind of the opponent. Nuclear and conventional deter-
rence are in fact quite different in terms of theory, practice, and impact. 
The differences play out in various ways depending on whether strategies 
of denial, punishment, or retaliation constitute the basis of the deterrent 
threat.

This article will first explain why the different capabilities constituted 
by nuclear and conventional weapons actually shape the strategy of de-
terrence, especially the different ways nuclear or conventional threats 
create credibility, or the lack thereof, in the mind of the opponent. The 
article will then explore how conventional or nuclear threats play out 
differently when employed in different deterrence strategies.

Conventional vs. Nuclear Weapons: 
The Concept of “Contestable Costs”

In his classic study Causes of War, Geoffrey Blainey notes that any-
thing that increases optimism about a positive war outcome makes the 
outbreak of war more likely.3 There is no reason to question Blainey’s 
judgment, but what is disturbing is that history reveals how frequently 
one or even both parties in a conflict actually get that estimate of likely 
outcomes wrong, leading to disastrous attritional campaigns that inflict 
costs far above initially expected gains. When World War I erupted, for 
example, euphoric Parisians actually drank the bars dry, only to find 
themselves mired in miserable trenches for years, suffering thousands of 
casualties weekly from “wastage”—exposure and disease—even before 
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enemy action. Optimism either facilitates or obfuscates misguided strategy 
or hides flawed estimates of the military balance or political realities, 
which are eventually revealed on the battlefield to the horror of all concerned.

Blainey’s judgment reflects a fundamental problem faced by statesmen 
and officers alike: it is extraordinarily difficult to estimate combat 
outcomes involving conventional weapons. The starting point for 
contemporary estimates are simple quantitative measures. Achieving 
a force-to-force ratio of 1.5:1 or better in an operational theater or a 
3:1 force ratio along the main axis of attack is likely to produce success. 
Backstopping these assessments are Lanchester firepower models that 
demonstrate why quantity has a quality of its own, so to speak, equip-
ping the numerically superior side with an attritional advantage that 
accelerates over time. Unfortunately, in war, things rarely unfold as 
anticipated; sometimes the numerically inferior side wins. Hindsight 
often reveals that superior strategy or tactics, effective command philoso-
phies and structures, disparities in force quality or morale, differences in 
the quality of weapons employed, or the ability to undertake combined-
arms operations that produce significant effects especially when employed 
against less-sophisticated militaries can produce results at odds with 
simple quantitative measures.4 Only battle itself yields a definitive judg-
ment about the balance between competing conventional forces.

The fact that battle outcomes with conventional weapons are so dif-
ficult to predict highlights the observation that conventional deterrent 
threats are “contestable,” to employ a concept first suggested by Richard 
Harknett. Contestability suggests that conventional deterrent threats 
cannot be executed in a unilateral manner without significant regard 
for the opponent’s military posture but instead occur as an outcome of 
the duel that is war. In other words, to execute a conventional deter-
rent threat, one literally has to fight one’s way through the opponent’s 
force, which can be expected to do everything in its power to negate the 
execution of that threat. The contestability of conventional threats can 
raise doubts in the minds of those targeted by conventional deterrence 
concerning the capability of the side issuing deterrent threats to succeed. 
According to Harknett: 

The open promise that one has the potential to maximize the destructive effects 
of one’s own weapons, while at the same time degrading the destructive effects 
of those of one’s opponents, makes war a tempting roll of the dice. In this sense, 
it is not specifically the aggregate level of destruction that is critical, but whether 
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that level can be avoided in its entirety or delayed at least long enough to gain 
some decisive advantage against one’s enemies.5

Those subjected to conventional deterrent threats have it in their 
power to interfere in the execution of those threats, making conven-
tional deterrence contestable. When it comes to conventional capabilities, 
it is impossible definitively to demonstrate before an event unfolds  that 
capability to execute those threats will be available because deterrence 
relies on the capabilities that remain after the opponent does its damage 
in battle. The target has a say when it comes to conventional deterrence, 
and, as Harknett notes, they are often more than willing to put their 
opinions to the test.

History is replete with incidents in which those subjected to conven-
tional deterrent, or for that matter compellent, threats posed by even 
a vastly superior power adopted a “come and get it” attitude.6 When 
Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait, for example, he told April Glaspie, 
the US ambassador to Iraq, that he did not fear a US response because 
Americans did not have the will to suffer 10,000 casualties a day in 
battle.7 When Japanese officials decided to attack Pearl Harbor, they 
believed that Washington would not respond vigorously to the setback 
and would instead reach some sort of negotiated settlement with Tokyo. 
Indeed, as the leading work on the subject suggests, conventional deter-
rent threats remain viable only as long as the target fails to develop what 
appears to be a cost-effective workaround, so to speak.8 Once Adolph 
Hitler was sold on the notion that blitzkrieg would produce a rapid col-
lapse of French and British forces, for instance, the “Phony War” ended 
with a Nazi armored thrust that knocked France out of the war in about 
six weeks. Because combat itself is the ultimate arbiter of their effective-
ness, conventional capabilities that appear on paper to be quite impres-
sive might, for a host of reasons, not appear particularly significant to the 
target of conventional deterrent threats. For instance, the combat effec-
tiveness of large conventional forces could be undermined by mediocre 
leadership, poor morale, faulty command and control, flawed doctrine, 
logistical handicaps, lack of domestic political support, or misguided 
strategy. Contestability is the Achilles’ heel of conventional deterrence.

By contrast, deterrent threats based on nuclear capabilities enjoy a 
degree of certainty that can never be achieved by conventional weapons 
because the costs of nuclear war, especially engagements involving more 
than a few nuclear weapons, are largely uncontestable. The effects of 
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nuclear war also are easily calculated with a high degree of certainty, 
something that cannot be said about conventional weapons. For example, 
50 percent of the people living within five-miles of a 1-megaton nuclear 
air burst will die promptly from blast effects; there is virtually nothing an 
opponent can do to mitigate the impact of that weapon once it deto-
nates.9 Active defenses or an effective preemptive attack could reduce 
the number of weapons hitting the target, but it only takes one “leaker” 
to render those defenses superfluous. Nevertheless, as the number of 
nuclear weapons involved in an attack increase—in excess of approx-
imately 100—the certainty about the levels of death and destruction 
inflicted also increases. During the Cold War, policy makers also went 
to great lengths to eliminate any guesswork when it came to the im-
pact of nuclear retaliation (i.e., execution of a deterrent threat). During 
the tenure of Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, for instance, “as-
sured destruction” of the Soviet Union was pegged at the elimination 
of 70 percent of Soviet industry and 30 percent of the Soviet popula-
tion, which would occur if 440 equivalent megatons of nuclear yield 
hit its targets.10 To achieve these levels of destruction in a worst-case 
scenario after suffering a Soviet nuclear attack, each leg of the triad was 
designed to deliver 440 equivalent megatons of firepower, giving the 
United States triple redundancy under a worst case (second-strike) sce-
nario when it came to achieving its criteria for assured destruction. If 
the Soviets struck first, they could not prevent that destruction; if they 
did nothing at all, as critics often pointed out, most US nuclear weapons 
would simply end up making the rubble bounce.

Because today no defense exists against a nuclear attack involving more 
than a few nuclear weapons, a peculiar opportunity emerges whereby it 
is possible to inflict significant death and destruction outside the dia-
lectic of war. Thomas Schelling aptly named this opportunity “the di-
plomacy of violence.”11 In the past, noted Schelling, it was necessary to 
first defeat an opponent’s military forces before striking at countervalue 
targets, such as population, industry, leadership, and mechanisms of 
state control. Nuclear weapons, by contrast, allow deterrent or compel-
lent threats to be executed against countervalue targets regardless of the 
state of the opponent’s defenses, the conventional military balance or 
even the outcome of a clash of conventional arms. Schelling posited a 
situation in which an opponent’s conventional forces were fully combat 
ready and effective, while the country they were intended to defend lay 
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in ruins, obliterated by nuclear strikes that could not be stopped. “Nuclear 
weapons,” according to Schelling, “make it possible to do monstrous 
violence to the enemy without first achieving victory.”12 Deterrent policies 
based on nuclear weapons can disregard the normal rules associated with 
conventional war and move directly to killing opponents and destroying 
industry and infrastructure on a scale that some have suggested is impos-
sible even to imagine before Armageddon.13 

The guaranteed offensive capability provided by nuclear weapons 
creates an odd paradox, a strategic situation characterized by defense 
dominance. In other words, regardless of what takes place on a con-
ventional battlefield, execution of a nuclear deterrent threat produces 
an outcome that would be construed as defeat by the side suffering the 
nuclear strike. Nuclear weapons are defensive in the sense that they can 
destroy an opponent in virtually any conceivable circumstance; the 
certain devastating offensive becomes the perfect defense because it 
guarantees the opponent’s defeat.14 Colin Gray offers a slightly different 
version of this counterintuitive observation: “two unstoppable strategic 
offensive instruments should have the same implications for statecraft as 
would a standoff between two impenetrable defenses.”15 Indeed, this is 
exactly what happened when a situation of mutually assured destruction 
emerged between the superpowers during the Cold War: under no realistic 
scenario was it conceivable for either side to declare victory following a 
full-scale nuclear exchange. When it comes to nuclear deterrence, the 
side issuing the deterrent threat may or may not win, but the side facing 
the deterrent threat is most certainly going to lose, and there is nothing 
the target of deterrence can do to sidestep this nuclear capability. 

As Blainey might observe, it is difficult to be optimistic about a positive 
war outcome when one faces nuclear deterrent threats. Once executed, 
those threats can guarantee defeat in war, which makes them an ideal 
deterrent weapon. Because deterrence is a “peace strategy,” nuclear 
weapons offer an ideal deterrent capability because they tend to elimi-
nate optimism about a positive war outcome, thereby preserving the 
peace. By contrast, conventional deterrent threats are contestable—there 
always will be an element of doubt that conventional capabilities will be 
available and effective when it comes time to execute deterrent threats. 
In terms of capability, nuclear weapons trump conventional weapons 
when it comes to making deterrent threats. Avoiding the prospect of 
a few dozen nuclear weapons detonating over urban-industrial areas is 
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probably going to outweigh the vast majority of competing political 
objectives that might be suggested as a justification for war. 

The Issue of Credibility 
Credibility is a complicated matter. On the one hand, it seems related 

to the fact that nuclear and conventional threats rely on different capa-
bilities. On the other hand, credibility is influenced by pre-commitment 
to executing threats, which is not necessarily tied to capability. The target of 
a deterrent threat judges whether the threat is credible, that is, whether 
the threat would actually be executed in the event of deterrence failure. 
Nevertheless, predicting if a deterrent threat will be seen as credible by the 
target is not a trivial problem. The fact that nuclear threats are uncontest-
able does not guarantee that they will be viewed as credible, while the 
contestable nature of conventional threats does not preclude their cred-
ibility. When it comes to credibility, context and the particular deterrent 
strategy employed tend to shape opponents’ perceptions of the credibility 
of deterrent threats.

The execution of a deterrent threat only occurs upon the failure of 
deterrence as a strategy. In other words, deterrence fails when the ad-
versary crosses some redline, initiates hostilities, creates a fait accompli, 
or undertakes some sort of unwanted activity. The impact of deterrence 
failure on the side issuing a deterrent threat is indeed profound and 
in fact constitutes an exquisite strategic victory for the recipient of the 
threat. The side embracing a deterrent strategy now faces the failure of 
its “peace preservation strategy” and confronts the need to prosecute a 
war that it hoped to avoid in the first place. This is the political and strategic 
setting in which the credibility of the threat matters; it is one thing to 
threaten violence, it is quite another to actually engage in hostilities.16 
These differences are likely to loom large in the minds of those subjected 
to deterrence threats. Ironically, those relying on deterrence often do 
not explore how the altered political, strategic, and military setting that 
would follow in the wake of deterrence failure might affect their willing-
ness to execute deterrence threats. In some cases, they actually fail to 
think through ex ante what they might actually do if deterrence fails—
the threat made by Pres. Barack Obama to deter Syrian use of chemical 
weapons is a case in point. 

Under these circumstances, do nuclear or conventional threats carry 
more credibility? Challengers might hope that the side that made either 
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a conventional or nuclear deterrent threat will think twice about execut-
ing that threat, and the possibility of those second thoughts cast doubt 
ex ante on the credibility of deterrence. For instance, execution of a 
conventional threat might involve a lengthy attritional campaign that 
might not be worth the stakes. Execution of a nuclear threat might 
appear to be grossly disproportionate to issues under dispute, raising 
significant and lasting political costs, for instance, by breaking the so-
called nuclear taboo under less than existential circumstances.17 In fact, 
the nature of a challenger’s actions can be crafted to facilitate doubt and 
hesitation on the part of those now called upon to execute a deterrent 
threat. Challenges to conventional deterrence, for example, might take 
the form of a fait accompli that forces the side executing a deterrent 
threat to engage in a costly conventional war to respond to or reverse 
the challenge.18 Challenges to nuclear deterrence, by contrast, might 
take the form of incremental insults to the status quo, never clearly 
crossing the redlines that would trigger nuclear retaliation. In effect, the 
credibility of nuclear and conventional deterrent threats can be under-
mined, but in different ways. Anything that increases the contestability 
of conventional deterrent threats decreases their credibility, while any-
thing that highlights the disproportionate nature of nuclear retaliation 
decreases the credibility of nuclear threats.

Although doubts about the credibility of nuclear and conventional 
deterrent threats emerge in different ways, these doubts share a key 
variable in common: they both posit that the side relying on deterrence 
as a strategy possesses some flexibility when it comes time to make good 
on its deterrent threat. In other words, the side issuing the deterrent 
threat retains a choice when it actually comes to executing that threat in 
the wake of deterrence failure. Although those making deterrent threats 
often accompany them with profound pledges that they will be executed 
if deterrence should fail, execution of most of the deterrence threats 
made today are in fact a matter of choice, which inevitably reduces their 
credibility.

This phenomenon was not particularly salient during the Cold War 
heyday of deterrence theorizing that focused on the Soviet-American 
confrontation. A conventional Warsaw Pact attack across the central 
front would have immediately and inevitably erupted in a major con-
ventional war because of the existing force posture and standard operating 
procedures adopted by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). 
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Although some feared that certain allies might try to opt out at the last 
minute, there was little doubt that in the event of a major attack, NATO 
would be fully engaged militarily even before higher headquarters could 
actually give the order to respond. If the balloon had gone up, so to 
speak, options would have indeed become extremely limited.

The credibility of nuclear and conventional deterrence is probably 
context specific; it is difficult to say that one type of deterrence is inherently 
more credible. Nevertheless, anything that reduces choice when it comes 
to executing threats in the wake of deterrence failure increases the likeli-
hood that those threats will be perceived as credible ex ante. Actions that 
demonstrate political, strategic, and operational commitment to execut-
ing threats should deterrence fail increase credibility, but actions that 
reduce actual flexibility when it comes to executing a deterrent threat 
send a message that is difficult to ignore.

Retaliation, Punishment, or Denial: Does the 
Type of Strategy Matter? 

Deterrence comes in three varieties: retaliation, punishment, and denial. 
At the heart of all three types of deterrence lie capability and credibility. 
It is thus possible to offer a judgment about how well nuclear and con-
ventional weapons fulfill the demands posed by retaliation, punishment, 
and denial based on the need to be capable and credible. Of course, all 
three varieties of deterrence strategies can incorporate threats based on 
nonmilitary action: sanctions or diplomatic initiatives. All three also are 
enhanced if they are accompanied by inducements to increase the likeli-
hood that the target will alter its preferences in a positive manner. Nevertheless, 
when it comes to making threats involving military force, do nuclear or 
conventional weapons have some advantage when it comes to making 
different types of deterrent threats? 

Deterrence by retaliation threatens that the costs of some unwanted 
activity on the part of the opponent will exceed the gains secured by 
engaging in that activity. The costs inflicted do not have to be directed 
at reversing the unwanted gain but are instead inflicted by holding some 
valued asset at risk. For instance, to deter a territorial incursion, one 
might threaten to hold military forces, population, or industrial infra-
structure at risk. Retaliation would not rely on military action to directly 
reverse the territorial incursion but to inflict unacceptable costs on the 
opponent for their land grab. In other words, if the opponent’s forces 
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have crossed the border and are occupying their newly acquired terri-
tory, deterrence by retaliation would call for inflicting costs in excess of 
gains. Two or three cities, for instance, might be destroyed in exchange 
for every one seized by force. Deterrence by retaliation also is an all-
or-nothing proposition that is not affected by the prospect of future 
compliance: costs are simply inflicted that outweigh the gains achieved 
through prohibited action. Retaliation as a strategy is thus attractive in 
situations where it is impossible or unlikely to return to the status quo, 
such as following a major nuclear attack.

The fact that nuclear threats are not contestable gives them an edge 
when it comes to retaliation. Retaliatory threats would be executed fol-
lowing a setback and that setback could be significant, resulting in loss 
of territorial sovereignty or important military capabilities. Because con-
ventional threats could be contested, deterrence failure itself might 
occur because the opponent is attempting to eliminate the conventional 
military capability needed to execute the retaliatory threat in the first 
place. The credibility of retaliatory threats based on nuclear weapons is 
enhanced by the uncontestable nature of the threat, but their enormous 
destructive power reduces their credibility in less than dire circumstances. 
Threats to retaliate with nuclear weapons would probably appear incred-
ible in the wake of modest infractions, but as setbacks begin to approach 
existential levels, nuclear retaliation, especially since deterrence failure 
itself might create a lack of alternatives, would probably be perceived as 
increasingly credible.

Many nuclear doctrines actually seem to be based on retaliation, 
which would be prompted by either existential threats or the loss of 
conventional capabilities. For instance, Avner Cohen has identified four 
redlines that might trigger an Israeli decision to employ its unacknowledged 
nuclear deterrent: (1) a significant military incursion into Israeli urban 
areas; (2) the elimination of the Israeli Air Force; (3) large-scale conven-
tional air attacks directed against Israeli civilians; and (4) use of chemical, 
biological, or nuclear weapons against Israeli cities.19 What is interesting 
about this list is that three of the redlines reflect loss of conventional 
military capabilities combined with a growing existential threat (1–3), 
while option 4 reflects the prompt emergence of an existential threat. 
Under these circumstances, the threat to engage in nuclear retaliation 
following deterrence failure would probably appear to an opponent to 
be inherently credible. Nuclear weapons work best in strategies of re-
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taliation because they offer a capability to inflict costs under nearly all 
conceivable circumstances. The credibility of the threat to use nuclear 
weapons also increases as the situation becomes dire. The loss of options 
increases the credibility of nuclear retaliation strategies.

Deterrence by punishment promises to inflict costs continuously on 
an opponent until compliance is achieved, which might be thought of 
as a return to the status quo ante bellum following a deterrence failure. 
In other words, deterrence by punishment threatens continuous or escalating 
damage to compel the target to abandon some course of action; it is 
a deterrent threat that morphs into a strategy of compellence follow-
ing deterrence failure.20 Unlike deterrence by retaliation, deterrence by 
punishment implies that costs are not “all or nothing,” but will persist 
or even escalate in the face of some unwanted initiative. This is a mean-
ingful distinction because punishment is intended to create a situation 
in which the target can avoid potential loss by complying with compel-
lent demands. In the aftermath of a territorial incursion, for example, 
one might threaten to conduct military strikes at regular intervals until 
the opponent abandons their ill-gotten gains. Opponents thus have the 
opportunity to abandon their gains as the costs of their initiatives grow. 
Deterrence by punishment thus allows the party practicing deterrence 
to fine-tune threats over time, while providing it with an opportunity to 
generate additional military capabilities to execute compellent actions 
following the failure of deterrence. Punishment does not have to be im-
mediate to be effective, and its duration and extent largely depend on 
the willingness of the target to bear costs to preserve its gains. Deter-
rence by punishment might actually benefit from a process of gradual 
escalation so that the opponents have time to recognize that costs will 
increase the longer their undesirable policies persist. 

Conventional weapons are probably best suited to deterrence strate-
gies based on punishment, notwithstanding certain advantages enjoyed 
by nuclear weapons. For instance, deterrence failure could be prompted 
by an opponent’s effort to eliminate capabilities needed to execute a 
punishment strategy. The fact that the effects of nuclear weapons are not 
contestable give them an edge over conventional weapons under these 
circumstances. Nevertheless, the fact that punishment can unfold over 
time helps to mitigate issues of contestability when it comes to employ-
ing conventional weapons. A punishment strategy would not necessarily 
be undermined by the fact that it might be necessary to overcome resis-
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tance before inflicting punishment or that death and destruction might 
take time to accumulate. The destruction inflicted by nuclear weapons 
also might be deemed to be disproportionate to the issues at stake, re-
ducing the credibility of threats of nuclear punishment. In other words, 
once nuclear weapons are used, an opponent might be forgiven for be-
lieving that things in fact might not get much worse. A punishment 
strategy implies that the opponent has an opportunity to minimize the 
costs incurred by challenging deterrence by returning to the status quo 
ante bellum or satisfying other demands to avoid suffering additional 
damage. By contrast, because practical considerations make it difficult 
to fine-tune the use of nuclear weapons, nuclear punishment could eas-
ily suggest to the target that existential issues are at stake and that the 
time for moderation or negotiation has passed. Conventional punish-
ment carries the implication that worse is yet to come, while it might 
be difficult to discern levels of current and potential destruction once 
nuclear weapons are used. 

By expanding the time horizon for the execution of deterrent threats, 
deterrence by punishment also involves a running contest over cred-
ibility. In other words, credibility rests on the ability to commit to the 
sustained infliction of costs over an extended period. On the one hand, 
this might be viewed as creating a very high bar for both nuclear and 
conventional punishment strategies. Those making punishment threats 
are actually promising to engage in a test of wills to determine who is 
best at bearing the costs entailed in securing their objectives. On the 
other hand, punishment strategies might restore credibility in the wake 
of deterrence failure. In other words, an initial response can be modest 
with a promise of worse to come. The fact that punishment strategies 
can easily incorporate escalation might actually bolster their credibility, 
because targets might find it highly credible that crossing a redline is 
likely to provoke a response, albeit at a minimal level initially.21 Punish-
ment might thus permit the restoration of the status quo ante bellum 
without making matters worse by escalating to highly destructive levels 
of conflict. It increases the likelihood that deterrent threats will be exe-
cuted and successful. It can also allow deterrence targets to rectify errors 
in face-saving ways without locking themselves into contests in which 
costs for all concerned might outweigh benefits. Because conventional 
forces can be more finely tuned than nuclear forces, all things being 
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equal, they are probably the weapon of choice when it comes to deter-
rence strategies based on punishment.

Deterrence by denial promises that a response to some unwanted act 
will directly prevent the opponent from achieving its objectives. In other 
words, deterrence by denial does not rest on the threat of inflicting un-
acceptable costs on the opponent or the threat to inflict costs until the 
opponent abandons its course of action but instead promises to prevent 
them from achieving objectives in the first place. To deter a territorial 
incursion, denial might thus involve: (1) threats to launch a preemptive 
attack or preventive war to deny the opponent the military capability to 
launch an attack; (2) threats to defeat an attack where and when it oc-
curs by fighting at the border or launching a counteroffensive to reverse 
some ill-gotten gain; or (3) threats to eliminate the “bone of conten-
tion,” so to speak, before it can fall into the enemy’s hands, leading to a 
situation where temporary success is transformed into a Pyrrhic victory 
not only for the opponent but maybe even both sides in the contest. Al-
though this third option might strike some observers as self-defeating or 
unrealistic, war sometimes creates enormous death and destruction. In 
other words, the effort to engage in the first two denial strategies could 
very easily bring about the third outcome. 

It is difficult to assess whether or not conventional or nuclear weapons 
are best suited to deterrence by denial strategies. Denial strategies might 
be best thought of as broadly symmetrical to the threats they are intended 
to deter. In other words, a symmetrical response might be best suited to 
defeating an attack at its point of origin. Nevertheless, a conventional 
ground attack could be stopped with nuclear weapons. For instance, this 
strategy has apparently been adopted by Pakistan as a counter to India’s 
Cold Start conventional doctrine. Pakistan might promptly use battle-
field nuclear weapons to defeat an Indian armored breakthrough.22 Use 
of nuclear weapons to stop a conventional attack, however, could lead 
an opponent to also use nuclear weapons, which would begin to make it 
difficult to discern victory from defeat among the contestants. Because 
denial promises opponents that they will not achieve their objectives, if 
not suffering outright defeat in war, it probably behooves the side seek-
ing to deter to minimize the risk of prompting a nuclear exchange as part 
of a denial strategy. Under most circumstances, the destructiveness of 
nuclear weapons probably reduces the credibility of incorporating them 
into denial strategies. Broadly symmetrical responses that minimize the 
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costs of executing threats in the wake of deterrence failure are prob-
ably best suited to deterrence by denial. Conventional weapons likely 
fit these criteria better than nuclear weapons. Indeed, if one embraces a 
deterrence by denial strategy, by implication one should possess a cred-
ible capability to defeat an opponent quickly at minimal cost. Given 
those criteria, it would be difficult, albeit not impossible, to incorporate 
nuclear weapons into a denial strategy, especially against an opponent 
who is also armed with nuclear weapons. 

Conclusion
Regardless of the weapons employed or the strategy adopted, capabil-

ity and credibility are the key ingredients of deterrence success. Oppo-
nents must believe that the side issuing deterrent threats has the capabil-
ity to make good on those threats and will actually execute them in the 
wake of deterrence failure. Therein lies the rub. Nuclear and conven-
tional weapons constitute fundamentally different types of capability, 
while the inherent credibility of nuclear and conventional threats differs 
across specific contexts and strategies. Nuclear and conventional deter-
rence are different, but not in a way that would allow an observer to state 
that one deterrent capability is actually superior to another regardless of 
context or strategy.

Nevertheless, because nuclear weapons can inflict “uncontestable 
costs,” they do offer a capability that in many respects is ideal as a de-
terrent, especially when incorporated into a strategy of retaliation. No 
matter what an opponent does, including an all-out nuclear assault, a 
few score remaining nuclear weapons can carry out retaliatory threats 
that can inflict catastrophic levels of damage. The very destructiveness 
of nuclear weapons can undermine the credibility of nuclear threats in 
most circumstances. As the threat becomes existential or as choice is 
curtailed, however, the credibility of nuclear threats increases. It is thus 
no surprise that strategies of retaliation often involve nuclear weapons. 
Retaliation is not undertaken in the hopes of restoring the status quo 
ante bellum but as a way to inflict costs greater than the existential threat 
one is facing. Nuclear weapons offer a way to inflict extraordinarily high 
levels of death and destruction in extraordinarily dire circumstances, at 
a moment when conventional forces may be defeated and most of one’s 
country is already lying in ruins. Nuclear capabilities are most relevant 
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and nuclear deterrence is most credible when facing existential threats 
with no viable alternatives. 

Conventional weapons, by contrast, are probably best suited to deter-
rence by punishment strategies. Because even small nuclear weapons are 
so destructive, nuclear use might work at cross purposes with the goals 
of a punishment strategy, to convince the opponent that they have an 
opportunity to correct their mistakes and avoid costs. Retaliating with 
nuclear weapons might in fact send the wrong signal, that is, the time 
for negotiating is over, creating an existential threat in the minds of 
the opponent. Admittedly, because conventional threats are contestable, 
conventional punishment strategies might appear weak to an opponent. 
Threats of conventional punishment could be seen as credible and still 
ignored because the opponent might believe that the side issuing a pun-
ishment threat will lack the capability to execute that threat when the 
time comes. In any event, because deterrence by punishment is based on 
the notion that a return to the status quo ante bellum is actually possible 
following deterrence failure, the fact that conventional punishment is 
contestable and requires time to inflict significant damage is not neces-
sarily a limitation. Under these circumstances, creating an opportunity 
for an opponent to relent after crossing a cost threshold would have to 
be incorporated into a deterrence by punishment strategy. If nuclear 
weapons were employed in a significant way, it is possible that threshold 
would be immediately exceeded, prompting potential nuclear retalia-
tion and the loss of a chance to return to the state of affairs existing 
before deterrence failure.

Deterrence by denial would seem to imply a broadly symmetrical re-
sponse to the challenge. In other words, defeating an opponent at the 
point of attack seems to imply utilizing superior, albeit generally similar, 
forces. Thus, conventional weapons seem to be the weapon of choice 
when it comes to deterrence by denial, given that most threats involve 
conventional weapons and that the chance of nuclear escalation from 
the outset of hostilities is not necessarily credible in most circumstances. 
When nuclear weapons are integrated into deterrence by denial strate-
gies, in Pakistan’s nuclear doctrine or the NATO policy of flexible re-
sponse for example, they are done so in a way that creates a pathway 
from conventional deterrence by denial to nuclear deterrence by denial. 
A conventional denial strategy is likely best suited to situations when 
the stakes are less than existential and superior military capabilities are 
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credible. A nuclear denial strategy seems more suited to dire situations 
in which conventional defenses are inadequate and the party issuing de-
terrent threats wants to raise the prospect of all-out nuclear war as a pos-
sibility. Once again, whether or not a nuclear denial strategy is credible 
rests on perception of the severity of the threat posed by the opponent 
and the lack of conventional alternatives to meet that threat.

Nuclear weapons offer a foolproof capability when it comes to de-
terrence. They can inflict staggering amounts of death and destruction 
under virtually any conceivable circumstance, and the costs threatened 
by nuclear deterrence are not contestable. This very destructiveness, to 
say nothing about the possibility of retaliation in kind, however, gener-
ally limits the credibility of nuclear deterrence to countering existential 
threats or to situations lacking viable military alternatives. Such situa-
tions are mercifully rare for most states.

By contrast, conventional deterrence is not foolproof; to be effec-
tive, conventional threats have to be executed with relative strategic, 
operational, and tactical dexterity. The costs of conventional deterrence 
are contestable, and opponents from time to time are willing to pay 
the costs. Credible conventional deterrent threats can be issued across a 
broader range of contingences compared to nuclear threats because the 
costs and risks of conventional deterrence correspond to a broader range 
of interests at stake in various disputes. Oddly enough, doubts about 
the credibility of conventional deterrence largely flow from doubts that 
the capability to execute deterrent threats will be available if deterrence 
should fail.

Admittedly, it is risky to offer generalizations about deterrence when 
strategies adopted and the idiosyncrasies in various contexts produce 
an endless stream of qualifications. Nevertheless, the difference between 
nuclear and conventional deterrence might indeed boil down to a single 
generalization: the target actually has a say when it comes to the execu-
tion of a conventional deterrent threat, while nuclear threats, especially 
after they cross a certain threshold, are simply not contestable. 
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Conventional Deterrence Redux: 
Avoiding Great Power Conflict in the 

21st Century

Karl P. Mueller

Abstract

US national security strategy has increasingly come to focus on 
potential threats from Russia, China, Iran, and North Korea, all states 
with whom fighting even purely conventional wars can be expected to 
be extraordinarily costly, making deterrence of such conflicts the fore-
most task of the Department of Defense. This article examines the 
problem of conventional deterrence—making the direct costs of mili-
tary aggression appear to be prohibitively high—and the challenges as-
sociated with convincing potential aggressors that they will be unable to 
achieve their goals inexpensively. It then applies these principles to the 
current effort to deter a potential Russian invasion of the Baltic States, 
a great concern to US and allied strategists due to the potentially 
catastrophic consequences should NATO’s deterrence fail.



Thus far the chief purpose of our military establishment has been 
to win wars. From now on its chief purpose must be to avert them. 
It can have almost no other useful purpose.

–Bernard Brodie, The Absolute Weapon, 1946

Following the Allied victories of 1945, the United States faced a new 
era in which the scale of the potential conflict that dominated the strategic 
horizon—a third world war against the Soviet Union—led visionaries 
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like Bernard Brodie to recognize even before the first Soviet atomic test 
that deterrence would become the central preoccupation of US national 
security strategy.1 Although it is deceptive and dangerous to draw facile 
analogies between the Cold War and the present, today Brodie’s warning 
in the epigraph above once again obtains. 

After more than 25 years of conflicts against relatively weak state and 
nonstate enemies, the US in its national strategy documents now iden-
tifies four potential adversaries that US armed forces must be prepared 
to fight: China, Russia, North Korea, and Iran.2 While the military es-
tablishment is charged with being able to deter and, if necessary, defeat 
them,3 the likely costs of decisively defeating any of these states makes 
deterring them the more critical mission.

When the United States went to war against Panama, Iraq, Somali 
warlords, the Bosnian Serb Republic, Serbia, Afghanistan, al-Qaeda and 
its affiliates, Iraq again, Libya, and most recently the Islamic State, the 
decision makers always anticipated that the costs of achieving US objec-
tives would be affordably low. Those prewar estimates were sometimes 
well off the mark in one direction or the other, and sometimes willfully 
so, but in each case the benefits of military success were expected to out-
weigh the price required to achieve it.4 

The situation is different with today’s adversaries list. In each of these 
four cases, to varying degrees, the likely direct and indirect costs to the 
United States of decisively winning a major war and achieving a satisfac-
tory postwar outcome should be expected to far outweigh the benefits 
of victory.5 Winning the war would presumably be better than losing it, 
of course, but waging even a very successful war against China, Russia, 
North Korea, or Iran would represent a massive failure of US national 
security policy. This is most obvious with respect to Russia and China—
major powers capable of contesting every war-fighting domain in a con-
flict with the United States—which could easily inflict losses on US 
forces at rates they have not suffered since 1945 even in the absence of 
nuclear escalation and without taking into account other types of costs 
from a war between major global powers. Thus, the true measure of 
strategic success is avoiding fighting a war without sacrificing important 
US interests in order to do so.6 In short, the goal is successful deterrence. 

With Russia and China appearing to be increasingly inclined toward 
aggressive international actions, we have moved beyond the idyllic post–
Cold War period when most great-power deterrence could comfortably 
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be left to nonmilitary instruments of power, at least on the surface. Yet 
the interests the United States is most concerned with protecting against 
attack by its rivals are not so vital that threats to use nuclear weapons 
in their defense are either desirable or likely to be credible. Therefore, 
conventional deterrence is the order of the day. This article examines 
the subject of conventional deterrence in the early twenty-first century 
as a somewhat informal primer for policy practitioners, focusing as its 
central case on the contemporary problem of making strategy to deter 
Russian aggression against the most exposed allies that the United States 
is committed to defend: the Baltic States.

Don’t You Dare: The Idea of Deterrence
Distilled to 140 characters, deterrence is causing someone not to do 

something because they expect or fear that they will be worse off if they 
do it than if they do not.7 This can be achieved by making it appear 
unlikely that the action will succeed (deterrence by denial), by making 
the expected costs of taking the action appear prohibitively high (deter-
rence by punishment), or by a combination of both.8 It is possible to 
deter—or to try to deter—all sorts of misbehavior (as any police officer, 
vice principal, platoon sergeant, or long-suffering parent can attest), but 
for the present discussion we will limit our scope to deterring countries 
from starting wars or committing other acts of military aggression.9

Rather than delve at length into deterrence theory, here we will merely 
note four key points that will be particularly germane to the discussion 
that follows. First, the goal of deterrence is to make the target choose not 
to attack even though it has the ability to do so. Disarming or destroy-
ing the opponent to prevent it from attacking, or doing something else 
that physically eliminates the threat, is not deterrence; instead it is what 
Thomas Schelling dubbed “pure” or “brute” force.10 Brute force can be 
a useful way to solve national security problems, especially when the 
enemy is weak, but deterrence is usually cheaper if it can be achieved.

Second, since the target is choosing between attacking and not attacking, 
deterrence does not simply depend on making war look bad—it de-
pends on making war look worse than the alternative. If the status quo is 
reasonably attractive, as it is for most states most of the time, deterrence 
is likely to be easy. However, a desperate actor may decide to attack even 
though it is not optimistic about the likely results of going to war, if it 
thinks that not doing so would be unacceptably costly or dangerous.11 In 
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other words, the stakes are critical, as is the baseline against which policy 
options are being compared. Moreover, measures that are intended to 
deter by posing threats against aggressors can also undermine deterrence 
by making their targets feel less secure, reducing the expected value of 
not going to war.12 

Third, there are many ways to make aggression appear less attractive 
than the alternative. Threats of punishment—increasing the expected 
costs of aggression—are the approach most strongly associated with de-
terrence and can involve nonmilitary as well as military action. Con-
versely, it is possible to deter by altering the adversary’s expectations 
about how likely it will be to win (or achieve other desired objectives) 
if it attacks, usually called “deterrence by denial”; the line between pun-
ishment and denial can be ambiguous because taking steps to prevent 
an enemy from winning almost always includes imposing costs as well. 
War can also be made less attractive by increasing the appeal of not at-
tacking though reassurance measures or promises of rewards that make 
not going to war more attractive; whether or not one calls this a form of 
deterrence per se, it is nevertheless part of the deterrence process.13 

Finally, and most important of all, deterrence happens in the mind 
of the potential aggressor. What the enemy believes about the future is 
what matters, and what the costs and benefits of war will actually be 
are only relevant insofar as this affects the enemy’s thinking. Objective 
reality will of course suddenly become very important if deterrence fails 
and war begins. Since decision makers can misperceive reality for many 
reasons, and because future events are often difficult to predict, many 
wars are started by states that probably would have been better off if they 
had not attacked.14

Is Conventional Deterrence Really a Thing?
The systematic study of deterrence emerged from the advent of nuclear 

weapons, and for decades after 1945 deterrence theory focused heavily 
on nuclear subjects. Nuclear attack was the most important thing to 
deter—the only military threat that genuinely imperiled the survival of 
the United States then or now. Nuclear weapons were the most power-
ful tool for deterrence as well as the most obvious means for deterring 
nuclear war. Even today, someone who refers to a nation’s “deterrent 
forces” is likely to be referring to nuclear weapons and their delivery 
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systems, and most readers will initially assume they are doing so even if 
this is not the intent.

In fact, deterrence has been part of international politics literally for 
ages and was especially prominent from the early years of the airpower 
revolution, since this appeared to make states vulnerable to grievous 
damage in war whether or not their enemies were able to defeat them 
on land or sea.15 Scholars in the second half of the Cold War began 
to refer to “conventional deterrence” as a distinct subject of study and 
policy to distinguish it from the study of nuclear deterrence,16 but it is 
nuclear deterrence that should be regarded as the special case, reflecting 
the same fundamental dynamics as other types of deterrence but with a 
number of peculiar—and hugely important—features that derive from 
the exceptional destructiveness of nuclear weapons.17 Thus conventional 
deterrence is ironically just that, conventional: it is normal, typical, unex-
ceptional deterrence, the military component of nonnuclear deterrence 
that keeps the peace most of the time between almost every country and 
the potential foes that could attack it if they chose to do so, but do not. 
Yet talking about “conventional deterrence” as a category is often worth-
while precisely because people so often still tend to think of deterrence 
only as something that one does with nuclear weapons. 

Misunderstanding Conventional Deterrence
Conventional deterrence is not simply another name for nonnuclear 

deterrence. There are many tools other than nuclear ones that can be 
used for deterrent purposes, including threats of economic sanctions, 
blockades, cyberattacks, diplomatic ostracism, and terrorist bombings. 
Leaders can even be deterred from starting wars by the fear that order-
ing aggressive action will cause history to judge them harshly.18 None of 
these is what we generally have in mind when we refer to “conventional 
deterrence.” Instead, when strategists consider conventional deterrence 
their focus is usually on the deterrent effects of conventional war per 
se, the direct and indirect costs of events on the battlefield. These begin 
with casualties and materiel losses but may also include harm to civil-
ians, domestic political problems or loss of regime or national prestige 
due to military failure, or a host of other secondary effects.

Nor is conventional deterrence synonymous with deterrence by de-
nial, although the two are related. Denial involves making the adversary 
doubt that attacking will be successful. Conventional deterrence often 
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includes this, but it can also be based entirely or in large part on threat-
ening to impose costs on an attacker by resisting its assault, invasion, 
or occupation; perhaps the clearest examples of this are the territorial 
defense strategies of states such as Switzerland and Yugoslavia during the 
Cold War.19 This tends to be especially true when the potential attacker 
is much stronger than the defender, which may make it implausible to 
imagine being able to defeat the enemy. Threatening to make an aggres-
sor pay a high price in blood and treasure on the battlefield even though 
you cannot hope to defeat it in the end is deterrence by punishment, just 
as threatening to launch punitive attacks against its homeland would 
be.20 If the threatened punishment appears severe enough to outweigh 
the incentives for attacking, deterrence should hold.21

Thus, being able to defeat an attacker may not be necessary for con-
ventional deterrence to work. On the other hand, it may not be suffi-
cient. An enemy that is strongly motivated to attack by fear, desperation, 
a desire for martyrdom, or a mystical sense of destiny may be willing to 
go to war even if the chances of military success appear very small. Or an 
attacker may seek objectives that cannot realistically be denied because 
they are so limited or intangible.

Deterrence is not, therefore, a shortcut alternative to defense. There 
are certainly situations in which conventional deterrence can be achieved 
with smaller investment of military resources than would be needed to 
actually repel the aggressor, but strategists should not fall into the trap 
of thinking that deterrence is a surefire formula for inexpensively solving 
security problems that are too difficult to address by building capabili-
ties sufficient to defeat the threat.22

The Reality of Conventional Deterrence
Conventional (and other) deterrence involves making the value of 

aggression—its expected benefits minus the expected costs—appear 
worse than the expected value of not going to war, by either making the 
costs of victory look large, making the likelihood of success look small, 
or both. But this rather algebraic way of thinking about deterrence can 
be unsatisfying from a policy-making perspective because these costs 
and benefits and values are rarely quantifiable in practice, frequently 
leaving the key questions unanswered: what is needed to successfully 
deter, and how much of it is likely to be sufficient? 
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Predicting the answers in a particular case always involves uncertainty—
and often a great deal of it.23 This is not just because our intelligence 
about the adversary is incomplete but also because the answer will de-
pend on conditions and decisions that are indeterminate until the crisis 
actually develops. But history still has a lot to tell us, starting with the 
fact that deterrence failures are rare. States mostly do not attack their 
neighbors, even when no one is trying especially hard to deter them. 
Even small and successful wars tend to be costly and destructive: they 
often unfold in unexpected ways, so starting them is inherently risky, 
and initiating wars now tends to be frowned upon by audiences that 
most leaders care about.24 

Yet deterrence does still fail from time to time, and some states are 
more prone to breaking the peace than most of their peers even in an era 
of strongly declining rates of international conflict.25 There is a vast lit-
erature examining the causes of war,26 but with respect to the specific 
question of when deterrence tends to hold or to fail in the breach, no sin-
gle work is as salient for the present discussion as John J. Mearsheimer’s 
evergreen Conventional Deterrence. Examining twentieth-century con-
flicts in Europe, the Middle East, and Asia, Mearsheimer made the case 
that there exists something approaching a necessary condition for deter-
rence failure that is both simple and consequential: modern states as a rule 
do not launch wars against each other unless they see a path to achiev-
ing a quick and relatively inexpensive victory.27 If they anticipate that 
a war will be a long, attritional struggle, even if they expect to prevail 
in the end, they will generally choose not to attack. (This is not to say 
that states will be unwilling to bear the burdens of long and costly wars 
if these are thrust upon them, only that they are unlikely to voluntarily 
initiate such conflicts.) This proposition is consistent with the standard 
cost-benefit calculus of deterrence, and the historical pattern fits it strik-
ingly well, even when looking beyond the cases of twentieth-century 
mechanized warfare that are the domain of Conventional Deterrence.28 
The idea is that convincing a prospective attacker that aggression will 
inevitably be expensive whether or not it will ultimately be successful 
should generally be enough to make deterrence work.

There are two aspects of this conclusion that are important to note, 
however. First, this is not the same as saying that it is necessary to deny 
the prospect of a low-cost victory in order to deter. In fact, there are 
countless past and present examples of states that could win wars easily 
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and inexpensively nevertheless deciding not to start them—wars are ex-
ceptional events. Thus, deterrence strategists should not conclude that 
their efforts will be in vain if the adversary still imagines an inexpensive 
victory to be possible. But a strategy that eliminates that prospect should 
give the deterrer high confidence of success.

Second, believing that one can win quickly does not depend on actually be-
ing able to do so. Misperception and miscalculation—along with simple 
unpredictability—can make war look unrealistically attractive. More-
over, leaders who are strongly motivated to go to war are also likely to 
overestimate their prospects of success, as Japan famously did in 1941 
when leaders who could not bear the prospect of calling off their war in 
China embraced the idea that it would be possible to defeat the Ameri-
cans and British by launching a series of lightning attacks that would 
quickly demoralize their enemies into striking an armistice. Thus, the 
gold standard of conventional deterrence strategy is not simply placing 
an easy victory out of the adversary’s reach but making it impossible for 
an enthusiastic enemy general or admiral with a gift for persuasive argu-
ment to tell a convincing story to the nation’s leaders about how such an 
outcome is possible.

Conventional Deterrence in Northeastern Europe
This brings us to the challenge of deterring a Russian attack against 

NATO’s northeastern flank in the 2020s. This has become a matter of 
central concern for US and allied strategists since the 2014 Russian in-
vasions of Crimea and eastern Ukraine, given the operational difficulty 
of effectively defending the Baltic States against a Russian invasion. 
Admitted to the alliance in 2004, when Western leaders imagined that 
Russia’s days of menacing its European neighbors were behind it, Estonia, 
Latvia, and Lithuania are together the size of West Germany during the 
Cold War yet have a combined population only one-tenth as great. Most 
significantly, they lie on Russia’s border where they could be invaded on 
short notice by a relatively large force, and it would be difficult for their 
distant NATO allies to send reinforcements once a conflict was under 
way due to Russia’s ability to interdict movement across the Baltic Sea or 
through the narrow overland corridor connecting Poland and Lithuania.29 
Now that Russia has reemerged as a sometimes belligerent and poten-
tially aggressive great power, NATO faces the problem of preparing to 
fulfill its commitment to protect its most exposed members.
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Deterring a possible Russian attack in the Baltics is important for several 
reasons. Not standing up to an invasion would potentially imperil the 
existence of the Atlantic Alliance by demonstrating its inability or un-
willingness to provide the security guarantee that is the central pillar of 
the North Atlantic Treaty. It would certainly be a craven abrogation of 
a solemn national commitment by the United States.30 On the other 
hand, if an attack on the Baltics became the opening battle in a longer 
and wider war between Russia and NATO, the costs to both sides could 
be enormous, particularly given the potential for nuclear escalation in 
any sustained major conflict involving Russia, a state with considerable 
though potentially brittle conventional military capabilities but a large 
and robust nuclear arsenal.31 

Fighting to defend the Baltics could well entail launching substantial 
attacks into Russian territory to reduce the effectiveness of enemy air de-
fenses and long-range rocket and missile forces, thus crossing a potential 
Russian escalatory redline.32 Moreover, were Russia to invade the Baltic 
States and then find that things had gone badly wrong for its gambit, 
the incentives to try to escalate their way out of a deteriorating situation 
might well appear irresistible to Russian leaders facing a choice between 
accepting a conventional military defeat that would be very expensive in 
military terms and might be even more so politically and a possibility that 
employing nuclear weapons could lead to a more satisfactory outcome 
(though it might instead result in an even greater disaster). In short, a 
Russian victory in a war in the Baltics could be a strategic catastrophe 
for the United States and NATO, and a Russian defeat could be far 
worse: unlike the enemies the United States has faced in the wars of the 
last several decades, Russia genuinely does have the ability to destroy the 
Republic.

Why Deterrence in the Baltics Should Be Easy

To say that a Russian invasion is important to avoid is not to assert 
that it is likely. In spite of some belligerent rhetoric since 2014, such an 
attack does not appear imminent, and there is good reason to believe 
that Russia does not currently have active revanchist ambitions regard-
ing the Baltic States. Moscow appears to regard them as being less in its 
natural sphere of influence than Belarus, Ukraine, or the former Soviet 
republics in the Caucasus and central Asia.33 Moreover, a Russian at-
tack on one or more of the Baltic States would risk a ruinous prolonged 
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war with a larger and far wealthier Atlantic Alliance that Russia is not 
well prepared to fight, and it would be highly disruptive to the Russian 
economy whether or not the West and China united to punish Russia 
for its actions.

Thus, the incentives for Russia not to attack its Baltic neighbors are 
strong. On the other hand, a successful attack against one or more of 
the Baltic States—seizure of significant territory either temporarily or 
permanently that NATO was unwilling or unable to reverse—could 
represent a notable strategic gain for a country that consistently identi-
fies NATO as a principal threat to its security and might be an attractive 
prospect for a government seeking to bolster its domestic support by 
achieving a conspicuous military success.34 Could such considerations 
actually make aggression in the Baltics appear to be worth the gamble 
for Moscow?

Historical experience suggests that the possibility is one to take seri-
ously. It is hard to imagine that a Russian regime—barring a scenario in 
which it feared that NATO was preparing to launch an attack against 
it—would expect the benefits of a successful attack in the Baltics to out-
weigh the costs and risks of a prolonged major war with NATO’s leading 
powers. However, it does not strain credulity to imagine circumstances 
under which Russian leaders might come to believe that striking one or 
more of the Baltic States would not lead to such a concerted response 
and therefore that a fast and inexpensive victory could be achieved while 
the Alliance dithered. Russian analysts and leaders might believe—correctly 
or incorrectly—that in the breach NATO members would decide that 
fighting to defend their Baltic allies, or especially to liberate their ter-
ritory after a fait accompli occupation, would be prohibitively costly 
or dangerous. Indeed, it is not difficult to find this sentiment being 
expressed in the West, even setting aside the potential behavior of do-
mestic political actors in NATO member states that might be beholden 
to Russian sponsors. In addition, it is possible that a Russian conven-
tional attack in the Baltics, although originally unplanned, could occur 
as a result of an escalatory spiral in a crisis that began with so-called gray 
zone actions that were intended to occur below the threshold of overt 
military action.

None of these possibilities sounds particularly attractive for Russia, 
and under virtually any circumstance aggression in the Baltics would be 
considerably more dangerous for Moscow than invading Ukraine was. 
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But wars have been started based on prospects that appeared similarly 
dubious to skeptics in the past. And while Russia appears not to intend 
to attack the Baltics at present (in spite of frequently exploring such op-
erations in military exercises and war games), such intentions can shift 
relatively quickly, as the change in Crimea’s fortunes between the 2000s 
and 2014 illustrates.35

Why Deterrence in the Baltics Might Be Difficult

If Moscow decided that the idea of aggression in the Baltic States 
was appealing, it would certainly have the means to undertake such an 
operation. Russia has demonstrated in military exercises the ability to 
mobilize a considerable force of army and airborne units in its Western 
Military District relatively quickly, and they have capabilities that appear 
sufficient to advance deep into Baltic territory in short order thanks to 
a combination of favorable geography, low NATO force density in the 
sparsely populated Baltics, and impressive Russian investments in long-
range fires, ground-based air defenses, and other anti-access/area denial 
capabilities.36 During the 1980s, West Germany’s frontier with the War-
saw Pact was defended by nine mechanized corps with additional forces 
not far behind.37 The Baltic States’ border with Russia and Belarus is 
approximately the same length, but they would be defended by a total 
ground force of fewer than nine (mostly lighter) brigade equivalents. To 
be sure, the Russian army is far smaller than the Warsaw Pact’s forces 
of yore—it might invade the Baltics with a force on the order of some 
22 brigade equivalents,38 but this does not solve the problem of a very 
low force-to-space ratio preventing the defenders from being able to 
block all the potential avenues of advance toward the Baltic capitals. 
Being able to reach their key territorial objectives in a matter of a few 
days would give NATO little opportunity to use its superior airpower to 
inflict attrition against the invaders,39 especially given the risk posed to 
fourth-generation aircraft by Russia’s extensive, multi-layer air defenses, 
and Moscow thus could reasonably anticipate a short and at least ini-
tially victorious war, a situation Mearsheimer identified as conducive to 
conventional deterrence failure. 

In short, Russian leaders would have a viable theory of rapid victory at 
low cost—in fact, they might have several, including ones correspond-
ing to each of the strategy categories that Mearsheimer identified as at-
tractive alternatives to slow wars of attrition in Conventional Deterrence. 
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First, the non-Baltic NATO members might not resist an invasion at 
all due to political lethargy, subversion, averseness to casualties, fear of 
Russian nuclear escalation, or some other factor. Second, NATO forces 
seeking to defend the Baltics might generally be bypassed by the invaders, 
resulting in their rapid, blitzkrieg-like arrival in Tallinn, Riga, or Vilnius and 
Kaunas. Third, the invaders might simply crush the defenders thanks 
to superior firepower and the protection afforded by their air defense 
umbrella. Fourth, particularly if Moscow lacked confidence in its army’s 
ability to successfully execute a more ambitious attack, it might expect 
to achieve a worthwhile victory through a limited-aims attack to seize 
more easily defensible territory along its border. 

NATO would have a variety of available ways to increase the costs 
to Russia of launching such an attack if it decided not to accept the 
result of the offensive. In addition to the economic punishment that 
could be inflicted against it,40 Russian forces in the Baltics could be sub-
jected to sustained bombing by NATO air forces, attacked by partisan 
resistance (including bypassed regular forces), and ultimately struck by 
a counteroffensive once NATO deployed its numerically superior but 
mostly slow-mobilizing ground forces. The problem with each of these 
responses from a deterrence perspective, however, is that their deter-
rent power would depend on Moscow believing that NATO would have 
the will to carry on the fight for months or years following an initially 
successful Russian advance. If Moscow expected that the Alliance, or 
a sufficient number of its key members, would be unwilling to bear 
the costs associated with such a sustained effort to restore the territorial 
integrity of the Baltic States, it might plausibly anticipate that it could 
achieve a fait accompli in the Baltics at relatively low cost. Moreover, it 
might expect to be able to undermine NATO’s determination to stand 
and fight through means ranging from subversion and propaganda in 
the West to threats of punitive attacks against Alliance members or of 
nuclear escalation if NATO refused to make peace on terms acceptable 
to the Kremlin. 

This illustrates the central challenge of conventional deterrence as dis-
cussed earlier: To have a comfortable degree of confidence that deter-
rence will prevail, it is (or at least may be) necessary not only to make 
an inexpensive victory actually unachievable for the opponent but also 
to deny the adversary the ability to construct for itself any narrative 
theory of victory describing how aggression could be expected to pay off at 
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relatively little cost to itself. What is needed to accomplish this will depend 
at least in part on what that theory of victory might be.

In the case of conventional deterrence in the Baltics, the response 
to this challenge that has attracted a number of US analysts and, on 
a more limited scale, US and NATO military leadership in the past 
several years has centered on increasing the presence or availability of 
NATO armored and mechanized forces in the Baltic States capable of 
interposing themselves in front of a Russian invasion. In principle this 
should be complemented by improvements to US and NATO air forces’ 
capabilities to attack invading mechanized forces in spite of Russian air 
defenses and threats against European air bases.41 The purpose of such 
a military posture would be to increase the expected costs of an attack 
through combat on the ground and, by slowing the invaders and forcing 
them to mass, enabling NATO airpower to inflict heavy attrition against 
them before they could reach territorial objectives such as being able to 
surround or overrun the Baltic capitals.42 

Much as Mearsheimer argued that NATO’s conventional forces on 
the Central Front in the 1980s were potent enough to credibly threaten 
prohibitively heavy punitive losses against a Warsaw Pact invasion,43 the 
threat posed by deploying NATO mechanized forces to the Baltics is not 
that they would be sufficient to defeat a Russian offensive but that they 
would present Moscow with an inescapable realization that aggression 
would entail heavy losses to the invaders and that achieving Russian 
success on the battlefield would require inflicting serious casualties on 
the armies of major NATO powers who would then likely be unwill-
ing to acquiesce to successful Russian aggression. If such a deterrence 
strategy created in the minds of Russian leaders a firm expectation that 
even a successful invasion of the Baltic States would be extremely costly 
to its army, the prospects for successful conventional deterrence should 
be strong. 

Whether such measures are worth undertaking remains a matter of 
considerable debate, particularly surrounding the question of how much 
weight NATO strategists should give to Russia’s apparent disinterest at 
present in attacking the Baltics and to its capabilities to carry out such 
an operation were Moscow’s intentions to change in the future.44 Even 
advocates of an enhanced conventional deterrence posture in north-
eastern Europe tend to accept the proposition that an invasion of the 
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Baltic States is inherently unlikely, but the potential for major escalation 
of such a conflict (particularly but not only the use of nuclear weapons) 
is a powerful argument in favor of investing at least limited resources to 
minimize the chance that it might occur.

Conclusion: The New Primacy of Deterrence

Peace is our profession.
–Strategic Air Command motto

This article began with the proposition that a war with any of the 
states identified in the National Defense Strategy as the primary sources 
of threat to US security would be much worse to win than to deter. This 
is perhaps most obvious in the case of Russia, given the threat of nuclear 
escalation in such a conflict, but the same can well be said of potential 
wars with China and, for that matter, Iran and North Korea. Deterring 
wars with these countries is not the only function of America’s armed 
forces, but it is the most consequential one.

In the wake of Russia’s attacks against Ukraine, it is easy to look 
askance at deterrence as a weak reed upon which to base national 
security policy, but this is an error to avoid. Deterrence did fail in 2014, 
but the West had not made much of an effort to deter aggression against 
Ukraine (neither, for that matter, had Ukraine itself ).45 More impor-
tantly, the fact that deterrence sometimes fails does not mean it does not 
work or that we do not understand it. 

Deterrence in the twenty-first century presents some new challenges 
to strategists, most notably in developing a sound understanding of 
cyberwarfare as both a threat to deter and a tool of deterrence. But there 
is little basis for thinking that our problems with deterrence derive from 
our well-developed theories about it being obsolete. Deterrence does 
fail, because it can be hard to convince people who are strongly moti-
vated to go to war that doing so is a bad idea, especially if one does not 
correctly understand their expectations and fears, and this has always 
been true. Knowing how deterrence works is an essential starting point 
for making good strategy, and if a potential aggressor can be persuaded 
that going to war will be difficult and costly, the prospects for successful 
deterrence will be good. But identifying that objective is just the begin-
ning of the journey. 
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The Future of Conventional Deterrence: 
Strategies for Great Power Competition

Robert P. Haffa Jr.

Abstract1

The return of great power competition as described in the 2018 Na-
tional Defense Strategy suggests the need to reconsider the theories and 
strategies of Cold War conventional deterrence in a world of near-peer 
competition. The seminal questions become: Does deterrence have a 
future, and do the tenets of Cold War theory and practice apply to the 
era of emerging strategic competition? Indeed, deterrence, particularly 
conventional deterrence, does have a future. However, distinct strategic 
and force planning implications exist for adapting conventional deter-
rence to meet the challenges of great power competition. 



Fundamental changes are occurring in the international political sys-
tem and the future US role in that system. The declared policies enunci-
ated in the recently published national security and defense strategies 
describe an environment in which global disorder, revisionist ambition, 
coercive diplomacy, and interstate strategic competition will provide 
plenty of opportunity and motivation for armed conflict while making 
threats and planning contingencies difficult to foresee. And although 
democracies may be unlikely to go to war against each other, the rise of 
illiberal democratic states, as seen in Eastern Europe and elsewhere, pro-
motes neither domestic nor international tranquility. Within the cur-
rent environment, the United States retains vital interests, and, despite 
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some isolationist sentiments, it will remain fully engaged in pursuit of 
its foreign policy objectives while deterring threats to its interests.2 

In deliberating on the role of conventional deterrence within US de-
clared military strategy, the question becomes: Does deterrence have a 
future? Can we apply the tenets of Cold War theory and practice to 
this emerging strategic competition? There are some initial issues we 
must deal with in thinking about the future of conventional deterrence. 
Indeed, deterrence, particularly conventional deterrence, does have a 
future—but one very different from the way it was conceptualized and 
applied during the Cold War. The 2018 National Defense Strategy states 
that “the central challenge to U.S. prosperity and security is the re-
emergence of long-term, strategic competition. . . . China and Russia 
want to shape a world consistent with their authoritarian model—gaining 
veto authority over other nations’ economic, diplomatic, and security 
decisions.”3 This return of great power competition suggests the need 
to revisit the theories and strategies of Cold War conventional deter-
rence to this world of near-peer competition. Such an examination re-
quires us to separate conventional deterrence from its Cold War past, 
when conventional threats of denial and reprisal were coupled with, if 
not subordinated to, those of theater or strategic nuclear weapons. This 
article briefly reviews the theoretical foundations of conventional deter-
rence and questions the application of that theory to US defense policy 
in consideration of a changed international political system and newly 
declared strategies. It then suggests the strategic and force planning im-
plications of adapting conventional deterrence to meet the challenges of 
great power competition. 

The Theoretical Foundations of Conventional Deterrence
As the United States encounters near-peer competitors in pursuing 

its global interests, the theories of deterrence developed as a guide to 
policy during the Cold War years require reexamination. In addition 
to the perceived success of those policies, deterrence goes to the heart 
of the central questions of international politics: How is military force 
applied to achieve political ends? In wielding the military instrument to 
influence other actors, how can wars be avoided? Although we have seen 
neither the end of history’s dialectical struggles nor the end of war, it is 
realistic as well as idealistic to continue to work toward an international 
system in which armed conflict becomes less probable, less destructive, 
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and less costly. And although some universal concept of deterrence to 
render war obsolete—that all parties might calculate negative cost ben-
efit to the use of military force—may appear utopian at the end of 
mankind’s bloodiest century and into the first decades of its successor 
century, deterrence will remain an important way to exert US influence 
in the world and to dissuade would-be aggressors from challenging US 
objectives.

To think about applying concepts of deterrence, we need to define 
some terms and examine the formulation of classic deterrence theory as 
it has been applied to conventional deterrence. In its most general form, 
deterrence is simply the persuasion of one’s opponent that the costs and 
risks of a given course of action outweigh its benefits. The classic focus 
of deterrence theory has been on creating military capability to prevent 
taking aggressive military action. Thus, deterrence, for our purpose here, 
can be defined as “the manipulation of an adversary’s estimation of the 
cost/benefit calculation of taking a given action . . . thereby convincing 
the opponent to avoid taking that action.”4

Is this formulation of deterrence, fashioned in the nuclear age, still 
relevant? There was, as George Quester has described, deterrence be-
fore Hiroshima, but conventional deterrence theory as we have most 
recently known it was strongly influenced by the bipolar, nuclear, and 
conventional confrontation centered on US-USSR relationships during 
the Cold War.5 What can we learn from classic deterrence theory that 
applies to concepts of conventional deterrence in a very different world? 
To answer that question, we need to remind ourselves of some of the 
requirements, components, and critiques of deterrence theory.6 

Components of Deterrence

The components of deterrence normally include capability, credibility, 
and communication.

Capability. Capability refers to the acquisition and deployment of 
military forces able to carry out plausible military threats to retaliate in 
an unacceptable manner or to deny the enemy’s objectives in an unafford-
able way.

Credibility. As the declared intent and believable resolve to protect a 
given interest, credibility can be reinforced by force structure, proximity, 
and power-projection capability and must be evaluated through compara-
tive analysis.
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Communication. Communication involves relaying to the potential 
aggressor, in an unmistakable manner, the capability and will to carry 
out the deterrent threat.

These three requirements, formulated principally at the level of strategic 
nuclear deterrence, have also been applied to deterrent confrontations 
involving conventional forces. Moreover, in addition to these require-
ments, a considerable amount of theoretical work has been done to 
define and differentiate among the ways in which that theory might 
be applied.7 For example, we realize there is a difference between im-
mediate deterrence (a potential attacker is actively considering the use 
of force, and the deterrer, aware of that threat, issues a counterthreat to 
deter) and general deterrence (the possibility of armed conflict is pres-
ent, but the potential attacker is not actively considering the use of force 
to threaten the interests of the deterrer).

We understand the difference between basic (or Type I) deterrence 
(we are eyeball-to-eyeball with the adversary threatening our national 
survival) and extended (Type II) deterrence (in which the objective is 
to defend allies and friends from attack and is inherently less credible). 

We also know the difference between strategic nuclear deterrence (the 
level at which the majority of the theorizing has occurred, at which the 
use of intercontinental thermonuclear weapons has been threatened, 
and at which deterrence is usually thought to have held) and conven-
tional deterrence (the level that has received considerably less attention, 
at which, by definition, threats to use unconventional weapons of mass 
destruction are excluded and at which deterrence, arguably, has been 
prone to fail). An important distinction drawn during Cold War for-
mulations of this dichotomy is subject to considerable question in the 
present environment. During the Cold War, the evolution of a “stalwart 
conventional defense” in Central Europe meant that the US and its 
allies could lessen their reliance on nuclear weapons to deter conflict. 
Thus, nuclear weapons became the instrument of deterrence by punish-
ment, while conventional forces shouldered the burden of deterrence by 
denial. Whether that distinction should continue to hold in an era of 
long-term great power strategic competition is worthy of consideration. 

Criticisms of Deterrence Theory

In either case, however, and despite the richness of this body of the-
ory, classic formulations of deterrence, even in the purest of strategic 
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nuclear deterrence situations, have encountered considerable criticism.8 
The most significant claims follow. 

Uncertainty. Although it can be argued that nuclear deterrence 
worked during the Cold War, we do not know that for sure. It is very 
difficult to prove deterrent successes because that would require show-
ing why an event did not occur. There is inherent uncertainty about the 
antecedent causes one cites in such cases, as other plausible factors can 
always be suggested.

Rationality. The emphasis on the rational calculation of the cost of a 
retaliatory response has also been faulted in deterrence theory. Decision 
makers who start wars may pay more attention to their own domestic 
needs or to other internal or external factors than to the military capa-
bilities or options of their possible adversaries or to the potential severity 
of the outcome.

Stability. Deterrence theory has also been criticized for contributing 
to a spiral of conflict. The threat of retaliation may be so great and so 
destabilizing that, in times of crisis, it becomes in the aggressor’s interest 
to preempt or escalate.

Failure. Deterrence at conventional levels has tended to “fail.” 
However, proponents of conventional deterrence argue that the use of 
conventional military force does not necessarily equate to a failure of doc-
trine. Deterrence failures are not inconsistent with deterrence theory, 
provided they can be attributed to the absence of a clear commitment or 
to insufficient capability or credibility. On the other hand, because the 
risks of conventional conflict could be perceived as relatively modest, 
the costs of choosing to go to conventional war, even if the likelihood 
of attaining a military victory is granted little confidence, might be out-
weighed by perceived political benefits.9

Distinctions of Nuclear versus Conventional

The differences between the perceived costs and risks of nuclear versus 
conventional deterrence are important for our discussion. Bipolar 
nuclear deterrence has some special properties making its costs and risks 
relatively easy to calculate: two principal actors, well-defined strike scenarios, a 
finite number of weapons planned against a transparent target set, calculable 
losses under any plausible exchange. Calculations of plausible nuclear 
exchanges suggest that a survivable second-strike capability with assured 
destruction potential should allow deterrence to hold. However, past 
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attempts to conduct similar simulations at a conventional level, par-
ticularly when conventional deterrent strategies were often underpinned 
by theater or strategic nuclear weapons, have tended to make analysts 
and policy makers see conventional deterrence as less rigorous, far more 
context-dependent, and, ultimately, far more unreliable as a guide to 
strategy. That situation began to change in the mid-1970s, owing to 
what was referred to as a revolution in conventional military capabili-
ties (e.g., space reconnaissance, global command and control, precision 
weapons, and stealth technology). The development and deployment of 
survivable conventional delivery platforms and very precise munitions 
suggested that conventional force had become more punishing, more 
usable, and, therefore, more credible.10

Evolution of Conventional Capability

Writing in Foreign Affairs after the first Gulf War, former Defense Sec-
retary William Perry pointed to a “new conventional military capability” 
that “adds a powerful dimension to the ability of the United States to 
deter war.” Key to this new capability were “a new generation of military 
support systems”—intelligence sensors, defense-suppression systems, 
precision-guided munitions, and stealth technologies—that gave true 
and dramatic meaning to the term “force multiplier.” To avoid further 
such foreign entanglements in the future, Perry argued, the United 
States needs to use this newfound strength to deter future wars, not to 
fight them.11

The continued evolution of US conventional capability since that 
time, as well as its demonstrated use and capability for long-range preci-
sion strike, enhances the theory of conventional deterrence for application 
in a world of great power competition. Suppose a potentially hostile 
power were to display an interest and a capability, if not an immediate 
intent, to encroach on or to directly attack American friends and allies 
or geographic regions or resources in which the United States has a major 
or vital interest. Such attacks might be deterred if that state calculates 
the results from prospective military action to be costly, problematic, 
and likely not to achieve the objectives sought—that is, if it perceived 
that the United States has the capability and credibility to defend that 
state, region, or interest; force the attacker to pay high costs; and deny 
that aggressor’s aims.
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Therefore, many of those searching for a military strategy in a renewed 
great power competition might conclude that much of the conventional 
deterrence theory developed in the past is still relevant; the requirements 
of capability, credibility, and communication will continue to apply in 
the future. And while the central focus of contemporary deterrent rela-
tionships has become multipolar and less nuclear intensive, these were 
not relationships left unconsidered in the original development of the 
theory. It seems clear, therefore, that reinforcing the logic of conven-
tional deterrence on its would-be adversaries should be a central concept 
of US defense policy over the next decade or so. The principal stumbling 
block in attempting to apply that deterrence theory to a coherent mili-
tary strategy appears to be the tendency of conventional deterrence to 
“fail.” If conventional rather than nuclear forces are about to assume a 
prominent role in deterring great-power conflict, theoretical work now 
needs to be focused on the use or threatened use of conventional force. 
How can a policy of conventional deterrence be communicated and a 
supporting military strategy and force structure be shaped? One propo-
sition, diametrically opposed to nuclear deterrence theory, is that a past 
“failure” of conventional deterrence may be a reinforcing, rather than a 
diminishing, factor: to communicate a credible deterrent threat, capable 
conventional military force must be demonstrated, exercised, and, at 
times, used.

Applying Deterrence Theory to Conventional 
Military Strategy

Deterrence theory fashioned during the Cold War may still prove 
helpful, but the implementation of deterrent strategy is likely to be con-
siderably different. In other words, while the requirements of deterrence 
may be little changed, past formulations of conventional deterrence 
objectives, focusing on large ground armies facing each other across a 
central front, may become increasingly irrelevant (although such a con-
frontation may yet remain, as in Korea, and might emerge elsewhere, 
as in the Baltics). There have been important studies of conventional 
deterrence strategies in the past, but it is not clear that they are easily 
transferable to the deterrent problems of the future.12 For example, in 
the nuclear deterrence studies of the Cold War, conventional deterrence 
has been seen as:
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•  an adjunct to containment of the USSR. That is, applied in a bipolar, 
nuclear setting and not generally applicable to less simple and less 
polarized crises.

•  appropriate only in support of “symmetrical” approaches to con-
tainment to match the enemy’s moves at the level of provocation, 
for example, the “flexible response” policies of NATO. Asymmetrical 
responses (shifting the nature of one’s reaction into avenues better 
suited to one’s strengths against the adversary’s weaknesses) relied 
ultimately on threats of nuclear escalation.

•  most valuable for its ability to buy time to resolve disagreements 
diplomatically and to bring hostilities to a halt.

•  a defensive application of deterrence strategy. “Flexible response” in 
NATO Europe implied deterrence at all levels but could not be per-
ceived as weakening the US nuclear deterrent. Conventional forces 
were politically restricted from preemptive or offensive options.

•  deterrence by denial, that is, blocking the enemy’s military objec-
tives through the attrition of his attacking forces. Deterrence by 
punishment, owing to the perceived limitations of conventional 
weapons in reaching over the battlefield to target the aggressor’s 
leadership and infrastructure, was left for nuclear weapons.

•  a method of influencing an opponent’s political calculus of the 
acceptable costs and risks of his potential initiative, rather than 
threatening overwhelming punishment and societal destruction. 
Conventional forces did not provide the means to deter by force 
alone and had to be supplemented by diplomatic, political, and 
economic instruments.

•  a means of extending deterrence to allies and friends, but ultimately 
dependent on the credibility of a US nuclear commitment. Con-
ventional deterrence in Europe, for example, could not rely solely 
on the stationing of US troops there. They were only part of a multi-
faceted deterrent that, in the end, relied on nuclear threats.

Because conventional deterrence during the Cold War relied on its 
coupling with nuclear capabilities, past military strategies of conven-
tional deterrence, as outlined above, seem less relevant to the new world 
order than earlier deterrence theory might have promised. For example, 
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as the theory reminded us, most failures of conventional deterrence have 
resulted from a lack of credibility in the deterrent threat. Although capa-
bility may be evident and an interest communicated, the resolve of the 
deterrer is arguably the most difficult element of the deterrent equation 
to structure and to assess. Can the credibility of a conventional deterrent 
be enhanced for more effective application in the future? The require-
ments and applications of deterrence theory developed in the previous 
section suggest three areas of emphasis: (1) the visibility of the military 
force, (2) a documented record of willingness to use force in the past, 
and (3) the rationality of the use of force once deterrence has failed.

Visibility of Military Force

One of the critical requirements for deterrence has been substantial 
US forces deployed overseas, not merely as a symbol or a tripwire but as 
a significant military force to be reckoned with. If deterrence is to be ex-
tended, it must be seen to exist. The presence of US conventional forces 
probably acted as a restraint on the spread of nuclear weapons to our 
allies, unless they found our assurances incredible (France) or we lacked 
the in-place treaties and troops (Israel). A new military strategy based on 
conventional deterrence must pose a “virtual presence,” even in a period 
of US military retrenchment and overseas base closures. For future US 
conventional forces to deter, they must maintain some form of visibility 
to be perceived as credible and capable. To this end, small-scale exercises 
with rapid-reacting forces to Europe, as well as the European Defense 
Initiative stationing US troops in Eastern Europe could be helpful.

Willingness to Use Force

As noted above, conventional deterrence failures have not been incon-
sistent with deterrence theory, if failing could be attributed to the absence 
of a clear commitment or to insufficient credibility. Therefore, just as force 
visibility can be enhanced, so can force credibility through measures such 
as communicating a commitment, demonstrating resolve, and pointing to 
past uses of force. It may be that, owing in part to a past declaratory policy 
and practice of preferring diplomatic or economic instruments to the use 
of military force, or, even worse, backing away from a declared red-
line, potential aggressors may not be persuaded that the United States will 
readily respond with force when its interests are threatened. To strengthen 
credibility, the use of force may be necessary in some cases for deterrence 
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to hold in other crises. In nuclear strategist Tom Schelling’s words, “what 
one does today in a crisis affects what one can be expected to do tomor-
row.”13 Deterrence theory stressed that not being tough enough in a 
situation may bring peace only at the expense of one’s image of resolve 
and, therefore, at the cost of long-term deterrence and stability.14 

Rationality of the Use of Force

Somewhat ironically, despite its failures, conventional deterrence is 
theoretically more credible in terms of carrying out deterrent threats 
than is nuclear deterrence. That’s because once nuclear deterrence fails, 
it may be irrational for the deterrer to respond to the challenge owing 
to the enormous destruction to his own society that may result. In the 
words of Paul Nitze, he may be “self-deterred.”15 A conventional deter-
rent, however, can be made to appear more certain and, therefore, more 
credible: Rationality does not have to fail; the nation does not have to 
threaten to stumble into war to respond; doomsday forecasts do not have 
to be considered. In practice as well as in theory, there are more likely 
to be greater risks and uncertainties resulting from not carrying out a 
conventional deterrent threat than in acting to support declared policy. 
The operational implication of that theoretical principle is a strategy of 
conventional deterrence that allows for the likely use of military force—
a plausible threat “that leaves something to chance.”16

A central point of these arguments overlooked in past conventional 
deterrence theory is that the use of conventional force, presumed in the 
past to be a failure of conventional deterrence, can in the future be a 
major contributor to the deterrence of conventional conflict. If that is 
so, the problem now is that much on which the United States previously 
constructed its conventional deterrent is going away. US base structure 
overseas has been rapidly drawn down, and the United States is moving 
toward a smaller military relying on forward presence or small foot-
prints rather than forward deployment, with attendant power projection 
shortfalls. The Army is no longer sized to conduct large-scale, sustained 
stability operations (let alone to confront a force-on-force scenario) 
but rather to carry out small-scale expeditionary missions against un-
conventional foes. This brings into serious question the ability of US 
strategy and forces to meet the requirements of capability, credibility, 
and communication. What military strategies are suited to match an 
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objective of conventional deterrence with fewer forces stationed abroad 
in fewer regions of interest and concern?

Strategies of Conventional Deterrence

When we consider the strategies of conventional deterrence dominat-
ing the Cold War years, we find them inadequate to meet the challenges 
of great power competition. For example, John Mearsheimer and others 
argued that the essence of conventional deterrence was being able to 
halt an enemy breakthrough that might lead to a successful blitzkrieg 
and military occupation of friendly territory. As military analysts fo-
cused on the European Central Front, however, there was considerable 
debate regarding which military strategy could best meet that deter-
rent requirement.17 These strategies included a conventional “tripwire” 
to demonstrate commitment but designed to fail quickly and rely on 
vertical escalation to deter; horizontal escalation (assuming direct con-
ventional defense was beyond America’s reach, but deterrence could be 
strengthened by threatening the adversary’s other interests); or conven-
tional direct defense (many defense analysts characterized as optimists 
or reformers argued that a direct conventional defense [and, therefore, 
deterrence] was possible with reforms or improvements in troop deploy-
ment, employment, strategy, and doctrine).

From several perspectives, none of these approaches appear particu-
larly attractive when facing long-term competition with near-peer pow-
ers. Tripwire theories encourage nuclear threats and, perhaps, nuclear 
proliferation and fall into the same credibility traps of the past. Strate-
gies of horizontal escalation are subject to the “spiral of conflict” cri-
tiques of deterrence as well as to the argument that other regions might 
not be nearly as valuable as the focus of primary conflict. The objective 
of conventional deterrence is to contain the conflict, not escalate it to 
a more global confrontation. Structuring a direct conventional defense, 
in the past considered the most reliable of deterrent strategies, is less 
plausible in the future owing to the retrenchment of US general purpose 
forces and the uncertain nature of the threat. Which, then, appear to be 
the components of a military doctrine, strategy, and force structure that 
will support the requirements of conventional deterrence with respect to 
new, powerful adversaries?

Simply put and based on the theoretical requirements that continue 
to hold, a conventional deterrent strategy must be both capable and 
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credible. If we delve more deeply into the requirements developed in the 
previous section and apply them to the problem of confronting great 
power competition, a theory of conventional deterrence should be con-
structed to possess the following characteristics.

General as opposed to immediate. Although the capability to in-
voke an immediate deterrent threat against a specific adversary must 
remain, the policy must be geared to a long-term strategic competition.

Extended as opposed to basic. This property has two components. 
First, the United States is not in danger of conventional attack on its 
homeland but is seeking a way to extend deterrence and defense to vital 
regions, resources, and interests. Extended conventional deterrence is far 
more credible, given current capability, than is extended nuclear deter-
rence, because it obviates the “trading Boston for Bonn” question. And 
although the United States will wish to maintain both strategic nuclear 
forces and theater nuclear power projection capability to deter nuclear 
powers and potential proliferators, it appears that limited strategic and 
theater missile defenses will gradually replace some of the assured de-
struction deterrence theories enshrined in the antiballistic missile treaty. 
Second, we need to differentiate a new conventional deterrent from 
Cold War strategy that was focused on a single region coupled with a 
flexible, nuclear response. In other words, although specific plausible 
contingencies must be considered in general purpose force planning, we 
are seeking a conventional capability that is strategic rather than theater-
oriented. To be credible, that force must have prompt global reach and 
power projection capability. 

Overwhelming, as opposed to gradual. Although we may wish to 
eschew the term massive conventional retaliation, this formulation of 
deterrence strategy is the antithesis of the graduated escalatory response 
characterizing the Cold War strategy of flexible response in which sud-
den and massive escalation (fearful of the next, nuclear step) was avoided 
at all costs. The purpose here is to terminate conflict rapidly and to do so 
by adding the element of punishment to conventional deterrence rather 
than relying on denial.18

Conventional as opposed to nuclear. It is in the interest of the 
United States to deemphasize nuclear weapons and systems, particularly 
as new confrontations with near-peer adversaries possessing strategic 
nuclear capabilities arise. Conventional deterrence in crises less than na-
tional survival can be more effective than nuclear deterrence, as its capa-
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bility is enhanced by the certainty (therefore, credibility) of a response. 
One of the striking differences regarding the future of conventional de-
terrence, at least in the near term, is that the United States enjoys an 
enormous margin of global reach and power projection capability over 
any emerging conventional rival. Thus, the United States should not be 
self-deterred in a crisis, and the threat of use of conventional force, to 
include preemption, becomes more credible.19

Conventional deterrence in the post–Cold War world, then, requires 
supporting a military strategy and force structure that can be extended 
credibly to distant regions, quick in response, and decisive in applica-
tion. Against near-peer adversaries, relatively small but very powerful, 
precise, intense, and survivable forces may be able to meet the theo-
retical requirements and strategic needs of extended conventional deter-
rence. If so, the properties that will characterize conventional deterrent 
strategy will be very different from those that defined it during the Cold 
War. A strategy of effective conventional deterrence must be decoupled 
from nuclear threats, asymmetrical in threat and application, intense 
and overwhelming in its threat, offensive with a capability for punish-
ment as well as denial, and extended globally through advanced tech-
nologies and weapons systems.

Based on this analysis, the United States is faced with developing a 
military strategy of conventional use that can be extended to interests 
abroad and can be generally applied. The United States now requires the 
military strategy and forces to underwrite a theory of “general extended 
conventional deterrence.” Can it be done?

How to Get General Extended Conventional Deterrence
According to national strategies of security and defense, the United 

States is entering a new period of great power competition and is facing 
that confrontation following a time of strategic atrophy. Unfortunately, 
as defense resources have been compressed over the past decade, the list 
of US national security goals has not been reduced. The goals most rel-
evant to the study of future conventional deterrence are as follows:

•  Sustaining joint force military advantages, both globally and in key 
regions; 

•  Deterring adversaries from aggression against our vital interests;
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•  Maintaining favorable regional balances of power in the Indo-Pa-
cific, Europe, the Middle East, and the Western Hemisphere; 

•  Defending allies from military aggression, bolstering partners 
against coercion, and fairly sharing responsibilities for common de-
fense; and

•  Dissuading, preventing, or deterring state adversaries and nonstate 
actors from acquiring, proliferating, or using weapons of mass de-
struction.20

These national security objectives, although familiar, have been re-
structured to match a time of emerging great power competition. To 
that end, military planners are now receiving guidance that approxi-
mates the following:

•  Plan an effective military campaign in a distant region (the Indo-
Pacific, Europe, or the Middle East) to deter a sophisticated, near-
peer adversary. That adversary may possess precision conventional 
weapons as well as unconventional (nuclear, biological, chemical) 
weapons and the capability to deliver those weapons within the 
region, adding to his anti-access, area denial capability.

•  Plan to deploy continental US (CONUS)–based forces on very 
short notice. Although US forces may be present in the region, they 
will not be there in numbers enough to conduct a stalwart defense 
or successful counterattack without rapid CONUS reinforcement.

•  Defeat the enemy quickly by denying his objectives and, as re-
quired, by punishing his war-making infrastructure. Do this with 
as few friendly casualties as possible, while minimizing collateral 
damage.

•  Plan to do all this as quickly as possible, before public support 
dissolves or allied resolve weakens. Significant allied military con-
tributions, except for indigenous forces in some contingencies, may 
not be available until later in the war.

•  Hedge against the possibility of a second, simultaneous regional 
contingency by deterring opportunistic aggression elsewhere.

Can a strategy of general extended conventional deterrence, coupled 
with advanced military capabilities and technologies demonstrated 
during the Gulf War, the Iraq War, and the continuing counterterror/
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counterinsurgency campaign in Afghanistan and elsewhere, meet such 
demanding guidance? That demonstrated resolve and capability, as 
Secretary Perry previously argued, suggests that the use of conventional 
force should be judged as an important element of establishing the cred-
ibility of a general extended conventional deterrent in future crises. A 
discrete yet overwhelming use of conventional force, narrowly seen as a 
deterrent failure if one focuses on a single crisis, can also be an impor-
tant first step in the structuring of a new strategy of general extended 
conventional deterrence that may influence international relations and 
deter great power conflict in the future. There is plenty of work to be 
done if US military forces are to develop and sustain the capability of 
acting quickly and decisively in future contingencies to underwrite con-
ventional deterrence. What kinds of capabilities and what sorts of forces 
are needed to underwrite a strategy of extended general conventional 
deterrence in a world of interstate strategic competition? 

Strategic concepts and military planning guidance must be translated 
into force size and structure. There has been no effective substitute, dur-
ing the Cold War and after, for sizing and shaping US military forces 
than the use of plausible, hypothetical contingencies to test the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of those forces to deter and defeat an adversary. 
And because force planners tend to be a conservative lot, they generally 
choose to contemplate a worst-case scenario, under the assumption that 
forces sized for that contingency should be able to deal with less-intense 
conflicts as lesser-included cases. What, then, are the plausible contin-
gencies featuring potential great power conflict to which force planners 
should turn their attention? In his consideration of the future of land 
warfare, Brookings analyst Michael O’Hanlon suggests two.21

In the case of Russia, an invasion threat to the Baltic States seems a 
reasonable place to start force planning for potential great power con-
flict. Although some opposed the expansion of NATO to states formerly 
included in the Soviet empire, the Article 5 mutual defense pledge of the 
NATO treaty requires the US and its allies to come to the defense of these 
frontline states. Although O’Hanlon notes that a Russian intervention 
in the Baltics could pursue several avenues, including tactics employed 
in Crimea and Ukraine, the most stressful scenario to plan against is the 
classic land invasion—reminiscent of planning contingencies employed 
during the Cold War. Notably, O’Hanlon starts from the premise that 
the US and NATO should not rely solely on nuclear deterrence here, as 
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Russian objectives may be limited. That premise results in the consid-
eration of conventional force options to deter and, if necessary, defeat 
the invading land forces. Because NATO’s rapid reaction force is likely 
to serve as only a tripwire, O’Hanlon develops a methodology, follow-
ing Cold War conventional deterrence models, suggesting the need to 
deploy from 150,000 to up to 225,000 US troops to deter and defend 
against a Russian force that might approach 300,000. As in the Cold 
War, deterring conflict in Central Europe will depend heavily on the 
contributions of the allies. The strongest deterrent might be formed by 
the permanent stationing of large NATO air and land forces in the Baltics 
or by demonstrating an effective capability of rapid reinforcement.

In China’s case, if we can put aside a reenactment of the Korean War 
in which Republic of Korea military forces act as a robust deterrent and 
Chinese intervention is questionable, a stressful contingency demanding 
different American force planning is a South China Sea scenario that 
spills over into Chinese threats to blockade Taiwan or seize islands in the 
Philippine archipelago. Here the militarization by China of islands in 
the South China Sea is particularly worrisome, as is the growing power 
projection capability of the People’s Liberation Army and its increasing 
ability to deny US forces access and freedom of movement in the region. 
Deterrence in this case is likely to rely more on air- and sea-based forces 
rather than on land power. But if the US and its allies were to develop 
a containment strategy to deter potential Chinese adventurism in the 
region, a new network of bases might be established in the Philippines 
to enable air and sea superiority with attendant ground forces to defend 
these bases. As US forces are unlikely to be deployed to bases in Taiwan, 
this forward-deployed and carefully exercised force could also add to 
American pledges to defend Taiwan.

In postulating great power confrontation, the 2018 National Defense 
Strategy has posed for the US military a task more difficult than the pre-
vious force planning construct of deterring and defeating two smaller 
regional adversaries nearly simultaneously. In addition to the planning 
factors noted above, a premium will be placed on the following roles and 
missions necessary to communicate a conventional deterrent capability.

Show of Force

With fewer US forces stationed abroad, the need to project forces 
quickly to demonstrate US commitment and resolve will remain im-
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portant. Depending on the contingency, that force should be more than 
just the shadow of power; it will need robust, sustainable firepower.

Punitive Raids 

To make a conventional deterrence credible, the United States must 
be able to strike multiple targets (200 or so to attack weapons sites, sup-
press enemy defenses, and take out command and control capabilities) 
simultaneously, across great distances, without seeking overflight, basing 
rights, or access to facilities from any foreign state and to conduct that 
raid with impunity.

Rapid Reaction 

The need is for the rapid deployment of air, sea, and light ground 
forces with adequate air cover in support of commitment to allies faced 
with potential great power aggression.

Air Superiority 

Air Force doctrine has long held that establishing air superiority is 
essential to allowing air-to-surface and surface warfare to be conducted 
successfully. This includes targeting key military facilities and command/
control/communication infrastructure to blind the enemy and disrupt 
his ability to use and control his forces.

Halting, Delaying, or Disrupting a Cross-Border Invasion 

In the early days of a potential great power conflict it may be nec-
essary to bring in long-range airpower to deter the onrush of enemy 
ground forces and buy time for the arrival of ground and naval forces or 
for other diplomatic and military actions.

Parallel (or Simultaneous) Warfare 

The ability to execute parallel warfare—that is, concurrently execut-
ing multiple operations at every level of an enemy’s target set—will 
prove effective in both deterring and bringing the conflict to a rapid 
and decisive close while minimizing friendly casualties. Parallel warfare im-
plies the ability to employ the overwhelming but precise use of military 
force needed to underwrite a strategy of general extended conventional 
deterrence.
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In summary, to make viable a theory of conventional deterrence that 
can be extended to great power threats to US global interests, the United 
States will need to construct a coherent military strategy to defend those 
interests, ensure stability, and deter would-be aggressors from adventur-
ism. It can be declared softly—if a big stick is nearby. Without the ex-
tensive forward deployment of US military forces that characterized the 
Cold War years, however, there will be a need for increased exercises and 
displays of power projection capability to demonstrate US global reach. 

To that end, it is important to recall the boost to US conventional 
capabilities and deterrence brought about by the revolution in military 
affairs touted by Secretary Perry as an offset strategy—a conventional 
version of the first such strategy that wielded US nuclear prowess to 
offset perceived Soviet conventional superiority in Europe at the be-
ginning of the Cold War. Although the Pentagon seems lately to have 
eschewed the phrase “third offset,” the components of that conventional 
strategy—advanced computing, big data analytics, artificial intelligence, 
autonomous unmanned systems, robotics, directed energy, hypersonics, 
and biotechnology—are specifically enumerated in the 2018 National 
Defense Strategy.22

Most importantly, the greatest departure from Cold War formulations 
of conventional deterrence theory is the idea that it will be necessary to 
use force to create deterrence. In that regard, the continued deployment 
and employment of US conventional forces overseas in Iraq, Afghani-
stan, and elsewhere in the prosecution of terrorists and insurgents well 
document that capability and credibility. But an unwillingness to use 
force, or to shy away from supporting US interests over concern of ril-
ing a would-be peer-competitor, will quickly squander any opportunity 
to dissuade. What needs to be avoided, as Professor Richard Betts ar-
gues, is “ambivalent deterrence: rhetorical bobbing and weaving rather 
than strategic planning.”23 Conventional deterrence may break down on 
occasion, but such events can demonstrate the price of failure, rejuve-
nate its credibility, and contribute to a new period of stability. Declared 
and resourced appropriately, conventional deterrence can produce long 
cycles of stability instead of constant, overlapping intervals of conflict—
something to be sought in a new era of great power competition.

Put in place, an accepted policy of general extended conventional de-
terrence is offered not only as a component of military strategy in a 
new security environment but also as a guide to planning the general-
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purpose forces and capabilities the United States and its allies will need 
to underwrite that strategy. At the macro level, the implications for force 
planning for general extended conventional deterrence appear to be as 
follows:

For US Ground Forces

Under current guidance, the US Army (and Marine forces) are di-
rected to develop and maintain the capacity for deterring and defeat-
ing aggression by a major power in a single large-scale operation while 
deterring opportunistic aggression elsewhere. In either case, a rapidly 
deployable, flexible contingency force with an emphasis on airborne, 
air assault, and light infantry forces will be required. Heavy mechanized 
forces can hedge against larger contingencies, but they may be dimin-
ished in role and size owing to the time it takes to deploy them from 
CONUS. Therefore, returning a heavy brigade to Europe seems a rea-
sonable way of strengthening conventional deterrence in Central Eu-
rope. Prepositioning can be used to lessen deployment time to Eastern 
Europe, and strategic airlift will remain important to get the troops to 
the war on time.24

For US Naval and Marine Forces

Power projection, rather than sea lane protection and control, will 
become the mainstay of US naval forces in underwriting conventional 
deterrence, and its geographic focus will increasingly become the Indo-
Pacific region. The instruments of that task will remain the carrier battle 
groups and amphibious ready groups, augmented by attack submarines. 
As advanced by the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Analysis, “these 
naval assets are mobile, can defend and sustain themselves in proximity 
to an adversary, and have the offensive capabilities to deny and pun-
ish aggression immediately.”25 A deterrence force composed of surface 
combatants, submarines, amphibious forces, and associated aircraft and 
unmanned systems would be capable of interdicting enemy naval forces, 
attacking coastal targets supporting aggression, or destroying valuable 
coastal targets to punish the enemy. 

For US Air Forces

Just as strategic air forces were the centerpiece of the strategy of “mas-
sive retaliation” in the 1950s, so will they be in underwriting extended 
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conventional deterrence in the future. Long-range strategic bombers, 
particularly stealthy ones, will play an ever more important role in 
deterring great power conflict because they are stabilizing; can carry 
large, varied, precise payloads; can project heavy firepower on short-
notice from US bases; and are both flexible and survivable. A proposed 
expansion in the number of Air Force squadrons from 312 today to 386 
in the future would be a major contribution to conventional deterrence—
particularly if the emphasis is placed on “bombers, tankers and com-
mand/control/communications/intelligence systems.”26

The United States has a major role to play in ensuring stability and 
security in a new world order and possesses unique military capabilities 
to deter acts of aggression that would threaten that order. However, the 
conventional deterrence theories and strategies of the past that were sub-
ordinated to a bipolar strategic nuclear competition are neither relevant 
nor welcome. As Richard Betts warns, the concept of deterrence “has al-
most vanished from the vocabulary of strategic debate. U.S. policymakers 
need to relearn the basics of deterrence and rediscover its promise as a 
strategy.”27 A coherent concept of general extended conventional deter-
rence can guide US military strategy in pursuit of a more stable and 
secure future international order and can guide prudent force planning 
in a time of great power confrontation. 
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Abstract

The key debate among contemporary academics over grand strategy 
pertains to what grand strategy the country should follow: whether the 
United States should engage in restraint, deep engagement, or liberal 
hegemony. Recent work has pushed back against the consensus that 
grand strategy matters. It questions whether academics and policy elites 
place too much stock in grand strategy as a cure-all for American foreign 
policy woes. This essay evaluates these pessimistic claims regarding both 
historical and contemporary grand strategy.
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The American foreign policy elite has long displayed a curious fasci-
nation with “strategists,” larger-than-life figures whose reputation rests 
on their purported ability to confidently answer the most important—
and difficult—questions regarding diplomacy and statecraft.1 Although 
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guilty of similar hagiographic impulses at times, scholars have tradition-
ally eschewed studying individual strategists in favor of strategy writ 
large.2 

Where academics and policy elites have generally agreed, though, is 
that strategy, particularly grand strategy, “matters” when it comes to the 
conduct of foreign policy. Commentators therefore consistently explain 
foreign policy failure as the result of a lack of strategic planning and 
imagination. Virtually all modern presidents, including Barack Obama3 
and Donald Trump,4 have therefore been upbraided for either failing to 
enact a grand strategy or enacting a strategy that was not to a particu-
lar commentator’s liking.5 The key debate among contemporary aca-
demics over grand strategy pertains to what grand strategy the country 
should follow, not whether it needs a strategy. Arguments over whether 
the United States should engage in “restraint” when it comes to foreign 
policy or embark upon a grand strategy of “deep engagement” or “liberal 
hegemony” have filled op-ed pages and bookshelves.6 

A more recent wave of scholarship, however, has pushed back against 
the consensus that grand strategy matters. It questions whether academ-
ics and policy elites place too much stock in strategy, particularly grand 
strategy, as a cure-all for American foreign policy woes.7 More generally, 
it argues that the complexity of the modern world precludes the concep-
tualization of a single, uniform grand strategy that would be responsive 
to the full range of threats a country faces. Even if such a strategy is con-
ceivable, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to implement.

This essay evaluates these pessimistic claims regarding both histori-
cal and contemporary grand strategy. It reviews several recent books on 
grand strategy that collectively illustrate many of the problems with the 
existing academic and policy consensus that grand strategy “matters” 
when it comes to conducting a successful foreign policy. These works 
are part of a broader critique of the concept of grand strategy writ large.

First, this essay defines the concept of grand strategy before moving 
to the central question of whether grand strategy “matters.” It explicates 
recent criticisms of grand strategy, namely that it won’t inevitably lead to 
foreign policy success, and how there is friction between grand strategy 
and operational demands. Looking to the past, it highlights a particu-
larly interesting case of grand strategic blowback, when a successfully 
executed grand strategy results in unanticipated negative results. The 
League of Nations has often been seen as a failure due to its inability 
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to prevent the rise of fascism in Europe that culminated in the Second 
World War. Recently, however, historians have rethought the League of 
Nations’ record, noting how certain branches of the League, such as the 
Permanent Mandates Commission (PMC), were surprisingly successful 
in enacting change in the international system. Even more importantly, 
they were able to do so contrary to the geopolitical interests of their pur-
ported great power masters. The essay concludes with opportunities for 
future research regarding grand strategy.

Defining Grand Strategy
What is grand strategy? Scholars, commentators, and policy makers 

have laid out a series of competing, and at times incommensurable, defi-
nitions. Barry Posen’s seminal definition of the concept, dating from the 
early 1980s, remains a touchstone for many later writers. Grand strategy, 
for Posen, is “that collection of military, economic, and political means 
and ends with which a state attempts to achieve security.” It is “a political-
military, means-ends chain, a state’s theory about how it can best ‘cause’ 
security for itself.”8 Similarly, for Hal Brands, grand strategy is “an inte-
grated scheme of interests, threats, resources and policies” that represent 
a “conceptual framework that helps nations determine where they want 
to go and how they ought to get there.”9

Recently, Nina Silove has argued that differing conceptions of grand 
strategy can be grouped according to whether scholars see such strategies 
as a plan for action, a set of theoretical or organizing principles, or a 
pattern of behavior.10 There is therefore no “true” definition of grand 
strategy but rather a series of equally justifiable conceptions. While Silove’s 
typology goes a long way towards rectifying the muddled state of defin-
ing grand strategy, it unfortunately skews towards relativism. Silove’s 
categories are incredibly broad, and she doesn’t provide enough direc-
tion towards determining the difference between helpful and unhelpful 
definitions of grand strategy. 

When scholars adopt overly broad definitions of grand strategy, they 
are not only engaging in inappropriate “concept stretching,” they risk 
fundamentally misstating what grand strategy represents.11 For instance, 
otherwise distinguished historian John Lewis Gaddis gravely errs in how 
he conceptualizes grand strategy in his most recent book, On Grand 
Strategy. Gaddis defines grand strategy, generally, as “the alignment of 
potentially unlimited aspirations with necessarily limited capabilities.” 
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Regarding when strategies should be considered “grand,” he notes that 
“it has to do . . . with what’s at stake . . . . Strategies become grander 
even as they remain within the beholder’s eye.”12 This definition appears 
unsatisfying. 

As Silove and others have noted, grand strategies do not need to be 
limited to the realm of international security. Nor do they need to be 
located at the level of states. Individual leaders, for example, may hold 
unique grand strategic views.13 Gaddis’s definition, however, strips away 
all aspects of grand strategy that would help differentiate it from strategic   
certainly have potentially unlimited aspirations, perhaps including win-
ning a championship, becoming the best player of their generation, and 
earning endorsements to augment their salary. If they match their limited 
capabilities to achieving these goals, would Gaddis say that they possess 
a grand strategy? Even if he would, should scholars and policy makers 
follow him down this path? 

Frustratingly, Gaddis makes clear that his goal in writing the book is 
not to contribute to scholarly discourse on grand strategy or interna-
tional politics. Rather, he is seeking to distill for a popular audience the 
strategic insights he has acquired during the course of a long career at Yale 
University. Specifically, he seeks to replicate the wisdom he has taught 
to undergraduates in his renowned seminar on grand strategy. Gaddis 
notes in the preface that because he “seek[s] patterns across time, space 
and scale,” he feels “free to suspend” the “constraints” of conventional 
scholarship in order to place a bafflingly large array of thinkers, both 
historical and contemporary, in conversation with one another.14 His 
introductory chapter therefore whiplashes the reader between a startling 
array of figures, from Xerxes to Isaiah Berlin, Tolstoy to Herodotus, Philip 
Tetlock and Daniel Kahneman to F. Scott Fitzgerald. Gaddis essentially 
requires an incredibly broad definition of grand strategy to match his 
ambition in trying to link such otherwise disparate individuals. In doing 
so, however, he ensures that he won’t be able to formulate an argument 
about grand strategy that will be intelligible to either scholars, com-
mentators, or policy makers who are already familiar with the topic. In 
that respect, On Grand Strategy is unfortunately similar to the work of 
Charles Hill, Gaddis’ colleague in the grand strategy program at Yale, 
who embarked upon a similarly ill-conceived attempt to read works of 
fiction alongside grand strategy in Grand Strategies: Literature, Statecraft, 
and World Order.15
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On Grand Strategy might optimistically be read as a window into how 
Gaddis thinks. It takes a meandering, mostly thematic route through a 
variety of topics such as Athenian democracy; Caesar’s mentorship of his 
successor, Octavian; and the interplay between religious belief, nation-
alism, and the motivating power states have over their citizens. The 
connection between these topics and grand strategy, however, is thin to 
say the least. That is not to say that there is no value to Gaddis’ analysis. 
Indeed, at times Gaddis touches on incredibly interesting questions, for 
instance regarding the role of individual leaders in determining a state’s 
strategic direction. By clothing his analysis in frivolous, cryptic anec-
dotes that bounce aimlessly across time periods and characters, however, 
Gaddis ensures that such questions remain unanswered. This is incred-
ibly disappointing, since Gaddis’ work on US grand strategy during 
the Cold War, Strategies of Containment, and his seminal biography of 
George Kennan, for which he won the Pulitzer Prize, remain enduring 
classics.16 On Grand Strategy, in contrast, appears by comparison a cheap 
self-help book designed to capitalize on Gaddis’ hard-earned scholarly 
acclaim rather than a serious attempt at scholarship. 

Does Grand Strategy Matter?
Although debates about the appropriateness of individual definitions 

of grand strategy are important, they are far less so than answering the 
question of whether grand strategy matters for the conduct of foreign 
policy. In his recent book, Emergent Strategy and Grand Strategy, Ionut 
Popescu argues that most academics and policy makers ascribe to what 
he terms the “grand strategy paradigm,” whereby foreign policy success 
or failure is determined by whether a state possesses the correct grand 
strategy. In other words, if a state engages in logically sound strategic 
thinking—and can implement that thinking by linking it to strategic 
planning, force deployment, and operational action—it is more likely 
to have a successful foreign policy.

In contrast, however, Popescu believes that this grand strategic faith is 
woefully misplaced. In his reading of history, US presidents have rarely 
succeeded by adhering to a single, unchanging strategy. Rather, the 
most successful foreign policy presidents were flexible enough in their 
strategic thinking to respond to shifting circumstances and adapt their 
views and beliefs to the changing world.
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Popescu’s main theoretical insight is to import the notion of “emer-
gent strategy” from the business world into international relations. In 
contrast to the grand strategy paradigm, emergent strategy allows strategy 
to evolve as a process rather than, as with grand strategy, being “fully 
formulated in advance.”17 Policy makers are therefore free to learn from 
past experiences and adapt their thinking as they receive new informa-
tion when embracing an emergent strategy. Having delineated this al-
ternate approach to strategic planning and execution, Popescu then tests 
whether following a grand strategy or emergent strategy process leads to 
greater foreign policy success across presidential administrations during 
and following the Cold War.18 He concludes, contrary to conventional 
wisdom, that presidents will generally be more successful with their for-
eign policy when they follow an emergent strategy as opposed to grand 
strategy approach.

The argument, as a whole, is sound, and Popescu should be lauded for 
moving beyond the current debate over which grand strategy the United 
States should adopt to successfully challenge the grand strategy paradigm 
itself. Nevertheless, three major issues stand out with his analysis. First, 
Popescu is skirting a straw man argument in constructing his grand 
strategy paradigm. The point of differentiation between grand strategy 
and emergent strategy is clear; the former is reliant on advance delibera-
tion, the latter in improvisational adaption. It would be unfair, however, 
to argue that any strategic adaptation is evidence of an emergent strategy 
and that to qualify as a grand strategy there can be no improvisation or 
strategic adjustment whatsoever. Popescu, to his credit, recognizes this 
issue. He therefore notes that “proponents of Grand Strategy of course 
allow for some degree of learning and adaptation during the course 
of implementing one’s plans.”19 This ecumenical impulse, however, is 
somewhat lost in his empirical analysis, where the difference between 
tactical adaptation, which is allowed under the grand strategy paradigm, 
and strategic adaption, which is not, risk being conflated.

Second, Popescu’s empirical approach leaves a lot to be desired. Al-
though he does a good job of identifying moments where presidential 
administrations adopt either a grand strategy or emergent strategy ap-
proach, Popescu falters somewhat when it comes to identifying whether 
foreign policy success or failure is the direct result of this choice. Among 
other issues, it is often difficult to clearly code a president’s foreign policy 
as successful or unsuccessful. How, for instance, should one judge the 
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success of the US invasion of Afghanistan following September 11th? 
Although the United States has clearly spent tremendous amounts of 
money for little strategic benefit, it has also not seen Afghanistan emerge 
as a new haven for terrorists dedicated to striking at the homeland. The 
legacy of the Vietnam War also bears re-evaluation. Although clearly a 
strategic quagmire at the time, the war did not significantly hamper the 
United States’ eventual triumph in the Cold War or preclude the estab-
lishment of positive economic and security cooperation in modern times.

Popescu also has a problem when it comes to controlling for alter-
nate explanations for foreign policy successes or failures. Certainly grand 
versus emergent strategy is not the only factor which will determine 
whether US foreign policy is successful or not. There could be any number 
of additional causes, such as US domestic politics, the international bal-
ance of power, or the state of military technology to name but a few. His 
qualitative empirical approach does a poor job of controlling for these 
factors.20 Furthermore, the counterfactuals he uses for his inferences are 
often unclear. For example, Popescu codes Harry Truman’s administra-
tion as primarily engaging in an emergent strategy approach. What, 
however, would a Truman doctrine based on a grand strategy approach 
looked like? Would it have perceptibly altered the outcome of Truman’s 
foreign policy? There is no obvious answer to either question.

A final point of criticism regarding Popescu’s analysis is his reliance 
on large scale strategic reviews such as National Security Council doc-
uments and, more recently, the regularly mandated National Security 
Strategy, for coding the content of an administration’s strategic thinking. 
While these documents are certainly important, it is not clear that they 
should be the only, or main, source of evidence for an administration’s 
strategy. This is chiefly because these strategic documents oftentimes 
have little direct influence on resultant strategic planning or operations. 
The National Security Strategy, for instance, primarily influences the ma-
terial acquisition process rather than operational planning.21 Popescu, 
therefore, could have done a better job by relying on alternate sources 
for his determination of the content of each administration’s strategic 
approach.

Simon Reich and Peter Dombrowski share Popescu’s distaste for the 
grand strategy paradigm in their recent book The End of Grand Strategy, 
but they attack it from a different theoretical position. Their major con-
tention is that grand strategies are ineffective because they do not align 
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with the operational demands that militaries face in an increasingly com-
plex and interconnected world. “The notion of a grand strategy,” they 
write, “entails the vain search for order and consistency in an ever-more 
complex world.” More specifically, “the very idea of a single, one-
size-fits-all grand strategy has little utility in the twenty-first century. 
Indeed, it is often counterproductive.”22 There are two major reasons 
why this is the case. First, the proliferation of new threats means that 
a grand strategy can’t guide operations. Second, and related, operational 
demands will mean that bureaucratic politics will inhibit the success-
ful implementation of a grand strategy.

Empirically, Reich and Dombrowski look to the present rather than 
the past, centering their critiques in the current operational challenges 
that the US Navy faces. They therefore analyze how operational demands 
are misaligned to grand strategic dictates in the Persian Gulf and Arctic 
Ocean, the execution of multilateral military exercises, the suppression 
of pirates, and the interdiction of nuclear weapons technology and drug 
trafficking. While the broad strokes of Reich and Dombrowski’s theo-
retical argument are thought provoking, it is their descriptive empirical 
analysis that stands out for its concision and clarity. Any one of their 
empirical chapters could serve as a high-level primer on the topic it dis-
cusses. Their discussion of multilateral exercises in the Asia-Pacific and 
Indian Ocean, for example, is incredibly well suited as an introduction 
to contemporary security challenges, such as the disinviting of China 
from the most recent iteration of the Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) 
exercises.23

As helpful as their descriptive analysis is, though, Reich and Dom-
browski’s case studies also reveal a potential disconnect regarding the 
level of their analysis. Grand strategy, as its name implies, is primarily 
located at the strategic level of analysis. This level is often contrasted 
with the lower operational level of analysis that forms the basis of their 
empirics.24 Grand strategy proponents may be tempted to cry foul when 
Reich and Dombrowski shift their level of analysis from the strategic 
level in their theoretical critique to the operational level in their em-
pirical analysis. This criticism, however, would be misplaced, since this 
disconnect represents Reich and Dombrowski’s core dissatisfaction with 
the concept of grand strategy. It is precisely the friction between the 
strategic and operational levels which drives strategic inefficiency and 
operational dysfunction. 
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A more potent critique is that Reich and Dombrowski’s theory is under-
developed and essentially untested, in so far as they fail to clearly lay 
out the consequences of this friction and align them to their empirical 
cases. For example, the first major consequence they identify, that grand 
strategies do not provide operational direction, is rendered moot if op-
erational strategy exists to help guide military officers. Conversely, if the 
major consequence is the difficulty of implementing a grand strategy 
that conflicts with operational demands, then Reich and Dombrowski 
should have spent more time identifying what the conflict is and how it 
plays out in the bureaucratic arena. 

A second problem of Reich and Dombrowski’s argument is that 
many of the operational demands that they identify, for instance drug 
trafficking and piracy, do not represent a direct security threat to the 
United States. Many grand strategy scholars, such as Barry Posen, John 
Mearsheimer, and Stephen Walt, argue that such low-level security is-
sues are essentially outside the scope of grand strategy.25 For them, the 
fact that grand strategies do not provide operational guidance is a fea-
ture, rather than a bug, since it concentrates the military’s focus on core, 
rather than peripheral, security interests. Reich and Dombrowski’s ar-
gument would therefore be outside the scope of their grand strategic 
arguments. 

This challenge, however, is less serious than it might appear. Reich 
and Dombrowski can firstly argue that Posen, Mearsheimer, Walt, and 
others are wrong to restrict grand strategy to core national security in-
terests. Secondly, they can, and do, try to link what might appear to be 
peripheral strategic interests to core geopolitical conflicts. They note, for 
example, that the United States might have an interest in maintaining a 
naval presence in the Persian Gulf as a way to manage the global threat 
that China poses. A robust presence in the Persian Gulf might be able to 
prevent the flow of oil to China in any future conflict, limiting its mili-
tary effectiveness.26 Unfortunately, however, these geopolitical linkages 
remain underdeveloped throughout the course of the book.

When Grand Strategy Goes Wrong
Whereas many authors have argued that foreign policy failure occurs 

because of a lack of strategic thinking, far fewer have documented the 
phenomenon of grand strategic blowback, where policy failure occurs 
despite the otherwise successful implementation of a grand strategy. 
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Susan Pedersen provides a gripping, if perhaps unconventional, account 
of how these unforeseen consequences can arise in The Guardians, her 
monumental history of the League of Nations’s Permanent Mandates 
Commission (PMC).

Scholars often see the League of Nations as an abject failure. Not only 
was it unable to prevent the rise of fascism in Europe in the lead-up to 
World War II, but it furthermore helped perpetuate colonial injustices 
across large swaths of the globe. Nevertheless, even as the United States 
never joined the League, it formed a central part of the grand strategies 
of the major continental European powers, most notably England and 
France. Although they may not have been the primary advocates for the 
League during its initial formulation, the great powers begrudgingly ac-
cepted its creation, perhaps believing that they would be able to mold it 
to serve their needs.

Pedersen convincingly demonstrates that these beliefs were foolish. 
Rather than an empty shell or a simple reflection of great power inter-
ests, the League of Nations, and the PMC in particular, had a strikingly 
unanticipated yet powerful effect on the conduct of world politics that 
ran counter to, rather than alongside, the desires of the large European 
states. Specifically, Pedersen demonstrates how the PMC was able to 
subtly, but decisively, shift international norms regarding imperial con-
quest and colonialism, therefore laying the groundwork for the eventual 
dissolution of the great European empires.

Beginning her story with the infamous Paris Peace Conference that 
ended the First World War, Pedersen chronicles the mix of idealism 
and realism that led to the creation of the mandates system, a process 
whereby fully industrialized states would be tasked with overseeing a mix 
of former German colonies and the remnants of the defunct Ottoman 
Empire. Importantly, these mandatory powers would not be allowed 
to integrate the mandates as direct colonies. Rather, they were tasked 
with guiding the political and economic development as a benevolent 
administrator. 

Tracing the evolution of the mandates system throughout the in-
terwar period, Pedersen varies her narrative between the operation of 
the PMC, the formal league apparatus tasked with keeping tabs on the 
mandates, and the administration of the mandates themselves across the 
Middle East, Africa, and South Pacific. She can therefore contrast the 
surprisingly tight cast of former European diplomats and colonial of-
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ficials located in Geneva who formed the actual commission with their 
variable allies and opponents in European colonial ministries and the 
mandated territories. More than just a chronological narrative, however, 
Pedersen interjects taut discussions about the common themes the PMC 
was forced to adjudicate, such as the standing of persons in the mandates 
to petition the PMC, the role of the mandatory powers in sparking eco-
nomic development, and the thorny issues of sovereignty and eventual 
independence. She furthermore makes sure to illustrate these themes 
with the key historical events that defined relations between indigenous 
populations in the mandates and the mandatory power, including the 
Syrian revolt against French authority from 1925 to 1927, the Mau 
movement in the South Pacific, and the fraught negotiations over the 
future of Palestine.

Pedersen’s work will unquestioningly remain the definitive history of 
an underappreciated, yet incredibly important, experiment in interna-
tional governance far into the future. Nevertheless, it is understandable 
that such a monumental work will itself contain some inconsistencies and 
problematic areas. First, it is clear that Pedersen is wrestling throughout 
the course of the book about how to convincingly, yet honestly, argue 
for the overall impact of the PMC. She settles upon a not wholly 
satisfying—and decidedly counterintuitive—conclusion. Rather than 
directly influencing the conduct of imperial powers, she maintains, the 
PMC had an indirect impact through shifting discourse about imperial-
ism and beliefs about the appropriate relationship between European 
states and colonized peoples. To complicate this story further, she notes 
that the members of the PMC themselves were not particularly liberal 
or anti-imperialist. Rather, their single-minded devotion to strict textual 
interpretation and fervent, if patronizing, belief in the civilizing mission 
of mandates led to the unintentional delegitimation of more coercive 
colonial relationships. Although Pedersen ably demonstrates the effects 
of the PMC, it is difficult to fully comprehend how it could have such 
a large effect given that virtually none of the major actors intended for 
such a result to occur.

The lack of a clear counterfactual to weigh against the PMC’s pur-
ported effect further complicates matters. What would have been the 
trajectory of imperialism if the PMC and the mandates system hadn’t 
existed? It certainly seems plausible that European powers would have 
simply absorbed the mandated territories into their existing empires. 
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Conversely, however, Pedersen herself acknowledges that much of the 
effect of the PMC could also be attributed to the existence of the League 
as a whole and the ideals embedded in its covenant.27 Even absent a 
mandate system, therefore, the legitimacy of colonialism may still have 
decreased during the interwar period. She also notes how nongovern-
mental organizations such as the Zionist Organization, the Anti-Slavery 
Society, and various diaspora populations played a central role in shift-
ing public opinion against both the mandate system and colonialism 
in general. Pedersen could have done a better job of differentiating the 
mechanisms whereby the PMC, as opposed to these other bodies, im-
pacted global opinion.

Finally, Pedersen’s otherwise admirable impartiality can become prob-
lematic when she documents some of the worst atrocities visited by 
mandatory powers upon the populations under their care. For the bulk 
of her narrative Pedersen adamantly refuses to take sides regarding the 
morality or immorality of individual actors. She therefore consistently, 
albeit calmly, details the discriminatory, racist underpinnings of the 
mandate system but reserves ultimate judgment on it. She furthermore 
attempts, to the best of her ability, to allow under-represented native 
views to speak. Her aloof position, however, is challenged when con-
fronted with unquestionably immoral behavior. To cite but one example, 
Pedersen errs when discussing the practice of British adventurers in the 
South Pacific indiscriminately killing native islanders and paying for sex 
with local women. Pedersen attempts to recover the agency of native 
women, noting that by engaging in transactional sex they discovered 
that the British were not gods or spirits, but rather men.28 Interrogating 
the complexities of these relationships and other imperial interactions 
is important. Still, although clearly not her intent, Pedersen at times 
comes dangerously close to minimizing or justifying the violence of the 
mandate system.

Whither Grand Strategy?
What direction should future research on grand strategy take? The 

chorus of skeptical scholarly voices is likely to grow as grand strategy ad-
vocates have yet to formulate convincing counterarguments. There are 
also additional inconsistencies in grand strategy arguments that remain 
underexploited. For instance, the main arguments in the prescriptive 
debates over US grand strategy remain at best woefully underspecified 
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and at worst indeterminate. Similar to the problems with Popescu’s ar-
guments regarding emergent strategy, theories of grand strategy often 
omit key causes that could function as alternate explanations for their 
documented outcomes. 

Additionally, grand strategy advocates sometimes curiously censor the 
types of outcomes that they attempt to explain. For example, advocates 
of restraint often highlight how adopting their preferred grand strategy 
will decrease the number of wars the United States will be involved in. 
Advocates for deep engagement, however, counter that the overall number 
of wars in the international system will likely increase under restraint, 
a question where restraint advocates are noticeably silent.29 By high-
lighting some implications of individual grand strategies and not others, 
scholars fail to lay out the full consequences of adopting any individual 
strategy and make direct comparisons between competing strategies 
difficult. At worst, this could indicate cherry-picking outcomes that fit 
their arguments best. Not only does this selective reporting risk charges 
of bias, but also it conceals that the theories may not be determinate, 
that is lead to one clear prediction such as success or failure. 

Future work on grand strategy should also look toward midrange 
theories of grand strategy rather than the current emphasis on broad de-
pictions of foreign policy success or failure. Amid a larger move toward 
midrange theory in the study of international relations,30 grand strategy 
scholars would benefit from articulating the relationship between grand 
strategy and a variety of other aspects of domestic and international 
politics rather than continually rehashing underdeveloped prescriptive 
debates. Thomas Oatley’s recent work on the relationship between US 
grand strategy and domestic financial crises represents a prime example 
of the potential value of such midrange theories.31

Finally, grand strategy scholars should better articulate and test the 
mechanisms that link variation in grand strategy to potential outcomes. 
For instance, when advocates of restraint argue that a strategy of deep 
engagement costs the United States more since it incentivizes “cheap-
riding” by US allies, they fail to provide convincing evidence either that 
allies truly are cheap-riding or that the US is spending more as a result. 
Without adequate counterfactual baselines for either allied or US de-
fense spending, these mechanisms are not fully evidenced.32 Amidst the 
potential rise of future great power competitors and an influx of fund-
ing for research on grand strategy, debates over the importance of grand 
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strategy will certainly persist in the foreseeable future. These arguments 
will be greatly enriched if, rather than simply repeating the consensus 
view that grand strategy “matters” for the conduct of foreign policy, partici-
pants seriously engage with the growing skepticism of the concept. 
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Book Reviews

The New Russia by Mikhail Gorbachev, trans. Arch Tait. Polity Books, 2016, 400 pp.

To mark the 30th anniversary of the commencement of perestroika, Mikhail Gorbachev 
wrote The New Russia (published in Russian as После Кремля/Posle Kremlya, translated After the 
Kremlin), an introspective look at the Russian state based on his own experiences. He examined 
how Russia has evolved from the Soviet Union to the modern “managed democracy,” controlled 
by the Putin regime. New Russia offers Western readers a viewpoint at once sympathetic to, yet 
independent of, the liberal democratic narrative which generally informs American thinkers. 
New Russia does not offer particularly fresh insights but does provide Western readers the oppor-
tunity to glimpse a divide between the Putin regime and the elements of the Russian population 
that is often lost from outside Russia’s borders.

Originally published in Russia, New Russia adds a Russian perspective to the many Eng-
lish-language books about Russia published in recent years. Arch Tait achieved a quick and 
masterful translation, allowing Polity Books to issue New Russia in 2016, only a year after its 
publication in Russia. Considering his previous books were all published in both Russian and 
English, Gorbachev must have designed his work with some English-speaking readers in mind. 
However, the references he makes to individuals and events demonstrate his first thought was 
to inspire Russians to take action in their own country. New Russia distinguishes itself in this 
way from those books by Russian authors explicitly seeking to reach Western audiences first. 

Gorbachev organized New Russia into three parts. The first section chronicled Russian politi-
cal events of the 1990s, starting from the August Coup in 1991 where Boris Yeltsin drove Gor-
bachev from power, ultimately leading to the collapse of the Soviet Union in December 1991. 
Countering claims they were responsible for the collapse, Gorbachev defended his reforms (“per-
estroika” or “restructuring”) of the Soviet system, which he announced in 1985. He explained 
the economic and civic growth he hoped to achieve but which was, by his account, stymied by 
the chaos and corruption ushered in under the first Russian president, Yeltsin. Gorbachev then 
chronicled his efforts to continue reforms from 1991 to 1999. In the second section, Gorbachev 
gave his perspective of the Putin era, starting in 2000 until the present, which brought stability 
at the cost of political freedom and economic development. Finally, the third section looked at 
global changes since the collapse of the Soviet Union. While he celebrated the spread of democ-
racy, he pointed out instabilities in the global system that may lead to a growing number of crises. 

Gorbachev argued for changes he believes must occur within Russia’s political system, and 
in the relations of other world powers toward Russia, for the Russian people to become true 
partners with the West in achieving a more democratic, peaceful world. Gorbachev expressed 
confidence that Russia must experience a true internal reform, both for its own sake and for 
global stability. Gorbachev described himself as a European-style social democrat who, through 
perestroika, sought to maintain the benefits of a socialist state while improving the state’s re-
sponsiveness to the people’s will. Thirty years later, Gorbachev assessed that his reforms had not 
been honestly implemented. Gorbachev criticizes the “managed democracy” that followed, un-
der President Vladimir Putin, for mimicking a true civil society, without allowing citizens the 
freedom to organically develop institutions that may challenge the regime. From Gorbachev’s 
perspective, such a faux democracy cannot create the social or economic stability Russia needs. 

Simultaneously, as a former head of state, Gorbachev is not entirely unsympathetic toward 
Russia’s leaders. Gorbachev defended his homeland, in many respects demonstrating a conven-
tional worldview aligned with the actions of the current Russian regime. He reproached the West 
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for the way it treated Russia after the collapse of the Soviet Union, as he saw it dismissing Rus-
sian concerns or unhelpfully suggesting fiscal solutions to the Russian state, which worsened its 
economic crisis. In regards to interactions with the Russia of Putin’s era, Gorbachev condemned 
the return to power politics on both the Russian and Western sides, where military force rather 
than dialogue characterizes relations between states.

Gorbachev is an authoritative commentator on Russia’s political condition, yet his position 
midway between the Russian regime and political opposition appears to have frustrated both his 
reforms in the Soviet era and efforts to develop democracy after the collapse of the Soviet Union. 
His experience and connections give weight to his opinions in New Russia, and his insights help 
explain the Russian perspective of the reconfiguring of the world order during the 1990s, when 
the US dominated global affairs. However, Gorbachev has not been able to coalesce an organized 
opposition to either Yeltsin or Putin. He has remained on the periphery of the Russian opposi-
tion, providing a coherent ideology of increased economic and social participation but limited in 
his ability to effect necessary changes. Gorbachev’s perspective is generally aligned with the elite 
opposition and, thus, does not necessarily represent the experience of the bulk of the population.

New Russia suffers from Gorbachev’s flaws as a long-lasting politician, though one unable 
to represent the Russian population. Gorbachev quotes himself extensively, including full 
transcripts of his interviews, correspondence, and newspaper articles—their length often distracts 
from the point with their at times rambling, conversational tone. At over 400 pages, the book 
would have been improved by reducing these citations. However, they demonstrate how he has 
sought to influence Russian-speaking and Western audiences after he lost formal power as head 
of the then-main peer competitor to the United States. For these reasons, The New Russia is 
useful for specialists of Eurasian or European affairs but may not be suitable for general readers. 

Maj J. Alexander Ippoliti, ANG

Just War Reconsidered: Strategy, Ethics, and Theory by LTG James M. Dubik, 
USA, Retired. University of Kentucky Press, 2016, 225 pp.

James Dubik’s Just War Reconsidered uses just war theory as a lens to examine the political 
and moral responsibility of military officers and policy makers at the strategic and operational 
level of war. Dubik’s central claim is that just war theory is incomplete. Traditional just war 
theory distinguishes the decision to go to war (jus ad bellum), which is the province of policy 
makers, from how a war is fought (jus in bello), which is the responsibility of the military. Du-
bik introduces a new level of analysis to jus in bello: how a war is waged. Fighting justly involves 
choosing weapons and targets to achieve war aims while minimizing the effect on those not 
engaged in harm. Waging war justly involves setting war aims, choosing strategies and policies, 
and prodding bureaucracies to achieve, assess, and readjust those aims and policies as needed, 
with the knowledge that the lives of those affected by war—soldiers, civilians, and even adver-
saries—have moral value. While the initial choice of aims and strategies is part of jus ad bellum, 
the dynamic nature of war requires continual reassessment and adjustment as war progresses, 
properly situating war-waging choices within jus in bello. The moral and political responsibility 
for waging war is shared between policy makers and military officers. 

Dubik draws on classical and contemporary just war theory as well as civil-military relations 
theory to support his argument. In just war theory, he relies principally on Michael Walzer 
and his war convention, although he also acknowledges the influence of revisionists such as 
Jeff McMahan and David Rodin. In civil-military relations, he describes Samuel Huntington’s 
model of objective civilian control and Peter Feaver’s principal-agent theory but prefers Eliot 
Cohen’s model of “unequal dialogue.” His summaries of these works are ideal for those who 
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may not be familiar with them. They are clear, concise, and do justice to the theories while 
pointing out how they are deficient, giving rise to the need for this book. Dubik illustrates his 
points with examples drawn from the Civil War, World War II, Vietnam, both Iraq wars, and 
Afghanistan, with a strong emphasis on the most recent conflicts. 

Dubik identifies five jus in bello war-waging principles: continuous dialogue between mili-
tary and civilian leaders; final decision authority, which rests with civilians; managerial com-
petence in carrying out policies; maintaining legitimacy, which he identifies as a function of 
both a righteous cause and the probability of success; and resignation as an option for military 
officers under certain conditions. These principles are a framework, not a checklist. They do 
not guarantee strategic success, but “senior civilian and military leaders who follow [them] are 
acting justly with respect to . . . their war-waging responsibilities” (p. 138).

As his principles suggest, Dubik’s argument melds professional ethics and civil-military rela-
tions. He faults Huntington’s model for drawing an artificial distinction between politics and 
war and deferring too much to the military in waging war. Echoing Clausewitz, Dubik identifies 
a trinity of war-waging concerns that incorporates both political and military elements: achiev-
ing coherence by setting aims and choosing strategies and policies likely to achieve those aims; 
generating organizational capacity to achieve those aims at the least cost in lives and resources, 
adapting when required; and maintaining legitimacy by fighting justly, engaging public support, 
and keeping the military subordinate to civilian authority. If Huntington defers too much to 
the military, in Dubik’s view Feaver defers too little. The civilians’ “right to be wrong,” central 
to Feaver’s agency theory, does not give sufficient weight to the moral content of decisions that 
spend the lives of soldiers and on which military officers are likely to have important insight. 
Cohen’s model of unequal dialogue is described as “necessary but insufficient,” in part because it 
fails to address the importance of executing and reassessing policy.

Attention or inattention to execution and assessment profoundly influences the duration and 
likely success of war. This is central to maintaining legitimacy and makes the difference between 
sustainable sacrifice and spending lives vain. Dubik does not demand perfection in policy formu-
lation, execution, and assessment but argues that “a cycle of sustained imprudence” is immoral 
as well as unwise. Given the moral stakes, Dubik’s remedy for an officer who cannot meet her jus 
in bello war-waging responsibilities is unsatisfying. The first responsibility of an officer is to make 
her views known in the privacy of the policy formulation process. If the process consistently 
fails to assess or acknowledge sustained policy failure so much that continuing current policy is 
certain to waste lives, Dubik argues, an officer may resign. But, in line with many other scholars, 
he argues against making the reason for such a resignation public, as to do so would undermine 
the principle of civilian control. His argument is nuanced: he notes that civilian policy makers 
who resign under similar circumstances have no obligation to remain quiet and suggests that the 
disruptive effects of resignation may be enough to force change. Nevertheless, quiet resignation 
may salvage an officer’s own conscience but offers cold comfort to those doomed by imprudent 
and immoral policy. That is a high price to pay for the norm of military officers not offering 
public criticism of civilian policy choices (as distinct from disobedience).

Far from being a criticism, such argument is precisely the type of debate that Dubik hopes 
to provoke. “Undeniably, what I have presented will be found deficient,” he writes in the 
book’s final lines. “Equally undeniable, however, is that the content of this book advances the 
understanding of the moral dimension of war and may stimulate more discussion about an im-
portant dimension of just war theory the prevailing view omits” (p. 172). In this, his powerful 
and provocative book succeeds admirably.

Doyle Hodges
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